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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation, we have undertaken the challenge to understand the unusual propa­
gation properties of the photonic crystal (PC). The photonic crystal is a medium where the 
dielectric function is periodically modulated. These types of structures are characterized by 
bands and gaps. In other words, they are characterized by frequency regions were propagation 
is prohibited (gaps) and regions where propagation is allowed (bands). In this study we focus 
on two-dimensional photonic crystals, i.e., structures with periodic dielectric patterns on a 
plane and translational symmetry in the perpendicular direction. 
We start by studying a two-dimensional photonic crystal system for frequencies inside the 
band gap. The inclusion of a line defect introduces allowed states in the otherwise prohibited 
frequency spectrum. The dependence of the defect resonance state on different parameters such 
as size of the structure, profile of incoming source, etc., is investigated in detail. For this study, 
we used two popular computational methods in photonic crystal research, the Finite Difference 
Time Domain method (FDTD) and the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM). The results for the 
one-dimensional defect system are analyzed, and the two methods, FDTD and TMM, are 
compared. 
Then, we shift our attention only to periodic two-dimensional crystals, concentrate on their 
band properties, and study their unusual refractive behavior. Anomalous refractive phenomena 
in photonic crystals included cases where the beam refracts on the "wrong" side of the surface 
normal. The latter phenomenon, is known as negative refraction and was previously observed 
in materials where the wave vector, the electric field, and the magnetic field form a left-handed 
set of vectors. These materials are generally called left-handed materials (LHM) or negative 
index materials (NIM). We investigated the possibility that the photonic crystal behaves as a 
LHM, and how this behavior relates with the observed negatively refractive phenomena. 
We found that in the PC system, negative refraction is neither a prerequisite nor guarantees 
left-handed behavior. We examined carefully the condition to obtain left-handed behavior in 
the PC. We proposed a wedge type of experiment, in accordance with the experiment performed 
on the traditional LHM, to test these conditions. We found that for certain frequencies the 
PC shows left-handed behavior and acts in some respects like a homogeneous medium with a 
negative refractive index. We used the realistic PC system for this case to show how negative 
refraction occurs at the interface between a material with a positive and a material with a 
negative refractive index. Our findings indicate that the formation of the negatively refracted 
beam is not instantaneous and involves a transient time. With this time-dependent analysis, 
we were able to address previous controversial issues about negative refraction concerning 
causality and the speed of light limit. 
Finally, we attempt a systematic study of anomalous refractive phenomena that can occur 
at the air-PC interface. We observe cases where only a single refracted beam (in the positive 
or negative direction) is present, as well as cases with birefringence. We classify these different 
effects according to their origin and type of propagation (left-handed or not). For a complete 
study of the system, we also obtain expressions for the energy and group velocities, and show 
their equality. For cases with very low index contrast, band folding becomes an artificiality. 
We discuss the validity of our findings when we move to the limit of photonic crystals with a 
low index modulation. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
History of electromagnetic wave propagation in periodic structures and 
photonic crystals 
The photonic crystal lattice [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is a periodic arrangement of dielectric units in the 
two or three dimensional space. Unlike semiconductor crystals that are available in abundance, 
photonic crystals —with the exception of a few recent discoveries in live organisms [6, 7, 8]— do 
not exist in nature. Photonic crystals can mold and control the flow of light like semiconductor 
crystals control the flow of electrons. Photonic crystals are characterized by frequency regions 
where no electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation is allowed for any angle of incidence. These 
regions are known as complete photonic band gaps or stop bands. For other frequency regions 
propagation is allowed in some or all directions. 
The realization that gaps can exist in the propagation of EM waves actually dates back 
to 1913 [9, 10]. The observed reflectance spectrum in x-ray diffraction experiments on crystal 
structures has narrow width gaps around specific incident angles. In other words the propaga­
tion inside the crystal is prohibited for a certain part of the wave vector space. Furthermore, 
Brillouin [11] had investigated classical wave propagation in periodic dielectric structures. 
Specifically, Brillouin studied the propagation of classical waves in a homogeneous medium 
in the presence of a small periodic perturbation. He studied cases where the sites of the pe­
riodic perturbation form a Bravais lattice in the two- or three-dimensional space. For the 
two-dimensional case, he considered the scalar wave equation. Subsequently, he calculated the 
frequency dispersion of the system. Brillouin found that for wave vectors that lie away from 
the Brillouin zone boundary, this dispersion relation is close to the one for the homogeneous 
medium. However, as one approaches the zone boundary, the dispersion starts to deviate from 
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the homogeneous medium. Exactly at the zone boundary, it experiences a discontinuity that 
is proportional to the magnitude of the periodic perturbation. Essentially, Brillouin predicted 
the existence of gaps in the propagation of classical waves in periodic structures. Brillouin's 
calculations for the three-dimensional case employed a full vector wave equation. Like the 
two-dimensional case, he found that the frequency dispersion relation exhibits discontinuities 
at the zone boundary. However, in this case he also observed that the dispersion breaks into 
three branches (within the limits of a certain zone). Brillouin's work suggests that the propa­
gation of classical waves in periodic media is characterized by frequency regions of prohibited 
propagation (band gaps) and, in some cases, the existence of multiple propagation modes for 
a certain frequency. 
Since the pioneering work of Brillouin in wave propagation in periodic media, the subject 
matter for the specific case of electromagnetic (EM) waves was further investigated for a 
layered medium of alternating stacks of different dielectric constants (periodic medium in one 
dimension). The work of Abeles (1950) [12] was followed by the systematic study by Yeh, Yariv 
and Hong (1977) [13]. The layered medium is widely known in the literature as ID diffraction 
grating or Bragg reflector and is the precursor of the photonic crystal. The motivation for 
these systematic studies of the ID periodic medium came partly from the great potential it 
showed for lasing applications. In fact, Kogelnik and Shank [14], proposed a periodic lasing 
structure in which feedback is not provided by end-mirrors as in conventional lasers, but is 
distributed across the structure. In these structures — known as distributed feedback lasers 
(DEB) [14, 15]—, feedback comes from Bragg scattering, due to periodic spatial variation of 
the refractive index and gain (active medium). Moreover, Yariv [16] proposed a natural crystal 
could be used as an x-ray DEB laser. In their systematic study, Yeh, Yariv, and Hong [13] 
considered EM waves incident to the ID stack with different angles. They found peaks in the 
reflectance spectrum for a structure consisting of a finite number of layers, which in some cases, 
have magnitudes as high as 1. The peaks in the reflectance spectrum are indicative of frequency 
regions, where propagation is forbidden inside the structure. Hence, the name Bragg reflector 
for the ID periodic layered medium [13]. The band gap properties of the Bragg reflector were 
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utilized in applications as early as 1974. Lasing devices, where the layered medium plays the 
role of the end-mirrors around the gain medium, were proposed, studied, and fabricated in the 
mid-70s [17, 18, 19, 20]. These structures came to be known as "Distributed Bragg Reflection 
Lasers" (DBR) and are studied and used in optical applications till today [21, 22, 23]. The gap 
properties of the Bragg reflector are the basis of operation of other resonator type of devices 
such as Bragg reflection laser diodes [24, 25] and "Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers" 
(VCSELs) [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Other applications of the periodic layered medium are based 
on its propagation properties and not its band gap properties. In fact, the periodicity of the ID 
grating allows coupling between two waveguide channels. Both forward (parallel to the input 
signal) and backwards (antiparallel to the input signal) coupled waves were reported [32]. 
Despite the numerous studies of ID gratings, interest towards propagation of EM waves in 
periodic dielectric structures in three dimensions did not occur until 1987. This interest led 
eventually to the advancement of the photonic crystal area and was triggered by the indepen­
dent discoveries of Eli Yablonovitch [33] and Sajeev John [34]. Yablonovitch was attempting 
to create a periodic dielectric environment around semiconductor laser devices that would 
suppress spontaneous emission and therefore enhance the device's performance. The short­
coming of the Bragg reflector, which is periodic only in one direction, becomes apparent in 
such a case. These systems inhibit light propagation only along the stacking direction [33]. 
In addition, metallic waveguides that can suppress spontaneous emission become very lossy at 
high-frequencies [35]. Clearly, a three-dimensional periodic dielectric structure that suppresses 
EM wave propagation in any direction would be the most appropriate [33, 35]. On the other 
hand Sajeev John [34] inspired by the work of P. W. Anderson [36] on electron localization un­
dertook the challenge to investigate whether such localization can exist for photons. Maxwell's 
equations govern the propagation of the photon vs. Schrodinger's equation for the electron. 
Comparison of the two equations yields, that the role of a periodic dielectric constant for the 
photon is analogous to the role of the periodic potential for the electron. Sajeev John [34] 
employed a nearly free photon approximation for a periodic dielectric structure, where taking 
the vector nature of the electromagnetic field was taken into account. He found a gap in the 
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frequency dispersion, occurring at the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary. He further investigated 
for the existence of photon localization and found this is possible in the presence of a periodic 
dielectric environment with small random disorder [34]. The works of Yablonovitch and John 
predicted the existence of the full omni-directional photonic band gap and set the grounds for 
the photonic crystal area. 
John [37] argued that the formation of the photonic band gap is basically an interplay 
between the microscopic and macroscopic resonance characteristics of the periodic dielectric 
system. The macroscopic resonance (Bragg resonance) is related to the periodicity of the 
system, while the microscopic resonance is related to the site characteristics (Mie resonance). 
One should expect a maximum width for the photonic band gap in the case where the frequency 
of the two types of resonances coincide. We note at this point that a more recent study 
by Lidorikis et al. [38] in two-dimensional structures indicated that one mechanism may 
prevail over the other, depending on the structural characteristics and propagation parameters 
(polarization). Moreover, Yablonovitch's intuition [35] was that the photonic band gap appears 
every time the propagation modes have wave vectors that in reciprocal space reach the limits of 
the first Brillouin zone. Correspondingly, structures that have a close to spherical BZ would be 
most likely to posses a complete band gap, and therefore inhibit propagation in any direction. 
John's and Yablonovitch's works ignited research towards finding and fabricating the three-
dimensional structure that possesses a complete stop band. First attempts were targeted to­
wards fee (face centered cubic) [39] type of structures. The latter are characterized by a close 
to spherical Brillouin zone, and would be a good candidate for a photonic band gap in all 
directions of propagation. Due to the lack of developed theoretical tools for band structure 
calculations at the time, Yablonovitch adopted a "cut and dry approach" [39] in his experi­
mental search of the predicted photonic band gap. In fact, he considered many different fee 
structure with spherical atoms for different filling ratios as well as different index contrast val­
ues between atoms and background. Both cases of air atoms in high dielectric background and 
dielectric spheres in air background were considered. From these tedious experimental efforts, 
it was determined that an fee structure of air spheres in background dielectric with index 3.5 
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and volume fraction 86% possesses a full photonic band gap. 
Swayed by the analogy with the electronic system, researchers employed the scalar wave 
approximation [40, 41] for the electromagnetic field in the early band structure calculations 
for EM wave propagation in periodic structures. The dispersion relation in this approximation 
was obtained either with the use of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method (KKR) [40, 41] or the 
plane wave method [40]. Both these methods gave actually similar results. It was later realized 
by theorists [42, 43, 44] that the neglect of the full vectorial nature of the electromagnetic field, 
leads to miscalculations. In fact, these calculations [42, 43, 44] showed that the fee structure 
possesses no full photonic band gap, in disagreement with the experimental results [39]. In 
particular, Ho, Chan and Soukoulis [42] argued that the observed experimental gap is only a 
"pseudogap," a region of low density of states. Moreover, their findings indicated that although 
the fee lattice does not possess a complete stop band, the diamond structure - a fee lattice with 
a basis- does. Actually, both cases of air spheres in high dielectric background or dielectric 
spheres in air background, in a diamond lattice arrangement exhibit a complete stop gap when 
the index contrast exceeds the value of 2 [42]. In addition, Leung and Liu [43, 45] argued 
that it is the spherical shape of the atoms causing a persistent frequency degeneracy at the W 
symmetry point and hence no band gap for the fee structure. Later in 1992, the systematic 
work by Sozuer and Haus [46] showed that after all the fee did possess a full band gap, for the 
case of air spheres suspended in dielectric background. However, the location of this gap was in 
the higher bands (between the eighth and ninth band) and is present only when the dielectric 
contrast between the constituents exceeds the value of 2.8 [47]. Band structure calculations 
for two- or three- dimensional photonic crystals to date are actually based on the plane wave 
method with the full vector nature of the EM field taken into account. We provide the details 
of this method in a subsequent section. 
The theoretical grounds were now set for the search, fabrication, and experimental study 
of photonic band gap structures and devices. 
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Photonic crystal structures 
In the initial stages, photonic crystal research mainly targeted the experimental realization 
of the diamond structure. This structure possesses a robust complete stop band, that persists 
over a wide range of structural parameters [42]. Maxwell's equations for the photonic crystal 
system, in the absence of dispersive dielectric components, are completely scalable in space [1]. 
This means that any calculation or experimental observation for a structure operating in the 
microwave regime would carry on to the optical frequencies when the respective features are 
miniaturized to submicron sizes. Naturally, the first experimental efforts were oriented towards 
structures with a gap in the microwave frequency regime. Fabrication of the periodic structures 
in this relevant size range is easier. For the desired applications in communications and optical 
devices, the appropriate frequency regime of operation lies in the infrared or visible spectrum. 
The rapid development of technology provided scientists with sophisticated fabrication tools. 
These aided in realizing photonic structures with smaller and smaller sizes, and consequently 
in achieving the initial goal: structures operating in the infrared and optical spectrum as the 
technological demands dictate. For historical purposes we begin our review with the early mm 
scale photonic crystals and follow through with the progress in miniaturization. We review 
different structures as well as the main fabrication techniques. 
Two classes of structures prevailed in the initial stages that followed the first experi­
mental efforts of Yablonovitch with the different fee structures. The first was fabricated by 
Yablonovitch [35, 48, 49], following the suggestion by the Iowa State group for the diamond 
structure [42, 50]. A mask of triangular holes was patterned in a slab of material with a dielec­
tric constant equal to 12 (Emerson & Gumming Stycast 12). The choice of material was not 
by chance. The long-term objective was always a structure operable in the optical. Therefore 
the chosen material should have a dielectric constant close to the corresponding one of typical 
high dielectric constant materials used in optical frequencies (such as Si and GaAs). Each 
hole in the triangular array would be drilled three times with the use of a carbide tool bit. 
The three drilling directions lie on a conical surface at 35.26 deg. with the surface normal, 
and at 120 deg. in respect to each other. The resulting structure has non-spherical atoms in 
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a diamond-like arrangement and is known as the "yablononite" or "three-cylinder" structure. 
The experiments [35, 39, 49] verified preceding calculations by Chan et al. [51]. Indeed, the 
"yablonovite" possesses a full gap where EM wave propagation is forbidden for any angle. 
The observed gap in the experiments showed dependence on the volume fraction of the drilled 
air voids with maximum width near volume fraction of ~ 78%, in agreement with theoretical 
predictions [51]. 
The Iowa State group [52, 53] proceeded with a more elegant, easier to fabricate structure, 
known as the layer-by-layer or "woodpile" structure. It consists of layers of rectangular (or 
alternatively circular or elliptical) cross section dielectric rods that are stacked sequentially 
in the following manner. The (i + l)th layer is oriented at 90° in respect to the ith layer 
and the (i + 2)th layer is misaligned by half the rod separation distance in respect to the 
ith layer. So actually the period c of this arrangement is four layers. This stacking sequence 
produces a face centered tetragonal lattice. The diamond lattice is obtained for the special case 
that c/a=\/2, with a being the planar rod separation distance. The layer by layer structure 
possesses a complete band gap over a wide range of structural parameters (dielectric constant, 
cross section of rods, filling ratio, ratio of period c over planar rod separation distance a etc.). 
It is better than the "yablonovite" because of easier fabrication and defect manipulation. Both 
these properties are important for the applicability of a certain structure. This explains why 
the layer by layer structures became so attractive, and still remains a very popular structure 
in the photonic crystal community. The first experimental realization of the layer by layer 
structure came in 1994 by Ozbay et al. [54], with the use of mm sized stacked alumina 
rods. The observed band gap lies in the microwave regime (12-14 GHz) [54, 55]. By employing 
semiconductor etching techniques on silicon wafers [55], the researchers succeeded in fabricating 
structures with micron feature sizes, operable in the millimeter [56] and sub millimeter (far-
infrared) [57] wavelength scale. 
Researchers in the PC community persisted to achieve the desired diamond structure with 
a gap at higher frequencies (infrared and optical). They continued attempting to miniaturize 
further the two popular diamond structures: the "yablonovite" and the layer-by-layer. Feiertag 
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et al. [58, 59] employed a deep x-ray lithographie technique to fabricate a yablononite. In par­
ticular, they used x-ray irradiation through a Au mask of holes in triangular arrangement onto 
a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) resist. Multiple irradiations produce holes in the PMMA, 
like the holes produced by the carbon drill in the Stycast dielectric in the original "yablonovite," 
but with smaller (micron) sizes. The resulting template is infiltrated and chemically treated. 
After the chemical reactions take place, a lattice of ceramic remains, with sites positioned at the 
holes of the initial irradiated PMMA. More recently, Cuisin et al. [60] employed high-resolution 
x-ray lithography to achieve a "yablonovite" PMMA template, with submicron feature sizes. 
The measured reflectance and transmittance spectrum of the fabricated template indicated 
the existence of a gap in the midinfrared. Finally, a combination of macroporous silicon tech­
niques and focused ion-beam micromachining led to a "yablonovite"-like structure operable at 
the infrared [61]. 
In addition, the layer-by-layer structure received further attention by experimentalists with 
the goal to achieve smaller feature sizes. Layer-by-layer structures operable in the infrared 
regime were realized by Noda [62, 63, 64] and Lin [65, 66]. Both groups used elaborate fab­
rication methods with each layer patterned separately. As a result, the fabricated woodpiles 
consist only of a few layers equal or barely exceeding one period, which consists of four layers. 
Meanwhile, researchers turned their attention to other structures with a full band gap that 
could potentially operate in the optical regime. The observation that an inverse fee structure, 
commonly referred to as an "inverse opal," exhibits a gap between the eighth and the ninth 
band [46, 47] prompted the researchers to resolve into self-assembly methods of fabrication [67]. 
Fee is a preferred structure in nature. Actually, submicron sized particles of monodisperse silica 
or polymer can order in an fee arrangement in a colloidal solution [67]. The fee lattice of these 
nanoparticles serves as the template that will produce the inverse opal structure. Depending 
on the composition of the template, different infiltration techniques [67] are employed to form 
the high-dielectric matrix. Subsequently, the ordered particles are etched or burned off [67]. 
The remaining air sphere sites, in the high index matrix constitute the inverse opal, which 
has a gap in the optical regime. However, the main disadvantage of this method, is that 
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the applicable gap is located in the higher bands. It is therefore highly sensitive to disorder, 
inevitably present in the self-assembled structures. In fact, even a disorder of about ~ 2% 
in the lattice constant can potentially destroy the gap [67]. Another disadvantage is that the 
self-assembled particles do not exhibit long range order. As a result, the maximum size of a 
single inverse opal crystal that can obtain is restricted [67]. 
The achievement of photonic crystal structures that operate at optical and near-infrared 
frequencies is enormous. The ultimate goal remains to use the structures in optical devices 
and in communications. As we mentioned earlier, the gap for the inverse opal structures is not 
robust. Moreover, the layer-by-layer structures operating in the infrared are actually a fairly 
recent advancement. The relevant fabrication techniques are highly sophisticated, which makes 
defect manipulation a challenge. Naturally, two-dimensional patterning is far less elaborate and 
a variety of defects can be easily incorporated. In addition, two-dimensional structures can be 
useful in certain applications such as optical fibers. These factors led many researchers in the 
photonic crystal community to turn their attention to two-dimensional structures. However, 
the relevant available techniques do not always allow fabrication of 2D structures with high 
aspect ratios. The latter is the ratio of the height of the structure over the feature size. In 
many cases thin slabs with planar patterns of holes in high index dielectric were fabricated 
[68]. Two-dimensional structures with a small aspect ratio are frequently referred to as two-
dimensional slabs. However, as we will see structures with a high aspect ratio were also 
realized. Two-dimensional structures have received criticism regarding their ability to provide 
full confinement in all three-dimensions, and not only in the periodic plane. For slab structures, 
index guiding mechanisms similar to the ones applied in traditional optical fibers were proposed 
[68, 69]. Alternatively, in certain structures with a high aspect ratio, researchers investigated 
for the optimum overlap between the band gaps for propagation in and out of the periodic 
plane [70]. Two-dimensional photonic crystal structures (slabs or with high aspect ratio) 
are receiving great attention till today. We note that for a high enough index contrast and 
certain filling ratios, both the square and triangular arrangements possess a band gap for the 
two polarizations. We review, the basic two-dimensional structures and relevant fabrication 
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techniques in the following paragraph. In a following section, we will see that many of the 
proposed applications implemented and tested photonic crystals in simple two-dimensional 
lattices. 
Simple realization of a two-dimensional structure comes in the microwave regime by arrang­
ing mm sized alumina rods in square [71] or triangular lattices. Structures with high dielectric 
rods in air background have also a limit in miniaturization due to fabrication constraints. A 
structure consisting of small rods with diameter 0.508 mm in air was implemented by Lin 
[72, 73]. This structure possesses a gap in the mm wave regime. Other two-dimensional struc­
tures with smaller (submicron) feature sizes where fabricated with the use of channel array 
glass [74, 75]. These are low index contrast dielectric structures (glass sites in glass or air 
holes in glass), have high aspect ratio and can have a gap in the near-infrared frequencies [75]. 
To achieve smaller feature sizes researchers turned into semiconductor processing techniques. 
The fabricated structures are two-dimensional arrays of air holes in a thin slab made typically 
of a dielectric material, e.g., GaAs, Si or SiOg [68, 76]. Various groups [68, 77, 78, 79, 80] 
fabricated two-dimensional PC slabs structures with submicron feature sizes, and applicable 
band gaps in the near-infrared. Different types of 2D PC slab structures were realized: thin 
membranes suspended in air (also known as "air bridge" structures) (e.g., in Refs. [80, 81]), 
thin slabs on a dielectric substrate (e.g., in Refs. [82, 83]), or thin 2D PC slabs "sandwiched" 
between dielectrics (e.g., in Refs. [69, 84]). These different alternatives were engineered with 
the objective to provide sufficient 2D planar confinement and reduce out-of-plane losses. We 
will comment further on this issue, when we discuss waveguiding applications. There are dif­
ferent fabrication methods, for the two-dimensional slab structures. Without going into the 
details, typically these methods comprise of a two-step process [68]. First, holes are patterned 
in a mask by utilizing a lithographic technique. Subsequently, the block of dielectric is sub­
jected through the mask to a dry etching process (e.g., reactive ion etching) [68]. Usually, the 
patterned region is not cleaved away but remains surrounded by the background dielectric. An 
array of quantum dots located outside the patterned region is what serves as the source of EM 
waves [78]. Alternatively, the group in Max Plank Institute, Halle [76] achieved fabrication of 
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two-dimensional structures with a high aspect ratio. They employed electrochemical etching 
technique in macroporous Si and achieved quite uniform cylindrical holes with a high aspect 
ratio. The main drawback of the latter structure is the difficulty to couple light efficiently into 
the sample, which is cleaved away from the dielectric block. Consequently, the applicability of 
the fabricated samples is limited. 
Structures that have hybrid two- and three-dimensional characteristics have also been con­
sidered. Hybrid signifies that there are planes with two-dimensional patterns, but there is no 
translational symmetry in the perpendicular direction. One example is a structure proposed 
by the MIT group. Finite height, two-dimensional arrays of holes in dielectric background and 
rods in air background in alternate stacks form the three-dimensional structure [85, 86]. This 
structure has a full three-dimensional gap but its defect modes emulate the characteristics of 
the corresponding two-dimensional ones [86]. Moreover the Halle group [87] fabricated cylin­
drical hole arrays in macroporous Si. The radii of the cylindrical holes are modulated in the 
vertical direction, providing three-dimensional characteristics in the two-dimensional patterned 
structures. In this particular structure, the band gap for out-of the periodic plane propagation 
does not overlap with the band gap for propagation in the 2D periodic plane. However, the 
latter does not show high sensitivity to the characteristics of the cylindrical hole modulation. 
Thus, this structure shows promise in obtaining a PC lattice where the in and out of plane 
band gaps overlap. 
Laser holography [88, 89, 90], is a method increasingly implemented in photonic crystal 
fabrications. This method is elegant, shows high flexibility in beam directivity, and therefore, 
holds great promise in realizing many more three-dimensional structures in the future. The 
general fabrication procedure is based on creating a certain interference pattern using multiple 
laser beams. The interference pattern exposes parts of the dielectric slab made of a certain 
kind of resist. Chemical treatment of the exposed resist will produce a template. The template 
serves as a mold. Subsequent steps of infiltration and further chemical or heat treatment yields 
the photonic crystal. Note in some cases the band-gap properties of the template itself are 
studied [90]. 
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Photonic crystals as devices and applications 
The basic property that characterizes the photonic crystal is that it can prohibit propaga­
tion in the entire 4tt space, in the case of three-dimensional structures, or prohibit propagation 
in the plane of periodicity for the case of two-dimensional structures. This is a valuable prop­
erty of these structures, which most of the proposed/intended applications utilize. 
Obviously the three-dimensional structures can serve as mirrors [1]. An EM wave with 
a frequency inside the band gap will get all back-reflected. Antennas mounted on standard 
semiconductor substrates radiate only about 2-3% of their power into free space [91]. If EM 
waves were not allowed to propagated within the substrate, the radiation losses of the antenna 
would be reduced and its performance enhanced. Photonic crystal structures for frequencies 
in their band gap were proposed as antenna substrates [91, 92]. 
The existence of a band gap, in the periodic photonic crystal structure can also be used 
in waveguiding. The waveguide is formed by introducing a line defect in the periodic crystal. 
The defect introduces propagation modes for frequencies inside the band gap. These are the 
waveguide modes [1, 93] and are confined in the defect region. There are no propagation 
modes in the bulk crystal. This means that a mode launched inside the defect region will 
continue to propagate without leaking into the surrounding crystal. Thus, guiding is achieved. 
The theoretical predictions for the waveguiding properties of a square array of rods in air 
[93], were experimentally confirmed by Lin et al. [72] for mm waves. Subsequently, other 
two-dimensional slab structures were proposed and studied as a waveguide [81, 83, 84, 94], 
in the near-infrared frequency regime. As mentioned before, two-dimensional slab structures 
cannot confine light out of the periodic plane and are plagued with out-of-plane losses. These 
losses are highly undesirable, since they can severely damage the performance of the waveguide 
device. Nevertheless, the index contrast between the PC slab and the surrounding layers (that 
could be air), can provide guiding in the third dimension, in a manner analogous to that of 
traditional dielectric waveguides [95]. Different cases of index guiding, and its role in waveguide 
efficiency were theoretically investigated [95, 96]. However, it was generally found that the 
best performance is achieved for either 2D PC slabs suspended in air for the lower filling ratios 
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[95] or alternatively, 2D PC slabs on a low index substrate [96]. So far, three-dimensional 
waveguiding remains within the realm of the microwave frequencies [97], and remains to be 
exhibited for the higher frequencies. A recent theoretical study, analyzes systematically the 
waveguiding properties of the layer-by-layer structure [98]. Great technological benefits are 
expected, with the realization of waveguiding in near-infrared and optical frequencies. It is 
known that traditional metallic waveguides are lossy for the higher frequencies [35]. 
We note that PC waveguides have another interesting property. They exhibit small fre­
quency regions, where dips are observed in their transmission [99]. The waveguide modes inside 
the line defect are not a continuum, but rather have complicated dispersion characteristics. 
Multiple bands exist and correspond to propagating modes with a different symmetry. These 
bands may cross, indicating a degeneracy point between propagation modes with a different 
symmetry. However different bands may also anti-cross, indicating their respective symmetry 
is not orthogonal [99, 100]. When such anti-crossings occur, a small frequency region may be 
present where no propagating modes exist inside the line-defect (waveguide). Such a gap in 
frequencies is called a mini-stop band to distinguish it from the regular stop bands present in 
the bulk crystals. [99, 100]. 
Since it was demonstrated that photonic crystals can serve as waveguides, it was natural 
to try to employ the gap properties of such structures to guide light for large distances. So 
far, traditional optical fibers, rely on a total internal reflection mechanism to guide light. 
These consist of a core with high refractive index surrounded by a cladding with low refractive 
index [101]. Researchers in the optical fiber community turned to the photonic crystal in 
an attempt to enhance the guiding properties of such fibers. They introduced holes in the 
cladding arranged in a periodic manner, thus forming a photonic crystal. The first photonic 
crystal fibers consisted of a material core, surrounded by the PC cladding [102, 103]. However, 
it was later realized that the guiding in these fibers is basically a total internal reflection 
effect like in the traditional optical fibers [104, 105, 106]. In fact, the PC cladding with the 
holes acted as an effective medium with lower index dielectric, in these cases. Several efforts 
followed that improved the design of the initial fibers. The proposed designs consisted of an 
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air defect surrounded by the PC cladding [104, 105, 106]. Since the core in these cases is air, 
the mechanism for guiding cannot be total internal reflection. The guiding in these cases is 
entirely a photonic band gap effect. Other fiber guides that utilize a two-dimensional photonic 
crystal have been reported. [107, 108, 109]. We note, that the crystal surrounding the core 
is periodic in the direction perpendicular to the guiding direction. This means that good 
candidates for photonic crystal-based fibers, are PC lattices that have a gap for propagation 
out of the periodic plane that overlaps with the respective one for propagation in the periodic 
plane, even for large out-of-plane angles. Consequently, fiber research initiated many studies 
for band gap properties of a photonic crystal for cases when propagation does not lie in the 
periodic plane [70, 75]. In particular, Sigalas et al. [70] showed that a high-index contrast PC 
has overlapping band gaps for in and out-of-plane propagation, for out of plane angles as high 
as 85°. More recently, Fink et al. [110] proposed another alternative for PC-based optical fiber 
guiding. Their design incorporates an onion-like cladding with alternating layers of high (glass) 
and low (polymer) refractive index. The cladding structure possesses an omni-directional gap 
and shows potential for guiding high-power laser light through a hollow core. The introduction 
of guiding through hollow cores in the PC based fibers reduces intrinsic losses related to the 
material [105] and avoids non-linear effects associated with the material core [110]. 
Metallic waveguides are not lossy, and traditional optical fibers do not bend light for large 
angles. Nevertheless, for many applications it is necessary to bend light for a large angle. It 
was shown theoretically [1] and confirmed experimentally [72] for the microwave regime, that 
photonic crystal structures can be implemented to bend light. In fact, a square array of rods 
in air was considered. The removal of two rows of rods perpendicular to each other provides 
the path that bends the light. Furthermore, 60° bends [111, 112, 113] as well as 120° bends 
[82] were demonstrated in hexagonal two-dimensional PC slabs for the near-infrared. As a 
variation of bends, structures that can split the path of light were also investigated [97, 114]. 
In such cases, multiple line defects were introduced. The vision of the researchers in the 
photonic crystal community is to obtain an integrated circuit based entirely on optical signal. 
Undoubtedly, the study and realization of waveguides, bends, and splitters is a major step 
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towards this direction. 
An integrated circuit based entirely on optical signal would require additional operations 
besides manipulating the direction of the signal flow. Filtering and channel-drop operations 
would most certainly play a key role. Higher symmetry (e.g., six-fold) defects [115], and com­
binations of linear and higher symmetry defects enable the realization of filtering and channel-
drop operations [116, 117, 118, 119]. Defects have been mostly studied for two-dimensional 
structures both experimentally (mostly in slabs) (e.g. [120]) and theoretically [121]. There 
are two ways to introduce defects in an otherwise periodic structure, by adding or subtracting 
dielectric material. Accordingly, defect states are classified as "dropping from the air band" 
or as "raising from the dielectric band" [122]. The defect states in the photonic crystal are 
analogous to the donor or acceptor states in doped semiconductors [123]. A certain defect 
structure can introduce multiple defect states in the band gap that have different frequencies. 
Alternatively, two different defect states may correspond to the same frequency in the band 
gap (degeneracy). It is the high frequency selective profile of the defects that makes them 
attractive units for device application. This interesting properties of defect PC structures have 
ignited numerous experimental and theoretical studies. The use of a chain of defects in a PC 
structure that operates in the band gap allows coupling from one defect state to the neigh­
boring one. Such structures are known as coupled-cavity waveguides [124, 125, 126]. Outside 
the framework of the optical integrated circuits and optical devices, it was recently found that 
photonic crystal defect structures can also be implemented as chemical sensing devices [127]. 
All the aforementioned applications rely on the band gap properties of the photonic crystal. 
Recently, photonic crystals have attracted a lot of attention for their band properties. This 
aspect was somewhat overlooked in the first decade of photonic crystal research. In fact, a 
photonic crystal can exhibit highly anomalous refractive behavior controllable by the band 
structure. Already applications such as frequency multiplexing, based on this anomalous re­
fractive behavior, were suggested and studied [128, 129]. In the following, section we provide 
a background for the refractive behavior of the photonic crystal. 
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The refractive behavior of the photonic crystal 
The first attempts to describe the refractive properties of the photonic crystal were focus­
ing on the homogenization scenarios by employing effective medium theories valid in the long 
wavelength limit. In particular, Datta et al. [130] employed the plane wave method to deter­
mine the dispersion relation for the system. Subsequently they considered the long wavelength 
limit to obtain the effective dielectric constant. In Ref. [130] different structures in the long 
wavelength limit were analyzed. Their findings indicated that many PC lattices, for example 
the simple cubic (SC), behaved as an isotropic medium in the long wavelength limit. How­
ever, the "yablonovite" structure behaved as a uniaxially anisotropic crystal. Furthermore, 
Born and Wolf [131] adopted a simple approach to determine the effective dielectric constant 
of a periodic medium. They considered a grading-like structure and two cases —electric field 
parallel and perpendicular to the periodic direction—. They calculated an average dielectric 
constant value from the average values of the electric field E and displacement D. They found a 
different value of effective dielectric constant for the two directions under consideration. Their 
results indicated an effective optical anisotropy. In optically anisotropic materials, the eigen­
value equation has two roots, i.e., two solutions for the dispersion relation and correspondingly 
two propagating waves in the anisotropic medium [131]. The first solution corresponds to a 
spherical dispersion relation like in a homogeneous medium, and is called ordinary. The second 
solution, yields usually an ellipsoid-like dispersion relation and is called extraordinary [131]. 
The phenomenon that describes the coexistence of two different beams, obeying two different 
dispersion relations, is widely known as "birefringence" [131]. Although the components of the 
periodic medium did not contain optically anisotropic material, Born and Wolf's calculations 
[131] suggest that the effective behavior of the periodic medium would be that of an optically 
anisotropic medium. Consequently, in such a system birefringence is expected. To distinguish 
it from the one observed in homogeneous optically anisotropic materials, they termed it "form 
birefringence." 
In fact, such "effective optical anisotropy," for the periodic stratified medium was first 
derived by Rytov [132]. Yariv and Yeh [133] adopted a somewhat different approach, which 
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is similar to that of Datta et al. [130], but for the one-dimensional layered medium. They 
took the long wavelength limit in the calculated dispersion relation, and found a different 
dielectric constant for the two-different polarizations. Correspondingly, an incident wave of 
mixed polarization would split into two waves when entering the layered medium [133]. 
Such approximations are a simplification and fail to describe the real rich refractive behav­
ior of the periodic medium throughout all frequencies. For the layered medium, such behavior 
was studied systematically by Zengerle [134] and Russell [135, 136]. Their experimental ob­
servations bare evidence of birefringent and multi-fringent behavior, with beams sometimes 
present in either side of the surface normal [134]. They analyzed their results with the use of 
the wave vector diagram formalism [135], that we describe briefly in a following section of this 
introduction. 
Recently, a wide variety of anomalous refractive phenomena were observed in two-dimensio­
nal photonic crystals. Kosaka et al. [137] observed that a very small incident angle results in a 
very large refracted angle in the photonic crystal medium, which actually lies on the wrong side 
of the surface normal. They called such highly unusual refractive behavior as the "superprism 
phenomenon." Furthermore, Notomi [138] investigated the refractive behavior of the photonic 
crystal and found that it is controllable by the band structure. He identified the existence 
frequency regions where the dispersion is almost isotropic, as it would be in a homogeneous 
dispersive medium. In some of the latter cases he observed that refraction occurred on the 
"wrong" side of the surface normal, as it would be if the PC possessed a negative index of 
refraction. In addition Luo et al. [139] predicted a negative refractive behavior for a photonic 
crystal for frequencies lying in the band edge of the first band for a square array photonic crys­
tal. Such negative refractive behavior in a similar system was later experimentally verified by 
E. Cubucku et al. [140]. Furthermore Kosaka et al. [141] experimentally observed birefringent 
behavior in the photonic crystal. They called such phenomenon "form birefringence" to be 
consistent with the analysis by Born and Wolf [131]. 
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Left-handed behavior in EM-wave propagation and negative refraction 
When light bends the opposite way, as it occurs in natural materials, we speak about 
negative refraction. As discussed in the preceding section, negative refraction was recently 
observed theoretically and experimentally in many cases in photonic crystal systems. The 
unusual phenomenon of negative refraction was predicted by Russian physicist Veselago, in 1967 
[142], to occur in a homogeneous medium that possesses a simultaneous negative permittivity 
and negative permeability. Maxwell's equations for such a medium yield that the electric 
field vector, magnetic field vector, and wave vector obey a left-handed instead of a right-
handed rule. Therefore, S • k, where S the Poynting vector, is negative in this case. A beam 
incident from air will refract negatively in this medium. In order for the energy flow, given 
by the pointing vector S, to remain causal, the perpendicular component of the wave vector 
reverses sign when meeting the Veselago medium, which results in S pointing in the negative 
direction. We show this graphically, when we discuss the wave vector diagram formalism in 
Fig. 1.2. Correspondingly this medium possesses a negative refractive index and hence, the 
name negative index medium (NIM). Veselago [142] introduced a quantity, the "rightness" that 
is negative when E, H, k observe the left-handed rule and positive otherwise. The condition 
that the energy density must always be positive definite led to the conclusion that if such a 
medium existed, it would have to be dispersive in nature [142]. Many known metals have 
a negative permittivity, but there were no known materials in nature that would possess a 
negative permeability. Therefore Veselago's work about the negative index medium was quickly 
dismissed. 
Recent studies by Pendry [143] indicated that a composite medium could behave as having 
an effective permeability that is negative. Pendry's work was the first step to bring the Veselago 
medium out of the realm of fiction and inspire its realization. The UCSD group (University 
of California, San Diego) [144] envisioned a composite medium that consists of an array of 
copper wires and an array of a two con-centering rings cut at opposite sides. They called the 
latter structure a split ring resonator (SRR). Their pioneering work, published in Science [144], 
showed that their composite structure behaved like a medium with a negative refractive index, 
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like the Veselago medium. The scientists demonstrated this experimentally, with scattering of 
EM waves by two different wedged structures, one made of a block of dielectric (Teflon) and the 
other of their composite medium. The two deflected beams resulted in opposite hemispheres. 
The block of the composite medium behaved as it possesses a negative refractive index n. The 
presence of the beam in the negative hemisphere is unambiguous evidence of the wave vector 
flipping sign when meeting the interface of the composite medium. Consequently, inside the 
wedge, S • k < 0. In other words, the propagating wave inside the composite medium obeys 
the left-handed rule, i.e., is left-handed. A wave with S • k < 0, is also frequently referred to as 
a backwards wave [145] to illustrate the directional relation between the Poynting vector and 
wave vector in the left-handed cases. 
The work of the UCSD group [144, 146] prompted the thrust in the area of left-handed 
materials (LHM) that are characterized by backwards wave propagation (S-k < 0) and posses 
a negative refractive index. Their findings initiated many studies with the intent to verify the 
existence of a negative index both experimentally and theoretically. Nowadays, left-handed 
materials are the subject matter of numerous studies motivated by their novel properties 
and potential in applications. Researchers confirmed theoretically the negative index of the 
composite medium by other means as well. In fact, the scattering data from a block of material 
contain information for both the respective refractive index and impedance. With the use of 
such scattering data Smith et al. [147] verified unambiguously the negative refractive index of 
the composite medium. Also, further experimental and theoretical investigations by Parazolli 
[148] et al. gave firm evidence for the reality of negative index and left-handed behavior. 
More recent studies by Smith et al. [149] resolve that the composite medium, exhibits 
effectively optical anisotropy and that only one direction is characterized by the negative 
index. In addition, Belov [145] studied a homogeneous medium with uniaxial anisotropy, 
allowing some of the tensor elements for the dielectric constant to be negative. He showed, 
that in such a medium negative refraction is possible without the presence of a backwards 
wave. His work indicates that negative refraction and left-handed behavior are not necessarily 
synonymous in any case. The first refers to the sign of refraction at the interface between two 
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media and the second to the directional relation between phase and energy velocity of the EM 
waves propagating in the medium. (The direction of the Poynting vector coincides with the 
direction of the energy velocity). 
Moreover, Pendry [150] showed that a flat slab made of a material with refractive in­
dex n=-l will have perfect, aberration free, focusing properties. In addition, the evanescent 
components of the object become fully restored. The resulting image would have resolution 
and clarity surpassing the one of any conventional lens known today. Pendry's observations, 
in addition to the many negatively refracted effects seen in photonic crystals, motivated the 
investigation of the focusing properties for photonic crystal slabs. Luo et al. [139, 151] the­
oretically demonstrated the focusing capability of periodic two-dimensional arrays consisting 
of dielectric or metallic cylinders. The formed image has resolution 1/3 of the wavelength, 
which is below the diffraction limit. Luo et al. [139, 152] argued that in photonic crystals the 
resolution is limited rather by the inter-site distance along the surface and not the wavelength, 
and may be connected to surface states [152]. 
Undoubtedly, the paths of the periodic photonic crystal medium and the negatively refract­
ing backwards medium cross in some ways. The phenomenon of negative refraction stirred up 
a lot of controversy in the scientific community. Valanju et al. [153] claimed that it is pro­
hibited in nature because its occurrence would require violation of causality and the speed of 
light limit. They also argued that the phase velocity can undergo negative refraction but the 
group (energy) velocity always undergoes positive refraction. In this dissertation, we study 
the anomalous refractive behavior for the photonic crystal and intend to address some of these 
controversial points. 
Research objectives and motivation 
The great interest drawn to the unusual properties of propagation in photonic crystal 
structures is certainly due to their potential in devices and applications. This remains the 
driving force in the field and fuels the theoretical studies for the behavior of various defect 
configurations introduced in an otherwise periodic photonic crystal lattice. We have seen in 
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the previous sections that appropriate engineering of these defects provides the control of the 
light flow. This makes these structures good candidates for active components of an integrated 
circuit based entirely on optical signal. The defect in the photonic crystal, for frequencies inside 
the bulk crystal stop band, acts as a Fabry Perot resonator [131]. However, the photonic crystal 
"mirrors" are not necessarily hard, like the conventional mirrors. Therefore, understanding 
the confinement characteristics of light inside a defect cavity becomes very important. In 
fact, defect states, in the absence of the input signal will decay after a certain time r. The 
inverse of this time relates to the quality factor of the electromagnetic resonant state that is 
confined in the defect. The higher the quality factor value, the better the performance of the 
cavity resonator, and the corresponding device. A multi-scattering mechanism is responsible 
for the formation of such a defect state. It is natural, therefore, to assume that structural 
characteristics of the PC lattice and the defect will influence the defect state. In fact, the 
quality factor of a resonator embedded in the PC is a highly sensitive quantity. Defects in two-
dimensional slab structures dominated the field, because of their easier fabrication. We chose 
to study a particular kind of defect, a line defect, in a two-dimensional hexagonal crystal. 
Linear defects have mostly been considered for waveguiding applications. In this case EM 
waves are launched parallel to the direction of the line defect. However, the identical structure 
can act as a cavity resonator when waves are launched perpendicularly to the defect direction 
[154]. Conditions in a real experimental structure are not always ideal. In fact, real structures 
are never true two-dimensional structures, since the third dimension has unavoidably a finite 
height. EM wave sources in experiments are not an ideal plane wave and are not really confined 
on the plane of periodicity. We undertook the task to theoretically investigate how the finite 
size of the PC and source profile of the launched EM wave influence the characteristics of the 
cavity resonance. This study will be presented in Chapter 2. 
The early efforts in the photonic crystal research targeted towards the search and fabrication 
of the structure with a full three-dimensional band gap. Because of the intricate difficulties in 
fabrication techniques in three-dimensional structures gradually the attention shifted towards 
experimental and theoretical studies of two-dimensional structures that incorporate different 
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types of defects. The focus of transmission studies and band structure calculations was to 
identify the complete stop band region. The behavior of the photonic crystal in the band 
regions, where EM wave propagation is allowed, has been actually greatly overlooked until 
recently. Kosaka and Notomi's [137, 138] work indicated that the photonic crystal can have 
a highly unusual refractive behavior, controllable by the band structure. The refracted beam 
can actually be in the opposite direction of how it normally occurs in natural materials. In 
parallel, Veselago's predictions for the negatively refracting left-handed medium [142] came into 
realization with the composite metallic structure by the UCSD group [144]. Understanding the 
nature of negative refraction in photonic crystals and how this relates with negative refraction 
occurring in the traditional left-handed medium was certainly lacking in the literature. The 
new field of left-handed materials introduced also some controversial issues — whether or 
not negative refraction can occur or it violates physical principles [153]. Also, both in the 
photonic crystal and left-handed literature, there was still confusion regarding the appropriate 
definitions and signs for the phase and group refractive index. We were motivated to study and 
understand negative refraction in photonic crystals. We devised a wedge type of simulation 
experiment analogous to the UCSD wedge experiment for the traditional LHM. This wedge 
type of simulation can unambiguously decide for the left-handed or not nature of propagation 
inside the photonic crystal. We present our analysis and results in Chapter 3. 
In accordance with Notomi [138] we found that for certain frequencies, the dispersion rela­
tion in photonic crystals can be almost isotropic (circular) in the two-dimensional wave vector 
space. In addition, for certain cases with almost isotropic dispersion, the wedge simulation 
showed left-handed behavior. This means that for these cases, the photonic crystal medium 
would resemble in some but not all respects a homogeneous medium with a negative refractive 
index. We therefore had at hand a realistic, inherently lossless left-handed, negatively refract­
ing medium. This system would be ideal to test the validity of the claims posed by Walser's 
group [153] regarding the reality of negative refraction. We present our study in Chapter 4. 
Apparently, the photonic crystal can show very complicated refractive behavior. System­
atic study of superrefractive phenomena is absent in the 2D photonic crystal literature. Such 
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phenomena were studied systematically only for ID periodic systems (the familiar Bragg reflec­
tor). The existence of the second dimension, however, adds complexity to the problem. Also, 
in the ID literature the unusual propagation phenomena were not characterized in regarding 
the "tightness" of propagation. We have undertaken the task to study extensively the prop­
agation of EM waves in two-dimensional photonic crystals, find cases of negative refraction 
different in origin/nature, and characterize them in regards to the "tightness." We also were 
motivated to study "birefringent" effects in the photonic crystals and investigate the different 
mechanisms that can lead to such effects. In many cases, a single propagating beam in the 
photonic crystal is desired. In this context, we thought that it is also worthwhile to examine 
carefully the necessary conditions to obtain single beam propagation in the positive or negative 
direction. Apparently, the role of periodicity in the photonic crystal cannot possibly be the 
same in cases with high index contrast and in cases with infinitesimally small index contrast 
between constituent dielectrics. We were also motivated to study how the refractive response 
of the photonic crystal alters when moving from the limit of high to low index modulation in 
photonic crystals. Our systematic and detailed study is presented in Chapter 5. 
Overview of the numerical techniques and methods 
We present in the following a brief description of the numerical methods and techniques used 
in our studies in Chapters 2 through 5. The transfer matrix method (TMM) [155, 156, 157], fi­
nite difference time domain technique (FDTD) [158], and plane wave expansion method (PWE) 
[42, 159], are standard techniques used widely in the photonic crystal community to analyze 
and interpret the properties of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures. We 
present these methods in the following and outline their respective advantages and disadvan­
tages. In addition, our interpretation and analysis of the refracted properties of the photonic 
crystal relies heavily on the wave vector diagram formalism [134, 135, 136]. For didactic rea­
sons, we also present a couple of instructive examples, where the latter formalism is applied 
to diagrammatically determine refraction. We treat the more complex cases for the photonic 
crystal in Chapters 3 and 5. 
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Transfer matrix method 
This method [155, 156, 157] has been applied extensively in photonic crystal structures to 
calculate transmission. Accordingly, the respective band gap properties are indirectly deter­
mined. Mostly, it is appropriate for structures that are periodic across the lateral direction, 
i.e., across the interface, since periodic boundary conditions are applied in this direction. We 
note, however, with consideration of an appropriate supercell, the method can be extended to 
more complicated defect structures as well. The size of the supercell depends on the particulars 
of the defect. We used the transfer matrix technique in Chapter 2 to calculate transmission 
through a PC slab structure with a line defect, acting like a Fabry-Perot resonator. However, 
in our case the defect is oriented parallel to the lateral direction, and a single PC cell suffices. 
We launch EM fields with a plane-wave profile onto the PC structure, from the medium 
that the structure to be studied is embedded in. This medium is, in general, a homogeneous 
medium with dielectric constant e. The computational space, that includes the structure is 
discretized with the use of a square grid (in our two-dimensional case). To ensure accurate 
results, the size of the numerical cell needs to be "sufficiently" small in comparison with the 
wavelength. There is no rule of thumb to quantify "sufficiently." Convergence depends on 
the particulars of the structure under consideration and the frequency of the incoming fields. 
We comment further on the convergence issue of the method for sensitive quantities, such as 
the quality factor, in Chapter 2. Subsequently, the time-independent Maxwell's equations are 
discretized on this grid lattice. The discretization scheme yields the equations that provide 
recursively the values of the fields in a certain cell, from the field values in the preceding 
numerical cell. 
In addition, a second step, that involves slicing the entire structure along the propagation 
direction, becomes necessary. These slices consist only of a small number of numerical cells, 
in order for the solution to be numerically stable. Growing field solutions may arise when 
Maxwell's equations are iterated for a large number of numerical cells. Following this process, 
fields that are incident on either side of the slab (left and right side), are integrated throughout 
the slab slice in both directions, forwards and backwards respectively, with the use of the 
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recursive relations. The resulting fields are Fourier transformed to obtain their values in 
wave vector space. To determine the transmission coefficients, a plane wave basis is needed. 
This plane wave basis consists of the left and right eigenvectors of the transfer matrix in the 
embedding medium. Afterwards, the Fourier transformed values are projected on this basis. 
In this way, the transmission and reflection coefficients of a certain slab slice of the structure 
are obtained. The combinatory transmission and reflection coefficents of two adjacent slabs is 
calculated from the individual values, with the use of a multiscattering formula [155]. Following 
a step-by-step process, the transmission (and reflection) of the entire structure is acquired. 
The transfer matrix method is easily implemented for most PC structures. It is frequently 
used to identify the frequency limits of the respective directional gap. In some cases, these 
limits may not agree with the the band structure predictions. In fact, these are cases that were 
observed in experiments [35, 160], and were attributed to the low density of states for a specific 
frequency range [42]. In such cases, the attenuation in the transmission is called a "pseudogap," 
to distinguish it from cases where propagation modes do not exist at all (band gap). In addition, 
the symmetry mismatch between the incident EM waves and the field patterns inside the PC 
can also lead to attenuation in the transmission [161]. The great advantage of the TMM is that 
it can predict all these effects. Thus it can be directly compared with experiments. Different 
interface cuts and surface terminations can be considered that simulate as close as possible the 
actual structures. Another interesting feature of the TMM is that each frequency component is 
treated separately. Correspondingly, dispersive components (e.g., metallic structures) can be 
easily included. Nonetheless, certain restrictions apply in the extent the TMM results can be 
compared with experiments. These mainly relate to finite size effects in the lateral direction. 
In addition, effects stemming from the source profile (that, in general, may not be a plane 
wave) cannot be taken into account. Other disadvantages are that that the method is difficult 
and/or computationally costly to use for complicated defect structures, and cannot be used to 
study time-dependent effects. 
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Figure 1.1 Two possibilities for the spatial grid that can be used 
to discretize Maxwell's equations in the FDTD method 
(H-polarization case) [158, 162]. 
The finite different time domain (FDTD) method 
The finite difference time domain technique [158] is an ab initio method, which relies on 
the numerical solution of Maxwell's equations on a space-time computational grid. In the 
following we review the method for the two-dimensional case, i.e., when the fields do not vary 
in the third dimension, and H- (TE) polarization. We also consider a non-magnetic loss-free 
medium. Incidentally, the photonic crystal structures that we study in the subsequent chapters 
fall into this category. With H-polarization we mean that the electric field lies on the plane of 
incidence, the computational plane, while the magnetic field is perpendicular to this. (This is 
the customary notation widely used in the field of photonic crystals). The electric and magnetic 
field components are not all defined simultaneously at the same position of the numerical grid. 
Only for this type of grid (yee grid) [162], the divergence-free nature of the EM field in the 
absence of sources is preserved. Let Ax, A y represent the discretization in space and At the 
time-step. In Fig. 1.1(a) and 1.1(b) we show two alternative spatial discretization schemes. 
Both grids can be used to successfully iterate the fields in space and time, however, certain 
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boundary conditions (PML) [163] require the use of the grid shown in Fig. 1.1(a). 
The FDTD discretization scheme [158] of Maxwell's equation in time domain, with the use 
of the grid shown in Fig. 1.1(a) [162] for our photonic crystal case gives 
H^2(i + 1/2,; + 1/2) = H n z ~ l / 2 { i  + 1/2, j  + 1/2) 
-Ds [J%(i +1,; + 1/2) - %; + 1/2)] + [J%(i + 1/2, j + 1) - J%(i + 1/2,;)], (1.1) 
fZ+i(i + l/2,j)=a%(i + l/2J) 
+ 1/2,; + 1/2) - a?+i/2(i + 1/2, j - 1/2)], (1.2) 
Ey+1{hJ + 1/2) = Ey(i,j + 1/2) 
-Cmz + 1/2,; + 1/2) - - 1/2,; + 1/2)]. (1.3) 
The coordinate (i, j) is indicated in the figure. Also, 
Ac = At/(Ax no), (1-4) 
D y  =  A t / ( A y n o ) ,  (1.5) 
Cmx = At/(Axemx), (1.6) 
Cmy = Af/(Ayem!/), (1-7) 
with 
e(i + 1/2,; + 1/2) + e(i - 1/2,; + 1/2) 
emx — CO 0 j (l-o) 
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emy — e0 
e ( i  + 1/2, j + 1/2) + e ( i  +  1/2, j  — 1/2) (1.9) 
2 
and 
eo and no are the vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively, and e(i + l/2, j + 1/2) 
the relative permittivity inside the grid cell (i, j). Note, the numerical equations are expressed 
in MKS units. 
As we can see in the numerical equations, the electric and magnetic fields axe not defined 
simultaneously in time but with a shift that equals half the time step. This is known as a 
leapfrog arrangement, which allows the equations to be expressed in a fully explicit form [158]. 
It can be proven [158] that the method is stable when the time-step and spatial grid observe 
the following condition, 
This condition is generally known as the Courant condition [164]. 
Terminating the computational space, is a challenge. Several methods treating the bound­
ary enclosing the computational domain have been proposed [163, 165, 166, 167, 168]. The 
enclosing boundary should reflect as little as possible. Reflections originating from the bound­
ary can potentially skew the computational results. Popular boundary conditions are LIAO 
[165] and PML [163, 166]. We used these in Chapters 2 and 3-5 respectively. Nevertheless, 
periodic (Bloch) boundary conditions have also been used with the FDTD method in stud­
ies of periodic and disordered systems [38]. For transmission properties, periodic boundary 
conditions in the lateral direction [158] can be used in conjunction with LIAO boundary con­
ditions in the propagation direction [158, 169]. In the latter cases, plane wave sources can be 
implemented, but only for normal incidence. We applied this type of boundary conditions to 
compare results between the FDTD method and the TMM in Chapter 2. 
Another important aspect is the choice of the source, generating the fields that will prop­
agate inside the structure under consideration. The FDTD method allows high flexibility in 
the choice of type and location of source and even permits the inclusion of multiple sources. 
One can introduce point sources, plane waves (for periodic boundary conditions), or sources 
dt < 
<V<s)2+(i>2 
(1.10) 
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with a Gaussian profile in space. The latter is widely used in the literature [96, 170, 171]. In 
Chapters 3-5, we used a source with a Gaussian profile for both cases of normal and oblique 
incidence. For the general case of oblique incidence, the amplitude has a spatial profile given 
by: 
AP = AP0E~D2PPO /2(72 (1.11) 
Points P and PQ lie on a line oriented perpendicularly to the angle of incidence, and passing 
from PQ, the center of the Gaussian beam source. DPP0 represents the distance between points 
P and PQ. Such a source launches waves in both directions along the angle of incidence. 
Parameter a in expression (1.11) is connected with the source width; if chosen small, the 
source will be point source-like, i.e. will comprise of many angles. If chosen large, the source 
will be collimated-like, with a small angle span. 
Depending on the particulars and goals of a certain problem, different time profiles can 
be assigned easily to the source. For example, in the case we are interested to calculate 
transmission, a source with Gaussian time profile is appropriate. 
Hp(t) oc Ap e~(*~td)2/2ot cos(u)o(t - t<z)) (1.12) 
Expression (1.12) represents a Gaussian pulse in time centered around ^ with a width equal 
to <7f The larger at the broader the pulsed signal. The broader the pulsed signal, the smaller 
the width of the relevant frequency region. After the pulsed signal has propagated through the 
structure, we apply fast Fourier transform (FFT) [172] to the time series of the fields to obtain 
the corresponding field amplitudes in frequency domain [169]. The transmission through the 
structure is calculated with the use of these values for all frequencies contributing to the pulsed 
input signal. In this way, we acquire the transmission for many frequencies in a single run. 
On the other hand, if we are interested in monitoring the field configuration, a monochromatic 
source becomes appropriate. The introduction of a monochromatic source, involves turning 
the fields on abruptly from a zero value. This causes field fluctuations that carry on the entire 
computational time. Therefore, it is imperative to assign a profile that ensures a smooth turn 
on of the source field [173]. In the cases we study in Chapters 3-5, we utilized a time-profile 
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for the source, given by the following expression: 
t2 
Hp(t) oc AP 2 cos(uot). (1.13) 
a + t* 
The factor before the cosine ensures the smooth turn on of the fields for large enough a. The 
input signal in this case will be "quasi-monochromatic," with predominant frequency WQ. The 
span of additional frequencies that are introduced with this profile will be very small for large 
a. Moreover, there are cases where we are interested in the Fourier transformed amplitudes of 
the fields inside the structure, excited by a monochromatic signal [170] (see also Chapter 6). 
In such cases, a very broad input pulse train in time is used for the input signal. The fields 
are smoothly turned on from zero to a maximum value and subsequently turned off again from 
this value to zero. This pulse train corresponds to a small width around the central value wo 
in the frequency domain. 
From the analysis above it becomes apparent that the FDTD method bears many advan­
tages. It can provide the fields at any instant of time as they progress in the structure of interest 
and therefore give insight to time-dependent phenomena. It allows the choice of different types 
of sources, as well as as the inclusion of multiple sources. In addition, the different available 
boundary conditions that can be implemented, enable the study of finite-size effects when this 
is desired. Also, when the method is applied in the three-dimensional space it can also take 
into account effects that are related to the third dimension in two-dimensional photonic crystal 
slabs [96]. Evidently, many different structures and properties can be studied with the use of 
this method, including actual experimental structures. For example, we can study transmis­
sion vs. frequency as well as electric, magnetic, and Poynting vector field maps. However, 
when we are interested only in the transmission properties of periodic structures, in general, 
the TMM is implemented easier and is more appropriate (especially for oblique incidence). 
Another disadvantage of the method is that dispersive components are not incorporated easily, 
because the method operates in time domain. To incorporate dispersive components in the 
FDTD method, one would need to introduce polarization currents in Maxwell's equations, and 
update both fields and currents in time domain [170, 171]. By far the FDTD method remains 
the most powerful tool in photonic crystal research. 
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The plane wave expansion method 
The plane wave expansion method [42, 159] relies on the solution of Maxwell's equations, 
under periodic (Bloch) boundary conditions. In the following we develop the details of this 
method for the H-polarization case. Incidentally, this is the case for the PC systems that we 
researched and present in Chapters 2-6 of this dissertation. We start from the second and 
fourth of Maxwell's equations (in Gaussian units) [42, 159]. 
V x E = - - ^  ( 1 . 1 4 )  
c ot 
and 
1 ,9F 
V x H  =  e ( r ) - — ,  ( 1 . 1 5 )  
with c being the velocity of light. We use the time dependence of the fields (e-zivt) to derive 
the time-independent expressions: 
V x E = ^ H  ( 1 . 1 6 )  
r/(r) VxH = ^ E (1.17) 
with rj( r )  = l/e(r). Eq. 1.17, after applying Vx on both sides, and using Eq. 1.16 yields: 
2 
Vx (?)(r)VxH) = ^H (1.18) 
Our structure is periodic in the x-y plane, i.e., e(r) — e(x,y). Also, we focus on cases with no 
internal sources. We treat the case of H- (TE) polarization, i.e., magnetic field perpendicular 
to the periodic plane. In other words the magnetic field is parallel to the z direction. Because 
of the translation symmetry in the z direction, we expect <9Hjdz — 0. We also treat cases 
where propagation is entirely confined in the plane of periodicity, i.e., cases with k • z—0. 
Correspondingly, 
V • H = dHz/8z = 0, (1.19) 
and 
V D = ic/u V • (V x H) = 0. (1.20) 
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Thus, we confirmed that if the magnetic field satisfies Eq. (1.16)-(1.17) with the restrictions 
that we specified in the previous paragraph, the remaining Maxwell's equations (first and 
third) are satisfied as well. In the two-dimensional periodic case, when the plane of incidence 
is chosen to be the periodic plane, there is no polarization coupling. In other words, if a wave 
starts as H-(TE) polarized, it will remain H-(TE) polarized as it propagates inside the 2D 
PC. This property of the two-dimensional photonic crystals comes as a virtue of Maxwell's 
equations (expressions (1.14) and (1.15)). 
Eq. (1.18) is essentially an eigenvalue equation, which will provide the eigenvalues. The 
operator Ô — V x (r/(r) Vx) is Hermitian [1]. Since the medium is periodic, the solution of 
the field should satisfy Bloch's theorem. Accordingly, we set 
H(r, t) — eikrVk e~iLjt (1.21) 
with 
vk = -=L=^HGeiGr 2. (1.22) 
y Aws q 
where Aws is the area of the Wigner-Seitz unit cell, k the wave vector chosen in the first 
Brillouin zone (BZ), and G a reciprocal lattice vector. It can be easily shown that the field 
given by expressions (1.21)-(1.22) satisfy Bloch's theorem. Eq. (1.18) with the use of expression 
(1.22) yields 
ui2 [—iVrj • k + r]k2 — 2irj k V - V77 • V - ?/V2] vk = vk. (1.23) 
We then expand the inverse of the dielectric in a plane wave basis, i.e., 
^ (1.24) 
We insert expression (1.22) for vk and expression (1.24) for the inverse dielectric function into 
Eq. (1.23). After performing the math and gathering all terms together, we obtain 
YJ (k • Gi + k2 + 2k • G2 + Gi • G2 + Gl) r,GlHG2 e^Gl+G^r 
Gl,G2 
= ^X)tfGeiGr. (1-25) 
C G 
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Now we set Gi + G2 = G and G% = G . After index manipulation we obtain [159] 
2^ (k + G) • (k + G ) 77G)G' HQI = ~Y HQ (1-26) 
C 
or alternatively, 
A{K)HN = A NHN. (1.27) 
With the matrix elements of matrix A(k) being: 
AG,G-(k) = (k + G) • (k + G') 7?G;G- (1.28) 
and 
X N  —  - J .  (1-29) 
c 
The coefficients f/GG'— v{G — G ) are the coefficients of the expansion of the inverse of 
the dielectric function r/(r) (inverse expansion method, see expression (1.24)). For configu­
rations that are symmetric around the origin of the Wigner-Seitz unit cell, the matrix r/G G' 
is symmetric. To numerically solve eigenvalue Eq. (1.27) the matrix AGjG/ (k) needs to be 
truncated. Convergence issues apply related to the truncation of this matrix. Ho et al. [174], 
proposed to use for r)G G', the inverse of the matrix that corresponds to the expansion of 
the dielectric function e(r) instead. This method, known as Ho's method, was shown to have 
faster convergence [159, 174]. In our band structure calculations in Chapters 3-5 we used Ho's 
method. Note that the matrix elements t/g g< depend on the shape of the scatterers under 
consideration. In fact, for the case of circular scatterers, we have 
%,G' ~ eG*G' (1.30) 
with (see [159]) 
EG,G' = eb #G,G' + 2/A (EA _ eb) X|Q _ Q'|^ (1-31) 
where Ji, is the first order Bessel function, RS is the radius of the circular rods, e0 the dielectric 
constant of the rods that are embedded in a material with dielectric constant e&. fa is the filling 
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ratio defined as the area of the circular rods over the area of the unit cell. For the triangular 
(hexagonal) PC lattice the filling ratio is 
with a being the lattice constant. Formula (1.31) is applicable only for configurations that 
are not close-packed. In other words, (1.31) can be used for a triangular PC, with circular 
scatterers, if RS < A/3/4. 
To resume, the nth eigenvalue of Eq. (1.27) gives the frequency of the nth band for a 
certain wave vector value k. Thus, by solving eigenvalue Eq. (1.27) for different wave vectors 
along symmetry directions of the crystal, we obtain the dispersion relation un (k), i.e., the band 
structure. Maxwell's equations are completely scalable in the absence of dispersive components 
[ 1 ] ,  t h e r e f o r e  i t  i s  c u s t o m a r y  t o  e x p r e s s  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  i n  d i m e n s i o n l e s s  u n i t s  f a j c  ( w h e r e  a  
is the lattice constant). As we mentioned earlier in the introduction, with the aid of this 
method —applied for the three dimensional case—, the first true full three-dimensional gap 
was demonstrated for the diamond structure [42]. In the earlier years in photonic crystal 
research, the primary use of this method was to obtain the band structure. However, recently 
in Refs. [137,138,139] interest was drawn towards the collection of the propagating modes, that 
lie within the first BZ and correspond to a certain frequency. These modes are characterized 
with the wave vector k, and constitute the equifrequency surface (EFS), which can be very 
useful in determining the refractive properties of the crystal [137, 138, 139]. Lately, the plane 
wave expansion method is also used to calculate the equifrequency surfaces of the PC system. 
Note, the equifrequency surfaces for the two-dimensional crystal reduce to contours. 
In addition, the plane wave expansion methods provides the spatial field profile inside the 
crystal. In fact, the eigenvector components Hg are the plane wave coefficients in expression 
(1.22), for the frequency ujn,u.- Rewriting expressions (1.21),(1.22) 
H(r,t) = Hn,k e-™* (1.33) 
with 
(1.34) 
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Eq. (1.34) provides the spatial field profile for a case with wave vector k and frequency w^k-
The wave described with Eq. (1.34) is generally known as a Floquet-Bloch (FB) wave [135], 
with k being its fundamental wave vector (see also Chapter 6). Note, there are cases where 
more than one FB wave is present for a certain frequency w. We discuss in detail about the 
properties of the FB wave, such as phase and group velocity, in Chapter 6. In Chapter 6 
we also derive simple expressions for the group (energy) velocity, in terms of the coefficients 
HQ(k, wraik), which are obtained with the PWE method. 
The eigenvectors given by Eq. (1.26) are orthonormal. Equivalently, 
D^o(k)^„'lG(k) (1.35) 
G 
Using 
— f  e i G r d 2 T  =  0 { G ) .  (1.36) 
Awsc Jwsc 
we get (see also Ref. [176]) 
[ H;ik.H„,k = < (1.37) 
J w s c  
Note the integration is within the Wigner-Seitz unit cell. 
Summarizing, the PWE method is a very useful method. It yields the band structure, 
equifrequency contours, the spatial field profile, the energy velocity of a propagating wave etc. 
With an appropriate supercell, it can be applied also in systems with defects. However, the 
more complicated the defect, the more computationally costly the method gets. The main 
disadvantage of this method, is that it describes the properties of the system that is infinite. 
It is not always directly comparable with experimental and/or computational transmission 
spectra, and cannot predict any finite size effects. In fact in some particular cases, decoupling 
of part or the whole band was observed [42, 161, 175]. Nonetheless, the information the EFS 
conveys, can be utilized to a priori predict the refractive properties of the photonic crystal. We 
have done so in Chapters 3-6, and always found very good agreement with the FDTD results. 
In order to make this type of predictions, additional parameters of the PC system must be 
taken into account. The whole process is known as the wave vector diagram method, which 
we will discuss in detail in the following section. 
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The wave vector diagram formalism 
n 
k 
PIM 
V Vj 
\ inc 
Figure 1.2 Refraction at a medium with a positive refractive index. 
The band structure provides the bands and gaps along symmetry directions of the photonic 
crystal lattice. The band structure gives the regions where propagation is prohibited or allowed. 
However, in the band regions the band structure does not provide any information about how 
the wave will propagate inside the structure. Note that the band structure diagrams in the 
photonic crystal system just like for the electronic system, are in terms of the wave vector 
in the first Brillouin zone. An important difference between the electronic system and the 
photonic system is that although electrons are present in the crystal, the EM waves couple 
into the crystal from outside. Consequently, in the photonic crystal the wave vector cannot 
take any value and is subject to boundary conditions. The wave vector diagram, consists of 
the equifrequency surfaces and the restriction posed by the boundary conditions [135]. The 
equifrequency surface is a surface (contour in the two-dimensional space) that consists of all 
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allowed wave vectors within the first Brillouin zone for a certain frequency. The latter are 
determined from the plane wave expansion method. The EES is the photonic crystal analogue 
of the Fermi surface for the electronic system. 
n: 
/ 
NIM 
inc 
Figure 1.3 Refraction at a medium with a negative refractive index. 
For didactic purposes, we present first the wave vector diagram formalism for refraction 
at the interface between air and a homogeneous dielectric slab for two cases. One when the 
homogeneous slab is a regular right-handed medium, while in the other case it is a left-handed 
medium. We show these in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. The wave vector diagram in these 
cases is nothing but the graphical representation of Snell's law. The intersection of the EFS 
with the plane of incidence is always a circle with radius equal to |n|cv/c, where n is the 
refractive index and w the frequency. In Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, the black circle represent the EFS is 
air, the red circle represents the EFS in the dielectric slab, and the green vertical line represents 
the conservation of the parallel component of the incident wave vector. In both cases of Figs. 
1.2 and 1.3 there are two choices for the wave vector inside the dielectric medium, either point 
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towards A or point towards B. The additional constraint comes from requiring the direction 
of flow inside the dielectric to be causal, i.e., to point away from the source. In Fig. 1.2 the 
medium is right-handed, i.e., S • k is positive. This means that the appropriate choice for the 
wave vector inside the crystal (blue arrow) would be to point towards point B. The direction 
of the wave vector in this case is the direction of the Poynting vector (orange arrow). The 
latter represents the direction of the propagating signal. Thus in this case, we observe regular 
refraction as it occurs in most natural materials. However, in Fig. 1.3 the wave vector that 
points towards A is the one that gives a causal signal. In this case the Poynting vector (orange 
arrow) is antiparallel to the wave vector (blue arrow). A wave vector that points towards A 
corresponds to a Poynting vector (orange arrow) that points away from the source. Note in this 
case the propagating signal is on the "wrong side" of the surface normal. In other words, we see 
negative refraction. Fig. 1.3 provides a pictorial explanation why negative refraction occurs in 
the left-handed homogeneous Veselago medium, also known as negative index medium (NIM) 
[142]. The Veselago medium obeys Snell's law with a negative index. 
We apply the same principles in determining the refractive behavior of the periodic medium. 
There are several differences though between the homogeneous medium and the periodic 
medium. First, the EFS are usually not circular and can have a quite complicated shape. 
We have drawn a general case in Fig. 1.4. Then, in the periodic medium, the spatial average 
of the time-averaged Poynting vector defines the propagation direction rather than the Poynt­
ing vector itself. In fact, the latter has the same direction as the energy velocity. The energy 
velocity is 
V. = (1.38) 
where S is the poynting vector, U the energy density and <> denotes the spatial average 
within the unit cell of the time averaged quantities. Moreover, the directional relation between 
< S > and the wave vector is not necessarily parallel or antiparallel. In general < S > is at 
an acute or obtuse angle with k. When the former is the case, < S > k > 0 and we have 
forward ( "right-handed" ) propagation. When the latter is the case, we have < S > -k < 0 and 
we have backwards ( "left-handed" ) propagation. Moreover, an important difference is that for 
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PC 
Figure 1.4 Refraction at the photonic crystal (PC) interface. The group 
velocity vector vg represents the direction of the propagating 
signal. 
the periodic crystal, the EFS modes repeat themselves periodically in reciprocal space. 
The equality between the group and energy velocity for a general periodic three-dimensional 
system with non-dispersive components has been shown by Sakoda [2], In addition, we show 
this equality for the two-dimensional case in Chapter 5. The group velocity is given by Vkw. 
This means that the group velocity is perpendicular at a certain point of the equifrequency 
surfaces and points towards increasing values of frequency. Thus, it points outwards for a band 
with positive curvature and inwards for a band with negative curvature. Since group and energy 
velocity are equal, the group velocity vector shows the direction of < S >, i.e., the direction 
of the propagating signal. The photonic crystal cases are in general very complicated because 
of the repetition of the propagation modes in reciprocal space. We have undertaken the task 
of a complete study, with all higher order effects that may arise, in Chapter 5. Here, we show 
only a general example of refraction for a photonic crystal case and for modes originating only 
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from the first BZ. We assumed that the EFS (red "star-shaped" curve) in Fig. 1.4 corresponds 
to a band with positive curvature. As in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, the black circle is the EFS in air 
and the green vertical line represents the parallel component of the incident wave vector. The 
refracted wave vector inside the crystal at point B (blue vector), corresponds to a group velocity-
indicated with the orange arrow. The latter points away from the source and represents the 
direction of the propagating signal. 
Dissertation organization 
In this dissertation an alternative thesis format is followed, which allows the inclusion of 
papers published or submitted in scholarly journals. Each subsequent chapter consists of a 
single paper presented exactly the way it was published or submitted. 
In Chapter 1 we presented an introduction for propagation of EM waves in periodic struc­
tures. We gave an overview of the history and development of the photonic crystal field. We 
described different photonic crystal structures studied over time as well as their respective 
fabrication methods. We outlined the different proposed applications that motivated many 
studies. We also provided backgrounds for the observed anomalous refractive phenomena in 
photonic crystals and for left-handed behavior in propagation of EM waves. Under this context, 
we developed the framework and motivation of our investigations that follow in the subsequent 
chapters. Finally, we provided a brief overview of the numerical techniques and methods that 
we have used in our studies. 
In Chapter 2 we study a periodic hexagonal structure in the presence of a line defect. 
The line defect is introduced by shifting a number of rows by a certain distance in the same 
direction. This structure acts as a Fabry-Perot resonator for frequencies that lie in the band 
gap of the bulk crystal. We investigate the characteristics of this resonance such as wavelength 
and quality factor, for different widths of the introduced line defect. In addition, we examine 
the effect of finite size on the cavity resonance characteristics. We found that both the lateral 
size as well as the size of the source , which has a Gaussian profile in space, influence the quality 
factor. Furthermore, we research how the quality factor of this cavity resonator depends on 
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the thickness of the photonic crystal mirrors that trap the resonance. 
In Chapter 3 we investigate how negative refraction in photonic crystals relates to left-
handed behavior observed in the traditional left-handed medium. We also discuss the appro­
priate definitions for phase and group index for the photonic crystal to be consistent with those 
of the left-handed medium. 
In Chapter 4 we study how negative refraction occurs at the interface between air and the 
photonic crystal when the latter resembles a homogeneous medium with negative refractive 
index. We use time-dependent analysis with the FDTD technique to snapshot the field at 
different times. 
In Chapter 5 we investigate extensively the propagation of EM waves in two-dimensional 
photonic crystals. We research for cases of negative refraction that are different in origin/nature 
and characterize them in regards to the "tightness." We also discuss the origin of different 
"birefringent" effects. We give proper definitions for phase velocity and phase refractive index, 
as well as for the group refractive index. We derive expressions for the energy and group 
velocity and prove their equality. We test the validity of our findings as we approach the 
limit of a crystal with low index contrast between the constituent dielectrics. We also make 
a comparison regarding the left-handed behavior with the ID layered medium, the familiar 
Bragg reflector. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present our conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
Chapter 2 has been published as an article in the feature section on photonic crystal 
structures and applications of Journal of Quantum Electronics 38, 844 (2002); Chapter 3 has 
been published as a regular article in Physical Review B 67, 235107 (2003); Chapter 4 has been 
published in Physical Review Letters 90, 107402 (2003); Chapter 5 is submitted for publication 
as a regular article in Physical Review B. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL CAVITIES IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHOTONIC 
CRYSTALS 
A paper published in the IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics 1 
S. Foteinopoulou and C. M. Soukoulis 
Abstract 
We study numerically the features of the resonant peak of one-dimensional (1-D) dielectric 
cavities in a two-dimensional (2-D) hexagonal lattice. We use both the transfer matrix method 
and the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method to calculate the transmission coefficient. 
We compare the two methods and discuss their results for the transmission and quality factor 
Q of the resonant peak. We also examine the dependence of Q on absorption and losses, the 
thickness of the sample and the lateral width of the cavity. The Q- factor dependence on the 
width of the source in the FDTD calculations is also given. 
I. Introduction 
In semiconductor crystals the presence of the periodic potential affects the properties of 
the electrons. Likewise in photonic crystals (PCs), that are periodic dielectric arrangements 
in one, two or three dimensions the properties of the photon can be controlled. For certain 
frequency regions known as "the photonic band gap", propagation of electromagnetic (EM) 
waves is prohibited in the PC [1, 2, 3, 4], A defect present in an otherwise periodic crystal 
1IEEE J. Quantum Electron. 38, 844 (2002). 
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may introduce one or more propagation modes in the band gap and forms a cavity. Cavities 
of different geometries can exist in a photonic crystal and the resulting resonant mode can 
be classified into two general types indicating whether it drops from the "air" (higher) band 
or raises from the "dielectric" (lower) band [5]. The first type is associated with defects 
corresponding to the removal of dielectric material while the second corresponds to defects 
involving the addition of dielectric material. The features of the resonant mode will depend on 
both the bulk crystal and the cavity characteristics and can so be tuned accordingly [1, 3, 5]. 
An important virtue of the PC cavity is that it can control the atomic spontaneous emission, 
while metallic cavities for the related frequency range are generally lossy [6, 7, 8]. Spontaneous 
emission is important for a number of semiconductor devices [9]. Resonant cavities have 
undergone extensive studies [8, 10, 11, 12, 13], both theoretical and experimental. A variety 
of applications incorporating a PC cavity have been suggested or reported [14, 15, 16], such as 
optical laser components [1, 2, 3], optical filters [5], single mode light emitting diode (SMLED) 
[9, 17] and optical imaging [18]. 
In this paper we focus on the theoretical study of an 1-D dielectric cavity in between a 
hexagonal patterned region of air cylinders in a dielectric matrix for the case of H polarization 
(magnetic field along the cylinder axis). We will present the cavity mode frequency versus 
the cavity length (Lc) (see Fig. 2.1), as well as the quality factor (Q) of the modes versus 
their corresponding frequency. The quality factor is defined as \P/ÔX where Ap the frequency 
of the resonant peak and the width of the resonance at transmission half of its maximum 
value. In our case the quality factor Q of the resonance is relatively small (~200), and other 
ways of determining the Q factor (such as from the energy decay of the resonance [19]) give 
similar results. The dependence of the resonant mode on the size of the system (in the lateral 
direction and in the direction of propagation) will be also shown. In our calculations, two 
different numerical techniques (the transfer matrix and the FDTD) are used and the results 
of the two methods are compared and discussed. With both techniques we calculate the 
transmission through the structure and from that we obtain all the relevant features of the 
resonant mode. 
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In Section II we describe briefly the two calculational methods. In Section III we present 
and discuss our calculational results concerning the quality factor and position of the cavity 
resonance. We also compare the latter with the values obtained from the experiment previously 
performed on the structure under study [20]. In Section IV we give a summary of our results. 
II. Calculational methods 
The first technique we use is the transfer matrix method (TMM) developed by Pendry 
[21, 22]. In the TMM a grid lattice is used to discretize the space, and the structure is divided 
into finite blocks along the propagation direction. With the use of the Maxwell's equations, that 
are solved on the grid lattice, the electric and magnetic field can be integrated throughout the 
blocks and so the respective transmission coefficient can be calculated. The final transmission 
will result by combining the ones of the individual blocks. In the TMM the modeled structure is 
finite in the propagation direction (y) but infinite in the x,z directions (where z is the direction 
of the air cylinders), and the incoming electromagnetic wave is a plane wave. The structure is 
embedded in a medium with dielectric constant equal to the background dielectric constant to 
simulate the experiment [20]. 
The second method we use is the finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique [19, 23]. 
The real space is discretized on a grid lattice and Maxwell's equations are solved in time 
domain. The electric and magnetic fields are updated in every point of the grid lattice in finite 
time steps. The structure is infinite in the direction of the cylinders (z direction) but has finite 
size in both x and y direction and is embedded in a finite sized (in x and y) dielectric slab with 
dielectric constant equal to that of the matrix medium. Liao absorbing boundary conditions 
[24] are applied at the walls of the slab to avoid reflections. The source is a pulse, located close 
to x=0, y=0 ( y being the direction of propagation), has finite length and generates fields with 
a trapezoidal (extended with gaussian tails) profile in space. To calculate the transmission, a 
line detector is placed along the lateral direction right after the structure. The component that 
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is perpendicular to the detector of the Poynting vector (for the Fourier transformed fields) is 
taken and averaged over the detector. This is normalized with the respective value for the same 
detector but positioned close to the source in the absence of the structure (to avoid corrupting 
the data with reflections) and yields the transmission of the structure. 
In both methods the quality factor is calculated from the data of transmission versus 
frequency data from Xp/ô\ where Ap the frequency of the resonant peak and <5A the width of 
the resonance at transmission half of its maximum. 
The two methods differ not only in the calculational approach but also in the characteristics 
of the source of the incoming EM waves, and in the lateral size of the sample that is simulated. 
We also performed calculations using the FDTD method but applying Bloch (periodic) bound­
ary conditions in the lateral (x) direction to have conditions similar to those for the transfer 
matrix. The source that is used in the latter case is still a pulse but with a plane-wave front. 
III. Results 
In Fig. 2.1 the cross section of the cavity structure under study with the x-y plane can be 
seen. It corresponds to air cylinders (eQ= 1.0) in a GaAs background (q,— 11.3) (the value of 
the GaAs dielectric constant for ~1000 nm is taken in the calculations for simplicity). The 
whole cavity structure is embedded in GaAs (e= 11.3). The symmetry directions of the bulk 
crystal are also shown. With Lc, we will refer to the cavity width that corresponds to the 
length of the dielectric defect introduced along the propagation direction. With Lm, we will 
refer to the lateral width of the cavity (which is the same as the sample's lateral width). Nc will 
be the number of rows in each side of the cavity (Nc = 4 for both calculations and experiment). 
The thickness of the sample then along the propagation direction would be Lth — 2Ncb + Lc, 
where 2b=V3a ( but is approximated with 1.7a in the TMM for numerical reasons). (Such 
an approximation introduces an error of at most 3% in the position of the resonance and 
does not affect the quality factor). The radius R of the air holes is R~0.2803a (a being 
the lattice constant) that corresponds to a filling factor of ~0.285. (Actually in the TMM 
because of the approximation mentioned above the simulated structure will have a slightly 
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larger filling factor). No specific value for the lattice constant a is assumed. All the band gap 
and transmission properties in a photonic crystal scale with the lattice constant a, so all the 
subsequent results will be presented in dimensionless units of frequency (reduced frequency 
u—a/ A) and length. 
From the transfer matrix results for the various Lc we observed that the spectral gap when 
the cavity is introduced is wider than the one for the periodic crystal. Such widening of the gap 
was also observed in [13] when a defect is introduced by removal of 2 rows of sites in a periodic 
2-D system of dielectric rods in air background. TMM calculation have been performed for 
cavity structures with dimensionless Lc/a ranging from ~0.15 to 2.0. At a certain frequency 
different resonances (peaks) can occur corresponding to different Lc values. Each of these 
peaks is characterized by an order, that basically indicates the order at which a resonant peak 
appears at this specific frequency while Lc is increasing. 
In Fig. 2.2 every cavity width (in units of a) is plotted as a function of the corresponding 
reduced frequency of the observed peak and three different curves are recovered for the three 
orders of the resonant peaks. Starting from the lower to the higher curve in Fig. 2.2 the peaks 
are the first-, second- and third- order, respectively. It will be seen later that peaks of the same 
frequency but different order can have different features (e.g., quality factor). It is evident from 
Fig. 2.2 that for certain Lc values more than one resonant peaks can appear within the gap. 
The experimental results [20] for the resonant peaks for various lattice constants (a—200 nm, 
210nm, 220nm, 230nm, 240nm) are also included in the figure. The agreement is generally 
good but there seems to be a small discrepancy that increases with the frequency. This can 
be attributed to the fact that we have taken the GaAs dielectric constant not to vary with 
the frequency (for simplicity the value at ~1000 nm is taken in our calculations) while this 
is not the case in the actual system. This difference in the dielectric will alter slightly the 
position of the peaks [20]. This is consistent with the fact that the discrepancy at the higher 
end of the reduced frequencies seems to be a little larger for the smaller lattice constant (the 
corresponding wavelength differs more from the value of a 1000 nm). There are also some 
experimental peaks for a=200 nm that are falling above the theoretical curves, as for example, 
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the first order peaks with Lc/a from ~0.60 to 0.85. We have not numerically calculated the Qs 
for these, because they lie too close to the band edges and the determination of their quality 
factor can be vague and so we have not included them in Fig. 2.2. 
We compare now the two computational methods ( TMM and FDTD) that are used to 
simulate the cavity structure. There are basically three fundamental differences between the 
two methods. The first one is that the transfer matrix technique is a time independent method 
while in the FDTD the fields are solved in time domain. Also, in the TMM, the structure is 
infinite in x by virtue of the periodic boundary conditions applied along this direction, while 
in the FDTD the system is finite in the x-y plane bounded by absorbing boundary conditions. 
Finally, the incoming EM fields in the TMM framework are extended plane waves incident 
on the whole x-z boundary (corresponding to a source infinite in width) while in the FDTD 
a pulse emitted from a source with finite width is considered. Also the way the transmission 
coefficient is obtained is different in the two methods. In the TMM it is calculated from the 
transfer matrix using the field values while in the FDTD it is calculated from the energy 
ratio that passes through the crystal along the propagation direction. In order to make the 
comparison between the two methods in this particular FDTD calculation, the 2-0 space is 
discretized as in transfer matrix which gives 2b=1.7a instead of \/3a . The results for one 
particular cavity width are shown in Fig. 2.3. Good agreement is found between the two 
methods regarding the positions of the resonant peak and the band gap edges but there is a 
small discrepancy in the quality factor of the peak. 
It is interesting therefore to see how the quality factor of the resonant peak is affected by 
the finiteness of the size of the system and the width of the source, in our FDTD calculations. 
This can be seen in Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) where the quality factor versus the lateral width 
of the sample (Lw) and versus the source width are shown respectively. In Fig. 2.4(a) the 
ratio of the source width over the lateral extent of the structure Lw (defined in Fig. 2.1) 
is kept constant (equal to 0.5). It can be seen that as the lateral width approaches 20a, Q 
saturates at a value~170. In Fig. 2.4(b) we present results of the Q versus the source width 
for a system with a lateral width of Lw — 40a . The width Lw is large enough for the quality 
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factor to have reached it's saturation value (which is related to the lateral size) so that one 
can see the dependence on the source width only. It is clearly seen that for a small source 
width the quality factor drops significantly. From the data shown in Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) it 
can therefore be argued that the finiteness of the source or the system's lateral size or both 
give 2-D characteristics in what would essentially be a 1-D resonance for the infinite system 
and result in a reduced quality factor. By an infinite system we mean infinite lateral size and 
that the incoming waves have plane wave front. In our system when the lateral size is small 
the resonance is supported by a smaller number of scatterers and is forced to terminate at the 
edges. Also, when the system is large but the source is small the resonance occupies a smaller 
fraction of the cavity area and has magnitude that decreases as one moves away from the center 
of the resonance. The resonance can decay in time not only along the propagation direction 
y as the true 1-D resonance does but also along the lateral direction. In both cases (small 
lateral width or small source) the result would be a smaller quality factor. Now, for the case 
when both the system and the source is very large the resonance can be extended in the cavity 
region and be very close to the 1-D resonance. As seen in Fig. 2.4(b) for source width equal 
to 30a and Lw = 40a the quality factor is ~ 174. That value is close to ~ 180 which is the 
value of the quality factor as obtained from the FDTD that models the infinite system (Bloch 
boundary conditions) (dotted horizontal line in Fig. 2.4). The solid horizontal lines in Fig. 
2.4(a) and 2.4(b) give the quality factor for the infinite system as obtained from the TMM. 
The respective value is ~230. We have also looked at the dependence of the quality factor on 
the lateral width and kept the width of the source constant and equal to 2a. What we found 
was that the quality factor increases as the lateral width increases, reaches a maximum value 
, then starts to decrease and eventually saturates. This is the result of a combined effect. As 
described previously when the lateral width is small this causes the resonant peak to terminate 
at the edges. As the lateral width increases the resonance occupies the maximum area it can 
-according to the specific source width. Further increasing the lateral width will not cause the 
resonance to occupy more area of the cavity along the lateral direction x. It only allows it to 
decay in time along the x direction as well and therefore the quality factor starts to lessen. 
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Another component that can cause the quality factor to decrease with decreasing source width 
is the angle span of the source that increases with decreasing source width. This would cause 
the peak to shift and broaden (towards the higher frequencies). We have numerically checked 
that the magnitude for the off normal components of the incoming wave is relatively small. 
Also, we have not observed significant shift in frequency with decreasing source width in the 
FDTD results. We have observed though that the height of the transmission peak decreases 
as the source width decreases. It approaches the value of one as the source width approaches 
the lateral size of the system (for the large system Lw — 40a). It becomes one for the infinite 
system modeled either through the TMM or the FDTD with Bloch boundary conditions in the 
lateral direction of the crystal. 
Fig. 2.5(a) shows the transmission calculated with the TMM method versus the reduced 
frequency u—a/A for a 1-D cavity of width Lc/a—0.985 and Nc=4, for different imaginary parts 
in the air dielectric constant. Introducing imaginary parts with values of 0.02-0.05 in the air 
dielectric constant in the TMM system, has been suggested as a mechanism to model out of 
plane losses in [20]. This leads as well to a reduced Q factor value. Nc is the number of rows 
of air cylinders in each side of the 1-D dielectric cavity. As expected the transmission peak 
decreases with Im e while the width of the transmission increases with Im e. We have also 
examined how the size of the system along the propagation direction affects the characteristics 
of the resonance. In Fig. 2.5(b) the dimensionless linewidth A/a - which is defined as dA/a 
(where <5A is the width in wavelength of the resonance at the half maximum value) - is plotted 
versus Nc (the number of rows of cylinders on each side of the dielectric cavity) in semi-
logarithmic scale. As mentioned previously Nc is related with the thickness of the system Lt^ 
through the relation Lth = 2Ncb + Lc (Lth is shown in Fig. 2.1). A linear relation in the 
semi-log scale between A/a with Nc is obtained, meaning that the quality factor Q, which is 
inversely proportional to A/a would increase exponentially with Nc. That is consistent with 
results for other defect cavities [13, 25]. In Sigalas et. al. [13], where an air defect in a dielectric 
array is studied, it was shown that when absorption is introduced in the dielectric the quality 
factor saturates and does not increase any further as the size of the system increases. Such 
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saturation with the introduction of an imaginary part in the dielectric of the holes is observed 
in our case also, as can be seen in Fig. 2.5(b). We also observe (as in [13]) that the saturation 
value of the linewidth A is smaller the larger the imaginary part in the dielectric. 
In Fig. 2.6 we present the results achieved with the TMM of the transmission height versus 
Nc for 1-D cavity of width Lc/a—0.985 for three different values of Im e of the air dielectric. 
Notice that for Im e=0 the height is always one, i.e perfect transmission. However for nonzero 
Im e, the transmission height drops as Nc increases. Two experimental values are shown for 
almost the same width of Lc/a as the one in the calculations. Notice that this suggests that 
the Ime that can fit the experimental data [20] can have a value close to 0.04. 
For the ideal case with no losses present the quality factor was calculated by the TMM 
for various cavity widths Lc that led to peaks that span most of the bandgap. In Fig. 2.7 
the quality factor is plotted versus the reduced frequency of the peak. (Peaks too close to the 
edges of the bandgap were not used because the determination of their Q would be vague as 
stated earlier in this paper). For every frequency in the plot there are three peaks that are 
characterized by different orders and correspond to different Lc values (see Fig. 2.7) . So three 
different curves are recovered when grouping the peaks according to order. Higher order peaks 
are characterized by a higher value of the quality factor. For every order, the quality factor 
is maximum for a frequency close to the center of the band gap and reduces as the frequency 
approaches either edge of the band gap. The calculations above were performed with a grid 
lattice dividing the lattice constant a into ten intervals. We have investigated the dependence 
of the quality factor with the accuracy of the TMM given by the number N of intervals the 
lattice constant is divided to, i.e. N is the number of grid points. It was done for three 
different peaks. One close to the band gap center and the others close to the lower and higher 
frequency band edge respectively. It is seen from Fig. 2.8(a) that the quality factor increases 
with increasing accuracy and eventually saturates at a value. The same holds for the quality 
factor calculated from the FDTD method. This is shown on Fig. 2.8(b) for cavity spacer value 
Lc/b=l. The FDTD data of Fig. 2.8(b) are obtained with Bloch boundary conditions applied 
in the lateral (x) direction. This way one has an infinite source with a plane wave front as in 
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the TMM. The saturation values of the Q-factor for the TMM and FDTD are ~230 and ~250 
respectively. This difference might be due the different way of calculating the transmission 
coefficient in the two methods as was mentioned before in Section III. 
IV. Conclusions 
We have studied the properties of 1-D dielectric cavity structure in a 2-D hexagonal array 
with the transfer matrix method and the finite difference time domain method. Both methods 
agree in the position of the defect peak and both yield good agreement (for the peak's position) 
with the experiment [20] as well. The quality factor though shows sensitivity to a lot of 
parameters such as the size of the system (both lateral and along the propagation direction), 
the type of the incoming EM fields and losses out of the plane of periodicity. In that context 
the two numerical methods (FDTD and TMM) were compared. 
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Figure 2.1 The cavity structure under study. The bulk crystals symmetry 
directions FM and FK are shown. Lc refers to the cavity width. 
For the actual crystal, 2b=V3a, but in the TMM due to nec­
essary approximations, 2b=1.7a. Lw is the lateral width of the 
cavity while Lth is the thickness of the cavity system. 
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Figure 2.2 The cavity width versus the reduced frequency of the corre­
sponding observed cavity resonant peaks. The results are ob­
tained with the TMM (solid dotted and dot-dashed line). The 
experimental results for various lattice constants a are shown 
for comparioson. The stars, circles, squares, triangles (left), and 
x are for a=200, 210, 220, 230, 240 nm respectively. 
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Figure 2.3 Comparison between transmission results obtained with the 
transfer matrix technique (solid line) and the FDTD (dotted 
line with circles), for Lcja=0.85. In order to make the com­
parison in this particular case we considered an approximate 
triangular structure (2b=1.7a) in the FDTD method too. 
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Figure 2.4 a) Quality factor Q for a structure with a width Lcjb= 1. 
(2b—V^a is taken) calculated with the FDTD versus Lw (in 
units of a) (see Fig. 2.1). The source is choosen to have length 
approximately half of the latteral length of the structure for all 
Lw. b) Quality factor Q calculated with the FDTD (solid line 
with circles) with the same Lc/b as in (a), versus the source 
width (in units of a). Lw is kept constant and equal to 40a. 
In both (a) and (b) the bold dotted line represents the value 
of the quality factor calculated with the same method but with 
periodic (Bloch) boundary conditions along the lateral direc­
tion (i.e. perpendicularly to the propagation direction). The 
source used in the calculations corresponding to that case is a 
pulse but with plane wave front. The horizontal solid line is the 
TMM result. 
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Figure 2.5 a) Transmission calculated by the TMM versus reduced fre­
quency u=a/À for different values of Ime of the air dielectric. 
Lcfa — 0.985 on the cavity resonance (for Nc — 4). b) Di-
mensionless linewidth (A is 6X i.e. the wavelength width that 
corresponds to transmission half of the peak's maximum) versus 
Nc (number of rows in each side of the cavity) for the lossless 
case as well as the cases with non-zero imaginary part in the 
air dielectric constant. 
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O lme=0.00 
• Im8=0.01 
A lme=0.05 
10 
Figure 2.6 Transmission height of the resonance for Lcja=0.985 for three 
values of the imaginary part of the air dielectric constant, Ime. 
Two experimental values for the cavity with Nc=4 are shown 
for comparison. The star and x correspond to a—230 nm with 
Lc/a=1.07 and a—220 nm with Lc/a=0.98, respectively. 
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Figure 2.7 Quality factor calculated with the TMM versus the reduced 
frequency for first-, second- and third- order resonant peaks. 
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Figure 2.8 a) Quality factor for three different cavity peaks with reduced 
frequencies u—0.2255 (solid line), u=0.2063 (dotted line) and 
u—0.2628 (dotted-dashed line) versus 1/N where N is the num­
ber of grid spacings that the lattice constant a is divided into 
in the computation. The peaks at u—0.2255 and u—0.2063 are 
second order peaks and have Lcja—0.985 and Lc/a=1.2 respec­
tively. The peak at u—0.2628 is of third order (with Lc/a=1.2). 
The quality factor saturates at a value as the numerical accu­
racy of the method increases, b) Quality factor for Lc/b=l. 
as a function of the grid accuracy calculated from the FDTD 
method with Bloch boundary conditions across the latteral di­
rection (solid line with squares) and from the TMM (solid line 
with circles). 
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CHAPTER 3. NEGATIVE REFRACTION AND LEFT-HANDED 
BEHAVIOR IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS 
A paper published in the Journal of Physical Review B 1 
S. Foteinopoulou and C. M. Soukoulis 
Abstract 
We systematically examine the conditions of obtaining left-handed (LH) behavior in pho­
tonic crystals. Detailed studies of the phase and group velocities as well as the phase np and 
group tig refractive indices are given. The existence of negative refraction does not guarantee 
the existence of negative index of refraction and so LH behavior. A wedge type of experiment 
is suggested, which can unambiguously distinguish between cases of negative refraction that 
occur when left-handed behavior is present, from cases that show negative refraction without 
LH behavior. 
Introduction 
Recently, there have been many studies about materials that have a negative index of 
refraction n [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These materials, theoretically discussed by Veselago [6], have 
simultaneous negative permittivity e and permeability fx. Pendry [7, 8] has studied structures 
that they can have both e and n negative and suggested that they can be used to fabricate a 
perfect lens. In these materials, k, E, H form a left-handed (LH) set of vectors (i.e., S • k < 
0, where S is the Poynting vector) and, therefore, are called left-handed materials (LHM). 
1Phys. Rev. B 67, 235107 (2003). 
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Futhermore, Markos and Soukoulis [9] used the transfer matrix technique to calculate the 
transmission and reflection properties of left-handed materials. These scattering data were 
used [10] to determine the effective permittivity and permeability of the LHM and the index 
of refraction was found [10] to be unambiguously negative in the frequency region where both 
of the retrieved values of e and fj. are negative. All experiments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] that showed 
left-handed behavior were performed in the microwave or millimeter regime. 
In addition, Notomi [11] studied light propagation in strongly modulated two dimensional 
(2D) photonic crystals (PCs). Such a photonic crystal behaves as a material having an effective 
refractive index raeff controllable by the band structure. In these PC structures, the permittivity 
is periodically modulated in space and is positive. The permeability n is equal to one. Negative 
rz-eff for a frequency range was found. The existence of negative n was demonstrated [11] by a 
finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation. Negative refraction on the interface of a 3D 
PC structure has been experimentally observed by Kosaka et al. [12]. A negative refractive 
index associated with the negative refraction was reported. Also in Ref. 12, large beam steering 
was observed that was called the "superprism phenomenon". Similar unusual light propagation 
was observed [13] in ID and 2D diffraction gratings. In addition, Luo et. al. showed that the 
phenomenon of negative refraction in the PC can be utilized to make a superlens [14]. Finally 
a theoretical work [15] predicted a negative refractive index in PCs. 
Both in the PC and LHM literature there is a lot of confusion about what are the correct 
definitions of the phase and group refractive index and what is their relation to negative 
refraction. It is important to examine if left-handed behavior can be observed in photonic 
crystals at optical frequencies. In addition, it is instructive to see how the latter relates with 
the sign of the phase and group refractive indices for the PC system. 
Phase, group index and left-handed behavior 
In this paper we will attempt to clarify the differences between phase refractive index nv 
and group refractive index ng in PC structures. We show that left-handed behavior in photonic 
crystals is possible and a comparison of this LH behavior to regular LH materials is given. We 
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will also show that a frequency range exists for which negative refraction can occur while it 
does not correspond to regular LH behavior. A wedge type of experiment is suggested that 
can unveil the sign of S • k [16] (i.e., the "rightness") in the PC and so the correct sign for 
the "effective" index (phase index np as we will see in the following). In this way, we can 
unambiguously distinguish between the case of "negative refraction" that corresponds to LH 
behavior in the PC structure (np and S • k [16] are negative), from cases that show "negative 
refraction" without LH behavior (np and S • k are positive). FDTD [17] simulations are 
presented which support our claims that left-handed behavior can be seen in the the PC only 
in the cases where the predicted value for np (for the infinite system) is negative. In all FDTD 
simulations we used perfectly matched layer (PML) [18] boundary conditions. 
Our results are general but for completeness and for comparison with the results of Notomi 
[11], we studied a 2D hexagonal lattice of dielectric rods with dielectric constant 12.96 (e.g., 
GaAs or Si at 1.55 microns) for the H (TE) polarization. The radius of the dielectric rods is 
r — 0.35a, where a is the lattice constant. In Fig. 3.1(a) the band structure of the system 
is shown. In the figure as well as in the following the quantity / is the frequency normalized 
as wo/2?rc, where c is the velocity of light. To study the system the surfaces (contours in the 
2D system) of equal frequency in k-space,- called equifrequency surfaces (EFS)-, are needed. 
The EFS basically consists of the allowed propagation modes within the crystal for a certain 
frequency. For both the band structure and the EFS plots, the plane wave expansion method 
[19, 20] with 1003 plane waves was used. The EFS can have different shapes for various 
frequencies. We notice that in some cases their shape can be almost circular (i.e., ui ~ Ak, 
where A a constant). Basically, these cases are for frequencies close to the band edges and we 
will refer to their dispersion relation u(k) as normal dispersion from now on. 
Before we proceed in presenting the FDTD simulation results, it is useful to discuss the 
appropriate expressions for the phase (vp) and group (vg) velocities and their associated phase 
(np) and group (ng) refractive indices for the infinite photonic crystal system. The analysis 
that follows is not used in the interpretation of the FDTD results, that we discuss later in 
this paper. However it does serve as a theoretical prediction to be compared with the FDTD 
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data. For any general case vp = j^k , with k = k/k . Also |vs| = |Vfcw|=|^y. The value of 
\np\ for a certain angle of incidence 9 will be c\kf(6)\/oj (the refracted wave-vector kf can be 
determined from the EFS as it will be discussed later). The sign of np is determined from the 
behavior of EFS. If the equifrequency contours move outwards with increasing frequency then 
vg • k >0; if they move inwards vg • k <0. It can be proven analytically that for the infinite 
PC system the group velocity coincides with the energy velocity [21, 22]. Therefore the sign of 
vg • k is equivalent to the sign of S • k [16], where k is in the first BZ. So, to be in accordance 
with the LH literature [6] the sign of np will be the sign of vg • k. In the special case of normal 
dispersion, np is independent of the angle of incidence . For the cases with dispersion close to 
normal np vs. / for up to the sixth band has been calculated and the results can be seen in Fig. 
3.1(b). We observe in Fig. 3.1(b) that \np\ can have values less than one (i.e., superluminal 
phase velocity). However |ng| has to be always greater than one, because the group velocity is 
the energy velocity in the PC, which is less than c. We have calculated the group velocity with 
the k-p perturbation method [23] and checked that indeed \ng\ >1 . For the cases with normal 
dispersion vg—^-k with ng=uid\np\/du) + \nv\ [24]. From this relation and from the graph of np 
versus frequency (see Fig. 3.1(b)), it can be checked that indeed, ng >0 when np >0 and ng <0 
when np <0. This means that for the normal dispersion cases, negative refraction occurs when 
the phase index is negative. We note this finding is different of that stated in Ref. 25. For the 
anisotropic dispersion cases vg and k are not along the same direction. In these cases we choose 
the sign of ng to manifests the sign of refraction at the interface and therefore ng will have the 
sign of (vg • ki)x (x being the direction along the interface and ki the incident wave vector). 
We would like to stress that ng cannot be used in a Snell-like formula to obtain the signal's 
propagation direction in the crystal. However, np can be used in Snell's law to determine the 
signal's propagation angle in the normal dispersion case, under certain conditions [21]. 
Results and discussion 
There are two characteristic cases for which an EM wave refracts in the "wrong way" 
(negatively) when it hits the PC interface. One can predict the direction of the refracted 
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signal from the equifrequency contours in the air and PC media. This methology has been used 
widely in ID diffraction gratings [26]. The EFS for two frequencies, / — 0.58 and / = 0.535, 
which are representative for these two cases, are seen in Figs. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(b). The fc|| 
conservation condition given by the dashed vertical line in the figures determines the allowed 
refracted wave vector kf. In both cases there are two choices for kf (to point either towards A 
or towards B). For every chosen kf, the corresponding vg will be perpendicular to the EFS at 
that point and point towards increasing values of frequency. The correct choice for kf will be 
the one that gives a vg that points away from the source. After checking the EFS for a region 
around / = 0.58 and / = 0.535 we determine that the frequency increases inwards for the case 
of Fig. 3.2(a) (i.e., vg • k < 0 and np <0 ) while it increases outwards for the case of Fig. 3.2(b) 
(i.e., vg • k > 0 and np > 0). Taking this into consideration the correct choice for kf is to point 
towards A for the case of Fig. 3.2(a) and towards B for the case of Fig. 3.2(b). For an infinite 
PC the group and the energy velocity are equal, so the group velocity vector (orange vector) 
in the figures represents the direction of propagation for the EM signal in the PC. We have 
confirmed the theoretical prediction of negative refraction with a FDTD simulation for both 
cases. In other words, we have determined both theoretically and numerically that the group 
index ng for both the cases is negative [27]. However, this type of FDTD simulation cannot 
decide what is the "tightness" of the system. 
Therefore we consider an incoming EM wave incident normally on a wedged structure, as 
was the case of the UCSD experiment [4]. We should mention that couplings to higher-order 
Bragg waves [22], when the wave hits the wedged interface are unavoidable in some cases. 
However, the sign of the angle of the zeroth order outgoing Bragg wave coincides with the sign 
of S • k inside the wedge, and determines the "tightness" [6] (positive for the right- and negative 
for the left-handed case) and so the sign of np of the PC. 
In particular, we show the results for this type of simulation for / = 0.58 (case of Fig. 3.2(a)) 
and / — 0.535 (case of Fig. 3.2(b)) in Figs 3.3(b) and 3.4(b), respectively. For each of these 
cases, the symmetry directions of the first and the wedged interface are chosen appropriately 
[21]. Naturally, the fey wave vector will be conserved across both interfaces. In Fig. 3.3(b) 
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the final outgoing beam is in the negative hemisphere (negative in respect to what is expected 
for a regular homogeneous material with positive index). This means that the perpendicular 
to the first interface component of the wave vector has reversed sign when crossing the air 
PC interface. Since S is always pointing away from the source S • k will be negative in the 
PC for the case of Fig. 3.3(b). We note that the second outgoing beam in Fig. 3.3(b) is due 
to consequent multi-reflection on the upper corner (one can determine that by looking at the 
field inside the wedge). To extract the sign of S • k in Fig. 3.4(b), because of the presence 
of the second beam (higher order Bragg wave [28]) we need the additional knowledge of the 
theoretically expected magnitude of the angle for the zeroth order Bragg wave. We use the 
EFS contours for the infinite system to determine the magnitude of the refracted wave vector 
and from that the magnitude of the zeroth order Bragg wave. (We obtained a value of 57°). 
Although the actual magnitude of the refracted wave vector may differ from the predicted one, 
no dramatic difference is expected. We then observe in the FDTD simulation of Fig. 3.4(b) 
that the beam with deflection angle of magnitude close to 57° lies in the positive hemisphere. 
So, in the case of Fig. 3.4(b) S • k > 0. 
The ray schematics in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.4(a) - that accompany the simulations of Figs. 
3.3(b) and 3.4(b)- show the theoretically predicted refracted and final outgoing beams by 
using the properties of the infinite system. The beams are determined in a similar manner 
as in the ray schematics of Fig. 3.2. In the following we compare the theoretical expected 
angles (magnitude and sign) with the ones measured in the FDTD simulation. The expected 
outgoing angle for the case of Fig. 3.3(b) is —36°, while the FDTD one is ~ —30°. Likewise 
for the case of Fig. 3.4 the formula in Ref. 28 predicts an outgoing wave at 57° and a first 
order Bragg wave at —14°. These values are close to those of ~ 60° and ~ —10° measured in 
the FDTD simulation. 
By looking on other bands we can find cases with np > 0 and ng > 0, as well as np < 0 
and ng > 0 , so all combinations of signs for the group and phase indices are possible. By 
performing FDTD simulations [of both types (slab and wedge)], we have shown that in all 
cases, the "tightness" of the PC - i.e., the sign of S • k [16]- coincides with the the theoretical 
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prediction for the sign of np , as defined earlier in the paper for the infinite PC system, and 
is irrelevant to the sign of ng. For the case of Fig. 3.2(a), the PC is left-handed and the 
perpendicular component of the wave vector reverses sign in the air PC interface. In addition 
it has close to normal dispersion and a negative effective index. So one could say that the 
negative refraction in this case is similar to the one occurring in a regular LH material that 
has both e and n negative.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have systematically examined the conditions of obtaining left-handed 
behavior in photonic crystals. We have demonstrated that the existence of negative refraction 
is neither a prerequisite nor does it guarantee a negative effective index and thus LH behavior. 
Although we have focused on the presentation of 2D photonic crystals, the results are general 
enough and are expected to be correct for 3D PCs. Special care must be taken for the couplings 
of the TE modes and TM modes in the 3D systems. We have suggested experiments to check 
our theoretical predictions both in the microwave regime as well as in the optical regime. The 
present work will help in the understanding and design of the optical devices. 
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1 a) The band structure for the H (TE) polarization for the PC 
structure under study, b) The effective phase index np plotted 
for the frequency regions where the dispersion is close to normal. 
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FM 
Figure 3.2 Schematics of refraction at the PC interface for the two different 
cases. The initial (&%) and refracted (kf) wave vectors as well 
as the group velocity (vg) of the refracted wave are drawn. The 
dashed line represents the conservation of the parallel compo­
nent of the wave vector. 
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Figure 3.3 Refraction of monochromatic EM wave with / = 0.58 incident 
normally on a PC crystal wedge. In (a) the expected ray-paths 
are shown. The wave vectors of the incident (/c,) as well as the 
refracted (kf) and the outgoing (&//) EM waves are shown. In 
(b) the actual FDTD simulation with the incident and outgoing 
beam is shown. The bold solid line is the normal to the wedged 
interface. 
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Figure 3.4 The same as figure 3.3 but for / = 0.535 
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CHAPTER 4. REFRACTION IN MEDIA WITH A NEGATIVE 
REFRACTIVE INDEX 
A paper published in the Journal of Physical Review Letters 1 
S. Foteinopoulou, E. N. Economou, and C. M. Soukoulis 
Abstract 
We show that an electromagnetic (EM) wave undergoes negative refraction at the interface 
between a positive and negative refractive index material, the latter being a properly chosen 
photonic crystal. Finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations are used to study the 
time evolution of an EM wave as it hits the interface. The wave is trapped temporarily at the 
interface, reorganizes, and after a long time, the wave front moves eventually in the negative 
direction. This particular example shows how causality and speed of light are not violated in 
spite of the negative refraction always present in a negative index material. 
Introduction 
Veselago [1] predicted that lossless materials, which possess simultaneously negative per­
mittivity, e, and negative permeability, /z, would exhibit unusual properties such as negative 
index of refraction, n — —y'e/J, antiparallel wave vector, k, and Poynting vector, S, antiparallel 
phase, vp, and group, vg, velocities, and time-averaged energy flux, (S) = (n)vg, opposite to 
the time-averaged momentum density (p) — (u)k/w [2], where (it) is the time-averaged energy 
density. Furthermore if these materials are uniform, k, E, H form a left-handed set of vectors. 
1Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 107402 (2003). 
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Therefore, these materials are called left-handed materials (LHM) or negative index of refrac­
tion materials (NIM). The quantities, S, u, p, refer to the composite system consisting of EM 
field and material. As a result of k and S being antiparallel, the refraction of an EM wave 
at the interface between a positive n and a negative n material would be at the "wrong" side 
relative to the normal (negative refraction). In addition, the optical length, f ndl, is negative 
in a LHM. 
Following Pendry's suggestions [3, 4] for specific structures which can have both ee// and 
Heff negative (over a range of frequencies), there have been numerous theoretical and experi­
mental studies [5, 6, 7, 8]. In particular, Markos and Soukoulis [9] have employed the transfer 
matrix technique to calculate the transmission and reflection properties of the structure sug­
gested by Pendry [3] and realized experimentally by Smith et al. [6, 7]. Subsequently, Smith 
et al. [10] proved that the data of Ref. [9] can be fitted by length independent and frequency 
dependent, eeff, and jue//- They found that in a frequency region both ee// and /ie// were 
negative with negligible imaginary parts. In this negative region, n was found to be unambigu­
ously negative. These unusual results [3-10] have raised objections both to the interpretation 
of the experimental data and to the realizability of negative refraction [11, 12]. 
Results and discussion 
In this letter we report numerical simulation results, which clarify some of the controversial 
issues, especially the negative refraction considered as violating causality and the speed of 
light [12]. Our numerical calculations were performed on a well understood realistic system, 
which is essentially inherently lossless, namely, a 2D photonic crystal (PC). The dielectric 
constant e is modulated in space and both the permittivity e and permeability /.i are locally 
positive. Specifically, the photonic crystal consists of an hexagonal lattice of dielectric rods 
with dielectric constant, e — 12.96. The radius of the dielectric rods is r — 0.35a, where 
a is the lattice constant of the system. A frequency range exists for which the EM wave 
dispersion is "almost" isotropic. For that range the group velocity, vg, is antiparallel to the 
crystal momentum k, where k is in the first Brillouin zone (BZ) [13]. In particular, for the 
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frequency of our simulations the angle between the group velocity and the phase velocity 6 p g  
varies between 176° and 180°. We have studied systematically the equifrequency contours of 
the system [14] and have obtained the effective refractive index, n, as a function of frequency. 
The absolute value of n, |n| — c|k|/w, the phase velocity, vp = (c/|n|)k0, where k0 = k/|k|, 
and the group velocity vg = du/dk are defined the usual way. Then, it can be easily shown 
that vg = Vp/a, where a = 1 + (w/n) (dn/du) — 1 + t/ln |n|/dlnoj; given this last relation 
is natural to identify the sign of n with the sign of a in order to associate negative n with 
antiparallel vp and vg [15]. Furthermore, it can be shown that (S) = (u)vg, where the symbol 
( ) denotes averaged value over time and over the unit cell. Thus, vp and vg being antiparallel 
leads to some but not all of the peculiar and interesting properties associated with LHM. 
Essentially, this means that for the PC system a frequency range exists for which the 
effective refractive index is negative, frequency dispersion is almost isotropic and (S) k < 
0; i.e., the PC behaves in these respects as a left-handed (LH) system. Consequently, a wave 
hitting the PC interface for that frequency will undergo negative refraction for the same reason 
a wave undergoes negative refraction when it hits the interface of a homogeneous medium with 
negative index n (the component of k along the normal to the interface reverses direction). In 
Fig. 4.1, we plot our results for the effective refractive index n for the PC system versus the 
dimensionless frequency /, where / = wa/2-KC = a/A and A is the wavelength in air. Notice 
that the effective refractive index n passes continuously from negative to positive values as 
/ increases. At this point we alert the reader about other conditions under which negative 
refraction can occur in the air PC interface. For example, for some particular k, light bends 
"the wrong way" at the PC interface as a result of the curvature of the equifrequency surfaces 
[16] in spite of (S) • k, - and therefore the effective refractive index-, being positive. Also in 
a PC system with (S) • k > 0 coupling to a higher order Bragg wave can lead to a negatively 
refracted beam. We stress that in both cases mentioned above, the PC is right-handed (RH). 
In contrast, in our case, (S) and k are almost opposite to each other for all the values of 
k corresponding to the same frequency, w, such that n(ui) < 0\ furthermore almost perfect 
isotropy is exhibited. Thus, our case resembles in these respects a uniform LHM. 
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In our simulations a finite extent line source was placed outside a slab of PC at an an­
gle of 30° as shown in Fig. 4.2. The source starts gradually emitting at t = 0 an almost 
monochromatic (half-width Aw ~ 0.02a;) TE wave (the E field in the plane of incidence) of 
dimensionless frequency, / = cvo/2ttc = 0.58, with a Gaussian amplitude parallel to the line 
source. Employing a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [17, 18, 19] technique, we follow 
the time and space evolution of the emitted EM waves as they reach the surface of the PC and 
they propagate eventually within the PC. The real space is discretized in a fine rectangular 
grid, (of a/31 and a/54 for the x and y axes, respectively), that stores the dielectric constant, 
and the electric and magnetic field values. By use of a finite time step, <5t=0.0128a/c, the 
fields are recursively updated on every grid point. This algorithm numerically reproduces the 
propagation of the electromagnetic field in real space and time through the interface. In Fig. 
4.2 we present the results for our FDTD simulation after 200 simulation steps. (The period 
T  =  2 T T / U  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  1 3 5  t i m e  s t e p s ,  T  ~  1 3 5 § t ) .  
We found, as expected for a negative index n, that the incident beam is eventually refracted 
in the negative direction (sintfpc < 0). However, the most interesting finding is that each ray 
does not refract in the final direction immediately upon hitting the surface of the PC. Instead, 
the whole wavefront is trapped in the surface region for a relatively long time (of the order of 
a few tens of the wave period, T, in our simulations) ; and then, gradually after this transient 
time, the wave reorganizes itself and starts propagating in the negative direction as expected 
from the steady state solution. Thus, the interface between the vacuum (positive n — 1) 
and the PC (negative n) acts as a strong resonance scattering center which traps temporarily 
the wave before gradually reemitting it. This time delay (which is much longer that the time 
difference, 2to ~ 400<5t, between the arrival at the interface of the inner and outer rays) explains 
satisfactorily the apparent paradox of the outer ray propagating much faster than the velocity 
of light [12]. 
In Fig. 4.3, we present a time sequence of the amplitude of the magnetic field of the 
Gaussian beam undergoing reflection and refraction at the interface between vacuum (n = 1) 
and a negative index (n = —0.7) material. We stress that despite the fact that the fronts are 
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obscured by the Bloch modulation the refraction of the wave (after a transient time) is clearly 
in the negative direction. We have also calculated the Poynting vector (Fig. 4.4) which shows 
that (in the steady state) the energy flows in the same negative direction as shown in Fig. 
4.3(e). Since one can prove in general that (S) = (it)vg, it is clear that the group velocity 
in the PC is along the direction indicated in Fig. 4.3(e). We present the results in terms of 
the time difference, 2to, between the arrival of the outer and the inner rays at the interface. 
Figure 4.3(a) shows the results for t = 2.5£o — 3.7T ~ 500<5t. Notice that no refracted front 
has developed yet. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the results for t =4.5 to- Notice that the wave front has 
crossed the interface and seems to move along positive angles. Figure 4.3(c) shows the results 
for t —10.5 to, where both the reflected and refracted wave fronts are shown. Notice there 
seem to appear two fronts for the refracted beam, one moving towards positive angles and 
one towards negative angles. Figure 4.3(d) clearly shows that the wavefront at t = 15£o along 
positive angles has diminished and the wavefront along the negative angles is more pronounced. 
Also, notice the clear reflected wavefront. Finally, Fig. 4.3(e) for t =31 to clearly shows that 
the wavefront moves along negative angles, a behavior that continues for t > 31to- This shows 
that in our system and for frequencies such that (S) and k (where k is the first BZ) are opposite 
to each other, negative refraction exists without violating the speed of light or causality; more 
specifically, once the one end of the Gaussian wavefront hits the interface, it does not mean 
that the other side of the wavefront must move in "zero time" or "at infinite speed" to refract 
negatively (see Fig. 4.1(b) of Ref. 12). There is a transient time of the order of 30io — 45T 
needed for the refracted wave to reorganize and move eventually along the negative directions 
(see Figs 4.3(e) and 4.4). Notice that the wavefronts move finally along negative angles [see 
Fig 4.3(e)]. The same is true for the directions perpendicular to the wavefronts, which can be 
considered parallel to the group velocity. 
We note that Ziolkowski and Hey man [20] have observed a similar transient time effect 
numerically in a ID model system with homogeneous negative permittivity e and permeability 
/i. In [20] it was shown that there exists a time lag between the wave hitting the interface and 
the medium responding with negative effective index n indicating that causality is maintained. 
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In the present Letter, we have shown that in a realistic structure transient effect precedes the 
establishment of steady state propagation in the negative refracted direction [21]. 
We note in passing that our time-dependent results are unrelated with the steady state 
solution obtained by Valanju et al. [12]. In Réf. 12, a modulated plane wave, composed of 
two plane waves with different frequencies, is incident on the interface with a certain angle. 
Indeed, this steady state solution of propagation of a modulated plane wave, shows the inter­
ference fronts refracting in the positive direction, while the phase fronts refract in the negative 
direction. However Smith and Pendry [22] have demonstrated that when two frequencies are 
superimposed in the NIM with wavevectors that are not parallel - which is the case in [12]-
propagation is crabwise meaning that the interference fronts are not the group fronts and 
should not be associated with the direction of propagation. In addition, Smith et al. [23] have 
considered an incident modulated beam with a finite Gaussian profile. The steady state solu­
tion shows that the group velocity moves along negative angles, despite the distortion in the 
modulated fronts. Negative refraction is also obtained by Lu et al. [24], where they consider 
more than two frequency components for the incident wave. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have shown by a FDTD simulation in a specific realistic PC case (resem­
bling in several respects an homogeneous LHM) that an EM wave coming from a positive n 
region and hitting a plane interface of a negative n material (in the sense that (S) and k are 
antiparallel) refracts eventually in the negative angle direction. Our detailed time-dependent 
sequence shows that the wave is trapped initially at the interface, gradually reorganizes itself, 
and finally propagates along the negative angle direction. This transient time provides an 
explanation for the occurrence of negative refraction (at least in our realistic system) without 
violating causality or light speed. 
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Figure 4.1 The effective index of refraction, n, versus dimensionless fre­
quency a/À for a 2D photonic crystal. 
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inner ray 
Figure 4.2 An incident EM wave is propagating along a 30° direction. The 
time is 200 simulation steps. 
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Figure 4.3 The magnetic field of the Gaussian beam undergoing reflection 
and refraction for (a) t = 2.5% (b) t = 4.5% (c) t = 10.5% (d) 
t = 15% and (e) t = 31% 2<o is the time difference between 
the outer and the inner rays to reach the interface; to ~ 1.5T, 
where T is the period 2TT/CV. 
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*10" 
13.5 
Figure 4.4 The magnitude of the Poynting vector for an EM wave propa­
gating along a 30° direction. The time is 6200 simulation steps, 
and is the same as the one shown in Fig. 4.3(e). 
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CHAPTER 5. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN TWO 
DIMENSIONAL PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: A STUDY OF ANOMALOUS 
REFRACTIVE EFFECTS 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Physical Review B 
S. Foteinopoulou and C. M. Soukoulis 
Abstract 
We systematically study a collection of refractive phenomena that can possibly occur at 
the interface of a two-dimensional photonic crystal, with the use of the wave vector diagram 
formalism. Cases with a single propagating beam (in the positive or the negative direction) as 
well as cases with birefringence were observed. We examine carefully the conditions to obtain 
a single propagating beam inside the photonic crystal lattice. Our results indicate, that the 
presence of multiple reflected beams in the medium of incidence is neither a prerequisite nor 
does it imply multiple refracted beams. We characterize our results in respect to the origin of 
the propagating beam and the nature of propagation (left-handed or not). We identified four 
distinct cases that lead to a negatively refracted beam. Under these findings, the definition of 
phase velocity in a periodic medium is revisited and its physical interpretation discussed. To 
determine the "rightness" of propagation, we propose a wedge-type experiment. We discuss 
the intricate details for an appropriate wedge design for different types of cases in triangular 
and square structures. We extend our theoretical analysis, and examine our conclusions as one 
moves from the limit of photonic crystals with high index contrast between the constituent 
dielectrics to photonic crystals with low modulation of the refractive index. Finally, we ex­
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amine the "rightness" of propagation in the one-dimensional multilayer medium, and obtain 
conditions that are different from those of two-dimensional systems. 
I. Introduction 
Photonic crystals (PC's) are dielectric structures with two- or three- dimensional periodic­
ity. They are known as the semiconductor counterpart for light, since they exhibit the ability, 
—when engineered appropriately— to mold and control the propagation of EM waves. Among 
their unusual properties lies their ability to exhibit a wide variety of anomalous refractive ef­
fects, which recently attracted a great deal of interest, both theoretically [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and 
experimentally [6, 7]. The observed refractive effects can be quite complicated, and, in most 
cases, the direction of the propagating signal cannot be interpreted with the use of a sim­
ple Snell-like formula. In particular, Kosaka et al. [6] observed a large swung of angle for 
the refracted beam, for a small angle of incidence. They called this effects the "superprism 
phenomenon." 
Anomalous refractive phenomena are known in the field of optics and are commonly asso­
ciated with anisotropy in the optical properties of the material (permittivity) [8]. Two propa­
gating solutions exist, having a different dispersion relation. One of them is extraordinary, i.e., 
non-spherical. As a result, in some cases two refracted beams are observed in these media, a 
phenomenon known as "birefringence" [8, 9]. Numerous studies [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] on diffraction 
gratings, essentially the one-dimensional (ID) counterpart for the PC structures, led to the 
observation of a vast variety of anomalous refracted effects, including "birefringence." These 
systems have undergone extensive and systematic study [10, 11, 12, 13, 14], based on the wave 
vector diagram formalism. This formalism was proven to be an excellent tool in explaining 
the unusual refractive properties for the ID diffraction grating system. The reader can find a 
didactic description of these diagrams and their use in Refs. [10] and [11]. 
Despite the recent interest focused on the superrefractive effects in two-dimensional crystals, 
a systematic study is certainly lacking in the literature for these systems and only a few effects 
were studied and discussed [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 15]. So far, all studies on the two-dimensional 
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(2D) photonic crystals are restricted to effects that can be explained with the study of the 
corresponding propagating modes within the first Brillouin zone (BZ). However, as we will 
demonstrate in this paper, a class of unusual propagation phenomena in PC's can be explained 
only by a careful study of all allowed propagation modes in all zones. Our analysis indicates 
that, contrary to one's intuition, the multiplicity of reflected beams in the incoming medium 
does not necessarily imply the presence of multiple beams in the PC medium and vice versa. 
In this context, we also investigate carefully the conditions necessary to obtain single beam 
propagation inside a 2D square or triangular PC lattice. 
The anomalous refractive effects observed in both the ID grating and PC literature include 
cases where the light bends "the wrong way," i.e., is refracted negatively at the air-PC interface. 
Such a phenomenon was observed and widely discussed in the left-handed materials literature 
[16, 17, 18, 19]. In the left-handed medium (LHM), homogeneous [16] or composite [17], the 
electric field vector E, the magnetic field vector H, and the wave vector k form a left-handed 
set of vectors. The sign of the product S • k —S being the Poynting vector— reflects the 
sign of the "rightness" for the system [16], and is negative for the left-handed medium (LHM). 
It is also customary to refer to a left-handed propagating wave as a backwards wave [20]. The 
refractive index for such a medium was calculated with the use of the scattering data and was 
found to be unambiguously negative [19]. However, the characterization of the left-handed or 
right-handed nature of propagation is a point somewhat overlooked both in the ID gratings 
and PC literature. Only in Ref. [5] the sign of the product S • k [21], with k in the first 
BZ, was determined for a two-dimensional hexagonal PC with a finite difference time domain 
simulation (FDTD) [22]. The simulation experiment, performed on a wedged PC structure, 
is in accordance with the UCSD experiment [23, 24]. In the latter, the negative index was 
experimentally verified for the traditional composite LHM. Left-handed behavior in photonic 
crystals relates to the origin and nature of a certain propagating beam. We intend to study 
this for different cases with the wave vector diagram formalism. In any case, the assignment 
of a proper refractive index, should carry the information regarding the rightness of the PC 
medium in its sign and be consistent with the left-handed literature. 
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Moreover, the phase velocity for an EM wave propagating in a periodic structure is a subject 
of some controversy in the literature. Yariv defined the phase velocity for a propagating EM 
wave in the ID layered medium as the phase velocity that corresponds to the dominant plane 
wave component [25]. Recently the phase velocity has been associated with the Bloch's crystal 
momentum k, where k is in the first BZ [1, 5, 26]. Specifically, in Réf. [1] the phase velocity and 
appropriate phase index were discussed for both limits of index contrast between constituent 
dielectrics (high and low). Considering this controversy, the subject of phase velocity in a 
periodic medium should be revisited. It is certainly worthwhile to reexamine the physical 
meaning of each definition in both limits of refractive index modulation (high and low). 
In an attempt to make the study of the PC system simpler, in some cases the PC system 
was homogenized appropriately with the use of an effective medium theory [27]. However these 
theories mainly apply to the long wavelength limit. However, as we will show in our subsequent 
analysis, for some cases that lie in the higher bands, it is still possible to characterize the 
refractive and propagation properties with an effective index n(iv) under certain conditions. It 
is important to examine carefully such conditions, since the study of the PC can be greatly 
simplified. We will see that in these cases, both phase and energy velocities can be derived by 
simple formulas. 
In this work, we attempt a systematic study for the anomalous refractive phenomena oc­
curring in two-dimensional PC systems. We focus on various cases that have substantially 
different origins and nature. The characteristics of each case are analyzed. For this purpose, 
we discuss the properties of phase and energy velocities, as well as types of propagation (left-
or right-handed). In particular, in Sec. II we present four distinct cases of anomalous refrac­
tive effects, where a negatively refracted beam is present. We explain and analyze the origin 
of the refracted beam with the wave vector diagrams in Sec. III. Using the same formalism, 
we characterize birefringent phenomena in photonic crystals that we observed. We also dis­
cuss how these relate to the presence of Bragg reflections in the medium of incidence. We 
discuss all relevant properties for an EM wave propagating in the crystal. In particular, we 
define appropriately a phase velocity, calculate it numerically, and discuss the meaning of the 
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associated effective phase index in Secs. IV , V and VI, respectively. Moreover, in Sec. VI 
we discuss the conditions necessary to obtain single beam propagation. We derive expressions 
for both group and energy velocities, and show their equality in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII, we 
discuss the group refractive index associated with the group velocity. In Sec. IX we focus 
our discussion on the left- or right-handed nature of propagation. In this section, we discuss 
the details of the appropriate wedge experiment design, that unveils the sign of "rightness" 
for propagation inside the PC for different cases of triangular and square lattices. In Sec. X, 
we discuss the validity of our theoretical analysis as one moves from the limit of high-index 
modulated crystals to the limit of photonic crystals with low index modulation. Finally, we 
make a comparison between the two-dimensional PC medium and the ID layered medium in 
Sec. XI. We present our conclusions in Sec. XII. 
II. Anomalous refractive phenomena at the air PC interface 
We present in Fig. 5.1 four characteristic cases where a negatively refracted beam appears 
when light is incident at a PC slab interface. The cases shown in Fig. 5.1 basically outline 
the different possible reasons for which a negatively refracted beam can appear inside the 
photonic crystal. In the case of Fig. 5.1(b), two distinct beams propagating in opposite 
directions (positive and negative) are present (birefringence). To study the various super-
refractive effects, we employed the Finite Difference Time Domain technique (FDTD) [22, 28] 
with Perfect Matched Layer (PML) [29] boundary conditions. We study various triangular 
PC structures of dielectric cylindrical pillars in air for the H (TE)-polarization case (magnetic 
field aligned along the cylinder's axis). Whenever possible, we used the value of 12.96 for the 
dielectric constant and r=0.35 for the radius of the rods for consistency and comparison with 
the results in Ref. [5] and the results of Notomi [1]. However sometimes for the purpose of 
isolating and observing clearly specific effects, it becomes necessary to employ PC structures 
with different parameters. The presence of a negatively refracted beam is clear in all four 
cases as seen in Figs. 5.l(a)-(d). Before we expand our analysis, we discuss the wave vector 
diagrams. Careful use of such diagrams in the PC system can always explain/determine the 
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direction(s) of the refracted beam(s). Then, we will be able to comment on the nature/origin 
of each different superrefractive effect shown in Fig. 5.1. 
III. Wave vector diagrams and interpretation of the FDTD results 
The wave vector diagram contains the equifrequency surfaces (EFS) for the photonic crys­
tal that apply for the frequency of operation. Actually, for our two-dimensional system the 
surfaces reduce to contours. These contours consist of all allowed propagation modes in wave 
vector space that exist in the PC system for a certain frequency. One or multiple contours can 
be relevant for a certain frequency, depending on the number of bands corresponding to the 
frequency of interest. To isolate the different effects, we focus our study on cases with only 
one band corresponding to the frequency of interest. Thus, we have only a single EFS within 
the first BZ in k-space, closed or broken (with six-fold symmetry for the hexagonal lattice). 
The corresponding analogue of the EFS for the electronic case would be the Fermi surface. 
However, unlike electronic states that exist inside the crystal, an EM wave propagating inside 
the photonic crystal is excited with an EM wave incident from the outside. This implies the 
following: 1) the propagating state inside the crystal has the same frequency as the frequency 
of the source. 2) the causal direction of propagation inside the crystal points away from the 
source. 3) the wave vector of the propagating wave inside the crystal is subject to additional 
restrictions, imposed by the boundary. Specifically, the parallel component of the wave vector 
is given by the following formula [30]. 
w 2ttto 
k\\,m ~~ Sin6inc + , , (5.1) 
c bstr,cut 
where we consider EM waves incident from air with angle 0jnc measured from the surface 
normal, m is an integer equal to 0, ±1, ±2 and bstr,cut represents the periodicity of the interface. 
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For different interface cuts and lattice arrangements, we have the following cases: 
/ 
Jstr^cut 
a for triangular cut along YK 
V3o for triangular cut along F M , (Al) 
V2a for square cut along Y M 
a for square cut along I\X" 
with a being the lattice constant. 
Basically, formula (5.1) is the generalization of the phase matching condition at a periodic 
boundary [31]. So, the ky conservation condition as expressed with Eq. (5.1) is an integral 
part of the wave vector diagram. Diagrammatically, Eq. (5.1) can be represented by m parallel 
lines, all perpendicular to the interface and separated by /bstr,cut- We refer to these lines as 
construction lines in accordance with existing nomenclature in the literature (see for example 
Ref. [10]). 
The EM wave that propagates in the photonic crystal is a superposition of many plane 
waves, called Floquet-Bloch wave (FB wave) [10, 32]. It is characterized by the wave vector in 
the first Brillouin zone, referred to in the following as the fundamental wave vector [33]. We 
will discuss the characteristics of the FB wave in detail in Sec. IV. The intersections between 
EFS and construction lines represent the possible wave vector values for the FB propagating 
beam(s). However, not all of these intersections correspond to a signal pointing away from the 
source (causal signal). So, for each wave vector intersection we need to determine the direction 
of the corresponding signal, which is nothing but the direction of the corresponding energy 
velocity. We will show in Sec. VII that the energy velocity ve is equal to the group velocity 
vg for the photonic crystal. Now, vg is VkW. Thus, the geometric properties of the gradient 
require the propagating signal to have a direction normal to the EFS at a certain wave vector 
point in k-space and to point towards increasing frequencies u. Accordingly, before we proceed 
with a wave vector diagram analysis, additional knowledge for the sign of the product V^w - k 
is necessary. Essentially, we need to know the curvature of the relevant band. 
As already mentioned in the introduction, wave vector diagrams have been used before in 
the PC literature [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 15], but were drawn in the first Brillouin zone only. Although in 
I l l  
many cases this methodology suffices, for a complete treatment such diagrams should include 
the EFS shown in the repeated zone scheme. A complete treatment yields all possible waves 
that can couple inside the photonic crystal. All intersections between the construction lines 
and the EFS in the repeated zone scheme should be accounted. Apparently, in our repeated 
zone treatment, some intersections may have wave vectors falling outside the first BZ. These, 
should be folded back to the first zone, in order to obtain the fundamental wave vector of 
the FB wave. The folding process involves adding or subtracting an appropriate reciprocal 
lattice vector. Actually, in our study cases, where the interface is chosen along a symmetry 
direction, only the primary construction line (the one with m=0) is sufficient. We refer to it, as 
simply construction line or ky conservation line. To convince the reader, we show an example 
(see Fig. 5.2) with all the construction lines present. However, for simplicity, in all the other 
diagrams the higher order construction lines are dropped. Summarizing, in any case we have 
fixed frequency (EFS contour), fixed sign Vktv-k, and fixed parallel component of wave vector 
(construction line). Our methodology stems from the properties of the FB wave, which we 
discuss in more detail in Sec. IV. Following the folding process many points may fall onto the 
same point in the first zone. We emphasize that in this case, all points give rise to one beam 
only. We refer to these points as "equivalent" points. Only different wave vector points in the 
first zone (after the folding process) yield different beams, provided the corresponding signal is 
causal. We distinguish between effects that stem from the first and the higher Brillouin zones. 
A beam that originates from k points in the first BZ is the "transmitted" beam, while we refer 
to beams coming from k points in the higher order zones, as higher order beams. 
The PC medium can also give rise to multiple reflected beams appearing in the medium 
of incidence. We can choose to determine these graphically. In this case, one would need to 
keep all construction lines determined by Eq. (5.1). Alternatively, the angle of an order m re­
flected beam, when the medium of incidence is air, is given by the following simple formula [30] : 
Oui — sin I,m 
w/c '  
(5.2) 
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provided 
fcfU < <v>2. (5-3) 
(with k\^m given by Eq. (5.1)). If condition (5.3) is not satisfied Vra / 0, then no additional 
higher order reflected beams exist. To avoid confusion with the higher order waves in the PC 
medium, we refer to the latter as higher order Bragg reflected beams. Notice that formula 
(5.2) also provides the angle for the order m outgoing beam, in the case that air succeeds the 
PC slab material. 
In Fig. 5.2 we show the wave vector diagram for the case of Fig. 5.1(a) drawn in the 
repeated zone scheme. Note that all the EFS are calculated with the use of the plane wave 
expansion method. We note that whenever we refer to the PWE method [34, 35, 36] for the 
H-polarization case, we applied Ho's method instead of the inverse expansion method, since 
the former is proven to show faster convergence [35, 36]. The bold green dot-dashed line in 
Fig. 5.2 represents the construction line. It intersects points A, B of the EFS in the first 
zone (black circle) and points A2, B2, A3, B3 of the EFSs in the higher order zones. We fold 
points A2, B2, A3, B3 back to the first zone by adding Gn—n Goy (see figure) (where n—-2 
for points A2, B2 and n=+2 for A3 and B3). Notice they all fall back onto points A and 
B. The case of Fig. 5.2 corresponds to a band with negative curvature. Therefore, A has ve 
pointing away from the source, while B has ve pointing towards the source. This means that 
only point A contributes to a propagating beam, the "transmitted" beam. We indicate the 
propagating beam with the bold orange arrow in Fig. 5.2, and the bold solid arrow in the 
FDTD simulation in Fig. 5.1(a). As we mentioned earlier, only the zeroth order construction 
line is really necessary in the determination of the propagating beams. However, in Fig. 5.2 for 
didactic reasons, we plotted the higher construction lines as well (dotted cyan vertical lines). 
Each is displaced in respect to the zeroth order one (bold green vertical line) by Gint— A Gox 
(where A — ±1,±2 e.t.c). We plotted in the figure only the higher order construction lines 
with |À| = 1 . We account for all intersections of these lines. Subsequently, we fold them 
back to the first zone by adding/subtracting an appropriate reciprocal lattice vector (G=n 
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Goy+A G ox with nil, A ± 1). All fall back onto either A or B. Evidently, only the zeroth 
order construction line is sufficient. We checked and determined this generally holds for any 
two-dimensional PC slab, provided that the interface is cut along a symmetry direction. From 
now on we draw only the zeroth order construction line. In the insert of Fig. 5.2 we show a 
wave vector diagram for the same case, but drawn in the first zone only. Apparently, in this 
case an analysis in the first BZ gives identical results with an analysis with the modes drawn 
in the repeated zone scheme. 
In Fig. 5.1(b) we see that two beams coexist (birefringence). This case corresponds to a 
band with positive curvature (ve • k > 0). A wave vector diagram in the repeated zone scheme 
is seen in Fig. 5.3. The green bold solid line in the diagram is the zeroth order construction 
line for this case. We mark the intersections of this line with the modes in all the zones and 
fold back those falling outside of the first zone (by adding G= -Gox+n Goy with n = ±1). 
Notice, points A2, B2, A3, B3 when folded back in the first zone, fall onto points A', B' that 
are different from A and B. From the set of wave vector points resulting in the first zone (A, 
B, A', B') only B and B' give a signal that propagates away from the source. The respective 
signals are indicated with the bold (point B) and dotted (point B') orange vector in Fig. 5.3. 
They correspond to the bold and dotted black arrows in the FDTD simulation of Fig. 5.1(b). 
Actually, the first beam (solid arrow in Fig. 5.1(b)) can be explained with an analysis in the 
first zone (see insert of Fig. 5.3) and is the transmitted beam. Nevertheless, the beam that 
corresponds to the dotted arrow clearly stems from a higher order zone, i.e., a higher order 
effect. The latter would be impossible to predict with an analysis within the first Brillouin 
zone. 
In Fig. 5.4 we see the EFS plotted in the repeated zone scheme for the case of Fig. 5.1(c). 
The construction line (bold green solid line) intersects point A and B in the first Brillouin 
zone and points Al, Bl, A2, B2 in the higher order zones. These fall onto points A' and B' 
when they are folded back to the first zone (with a similar process as in Fig. 5.3). Taking 
into account the sign of ve • k, in this case positive, from all intersections A, B, A', B' only 
B and B' yield a propagating beam (FB wave) (bold and dotted orange arrow in Fig. 5.4). 
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The one that corresponds to point B can be determined with an analysis within the first 
BZ (see insert) and is the transmitted beam. The second one is a higher order effect. The 
origin for this higher order wave is similar to that of Fig. 5.3. However, because the EFS are 
anisotropic in this case, both beams (transmitted and higher order) are negatively refracted 
beams. These types of higher order waves, when EFS are anisotropic and broken, are unique 
to the triangular structure. They stem from the six-fold symmetry of the modes in the wave 
vector space. For square structures with equifrequency contours broken (4-fold symmetrical in 
this case), birefringent effects of this kind cannot be observed. 
In Fig. 5.5 we show the wave vector diagrams in the repeated zone scheme that corresponds 
to the case of Fig. 5.1(d). The ky conservation line intersects several points (A2, B2, A3, B3). 
However all of the points, when folded back in the first zone, fall onto either point A' or B' 
(are equivalent to A' and B' respectively). Since ve • k >0, only the wave vector at B gives a 
propagating FB wave, with energy velocity indicated by an orange solid arrow in the figure. 
This is the sole propagating beam shown with a black dotted arrow in the corresponding FDTD 
simulation in Fig. 5.1(d) and is essentially a higher order beam. Note, an analysis within the 
first BZ (see insert of Fig. 5.5) predicts no propagating beam in this case. A wave vector 
analysis in the repeated zone is needed. 
Our preceding analysis shows that in any general 2D PC system, the direction(s) of the 
propagation beam(s) can always be determined with careful use of the wave vector diagrams in 
the repeated zone scheme. Notice the excellent agreement between the theoretical prediction 
—derived from the wave vector diagrams— and the actual FDTD simulations seen in Fig. 
5.1. We do not discuss the aspect for the "rightness" of propagation in this section. We will see 
in Sec. IX that cases with ve • k < 0 represent a backwards (left-handed) wave. We note at this 
point that only the negatively refracted beam in Fig. 5.1(a) is a backwards wave. Actually, 
the mechanisms that lead to the formation of a negatively refracted beam in the cases of Figs. 
5.1(a) through (d) are distinctly different. In particular, in Fig. 5.1(a) a negatively refracted 
beam is formed, because the perpendicular component of the wave vector reverses sign when 
meeting the air-PC interface. In fact, this is the same mechanism leading to a formation of a 
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negatively refracted beam in the homogeneous negative index medium (NIM). However, this 
is not the case for Figs. 5.1 (b) through (d). Notice that in all these cases the perpendicular 
component of the wave vector does not reverse sign at the PC interface. For the case of Fig. 
5.1(c), the negatively refracted beam , indicated with the solid arrow, is due to the anisotropy 
of the EFS in k-space. The negatively refracted beams in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(d) stem from 
modes in the higher order zones. In other words, both are a higher order effect. The same 
holds for the second negatively refracted beam in Fig. 5.1(c) (dotted line). Nevertheless, still 
the nature of the higher order waves in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(d) (dotted lines) is different. In 
the case of Fig. 5.1(b), the component of the incident wave vector parallel to the interface ky 
falls within the limits of the surface ID BZ. This zone extends between - ft/bstr,cuu ^/bstr,Cut, 
with bstriCut being the interface periodicity given by expression (Al). On the contrary, in the 
case of Fig. 5.1(d), ky falls outside the ID surface BZ limits. In order to distinguish between 
the two waves, we refer to them as type I and type II, respectively. Type II higher order 
waves are present because of the periodicity across the interface. Type I higher order waves 
are present because of the periodicity of the whole bulk photonic crystal. Hybrid higher order 
effects of type I and II can also be observed in some cases. Type II waves are generic and can 
be observed for any case, provided that frequency and/or angle of incidence is high enough. 
Type I higher order waves are particular to the specific lattice type, symmetry direction of 
interface, and EFS features. 
We emphasize that higher order waves of type I always coexist with a beam deriving from 
the first BZ (transmitted beam). Thus, whenever a type I wave is present, birefringence is 
observed. This is the case of Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c). Birefringent effects in photonic crystals 
were observed experimentally by Kosaka et al. [15]. In their study, for the frequency where 
the double branching of the beam was observed, two-band solutions exist. In other words, two 
different equifrequency contours exist within the first Brillouin zone for the relevant frequency. 
When multiple bands exist for a certain frequency, the procedure we just described in detail 
must be repeated for each separate band. Many more beams can propagate in these cases. 
We note that Born and Wolf [8] (as well as Yariv and Yeh [37]) adopted an effective medium 
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approach to describe the ID layered medium. They found that it effectively behaves as a 
homogeneous medium with optical anisotropy. Therefore, the ID layered medium is capable 
of showing birefringent effects. They termed these effects as "form" birefringence to stress 
the fact that these originate from anisotropy on a much larger scale than the molecule. In 
optically anisotropic materials, the tensor property of the permittivity introduces two solutions 
for the dispersion relation (ordinary and extraordinary). The two different dispersion relations 
give two different equifrequency surfaces in the wave vector space and lead to the familiar 
birefringent phenomena in these media. In a way, we can say that multi-fringent phenomena 
in PC's arising from multiple bands appear for similar reasons as the ones in the optically 
anisotropic materials. In essence, multiple bands imply multiple dispersion relations for a 
certain frequency region, and, therefore, multiple EFS within the first BZ. However, all may 
be extraordinary (non-circular in 2D). In this paper, we observe in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) 
birefringent effects that have a totally different origin. In these cases, there is a single band for 
the operation frequency, i.e., a single branch for the dispersion relation,and, therefore, a single 
EFS exists in the first BZ. The two beams arise because the modes, represented by the EFS, 
repeat themselves periodically in the wave vector k-space. This means that the periodicity of 
the PC lattice comes into play in two different ways as far as birefringent effects are concerned. 
It introduces the possibility of having multiple dispersion relations within the first BZ for a 
certain frequency region, as in the case of Kosaka et al. [15]. On the other hand, the periodicity 
causes the modes to repeat themselves in reciprocal space. This is responsible for the beam 
doubling effects we observed in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c). 
The existence of multiple beams in the medium of incidence and the medium succeeding 
the PC slab, as well as how these relate to the transmission properties, were previously studied 
[30]. Despite these studies, the relation between the existence of multiple beams in the medium 
of incidence and inside the PC has not yet been carefully examined. Incidentally, Luo et al. 
[3] state that the condition necessary to obtain single beam propagation inside the PC is 
w ^ 0.5 x 2irc/as , where as is the interface period. The quoted condition can be rewritten as 
/ < a/2bstr,cut, with bstr,cut given by (Al). In fact, if EM waves are incident in the PC slab from 
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air, this condition guarantees the absence of any higher order Bragg reflected beams for any 
angle of incidence (see Appendix 1(a)). For a triangular lattice cut along TM, this condition 
becomes / < 0.289. However, FDTD simulation results that we present in the following 
show this condition does not guarantee single beam propagation inside the PC medium. We 
consider the case of dielectric rods with permittivity e = 60. and radius r=0.37 a. This is a 
case qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 5.1(b) (Fig. 5.3), but with a much lower relevant 
frequency (/ — 0.275). We stress that one band only corresponds to this operation frequency. 
Evidently / — 0.275 is below the quoted limit, which means no higher order Bragg reflected 
beams exist for any angle of incidence. Indeed, in Fig. 5.6 we observed only one reflected 
beam. Notice, however, the clear presence of two propagating beams (solid and dotted arrow). 
The second beam (dotted arrow) is a higher order wave of type I, like the one shown in Fig. 
A single beam propagation condition cannot be derived always in a simple manner and one 
should, in general, carefully examine the wave vector diagrams in the repeated zone scheme. 
When after the folding process, only a sole wave vector in the first BZ gives a causal FB wave, 
only then do we have single beam propagation. Consequently, the presence of only a single 
reflected beam is neither a prerequisite nor does it guarantee the presence of a single beam 
coupling into the PC medium. Also, note in Fig. 5.1(d) the clear presence of a higher order 
reflected beam, while there is only one propagating beam. For certain simple cases of isotropic 
EFS, we will discuss the conditions for single beam propagation in Sec. VI. 
IV. Floquet Bloch wave and phase velocity 
Consider the magnetic field of an H-polarized wave inside a two-dimensional periodic pho­
tonic crystal structure for the case of H (TE) -polarization. 
Aws is the area of the Wigner-Seitz cell, z is the unit vector in the direction out of the 
plane of periodicity (i.e., the direction of the cylindrical rods) and G is a reciprocal lattice 
5.1(b). 
(5.4) 
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vector. The coefficients HQ are determined from the eigenvalue equations obtained from 
the PWE method [34, 35, 36]. Apparently the above expression for the field satisfies the 
Floquet-Bloch theorem [32] for a periodic medium. A field that propagates according to 
expression (5.4) is known as a Floquet-Bloch wave [32, 10] with k lying in the first zone. Any 
attempt to express the propagation solution in terms of wave vectors k' lying outside the 
first BZ results in an expression equivalent to Eq. (5.4) (see Appendix 1(b)). So, the wave 
vector chosen in the first zone is what characterizes a propagating FB wave. We call this the 
fundamental wave vector [10, 33]. Hence the term, "equivalent points," describing points in 
k-space separated by a reciprocal lattice vector. This property of the FB wave explains the 
general recipe that we followed in the preceding section to determine the propagating waves. 
Clearly in the 2D periodic system, all plane wave components contributing to the FB wave 
with fundamental wave vector k (expression (5.4)) propagate together, not separately, with a 
common energy velocity, ve. Note, no individual plane wave components serve as a separate 
solution of Maxwell's equations. As a result we do not see clear phase fronts, but rather have 
phase-like fronts with a "wiggly" profile (see for example the FDTD simulation presented in 
Fig. 5.1). This type of profile manifests a strong plane wave component mixing [1], present in 
PC crystals with high refractive index modulation. 
The questions of how one should approach the subject of defining a phase velocity for the 
FB wave is still unanswered. What would really be the physical meaning for such definition. 
Yariv [25] defined a phase velocity for a ID periodic system (see Appendix 1(c)). Equivalently, 
for the two dimensional system this definition would be 
vP = 772*^0, (5.5) 
-"•o 
with K0 = k + G0 being the plane wave component that has the larger amplitude HQ0 in 
expression (5.4). In other words, it is the wave vector of the predominant plane wave com­
ponent. Many PC studies [27, 37, 38] focused on the long wave length limit, where such a 
definition would be appropriate [25]. Nonetheless, the interesting refractive behavior of the 
photonic crystal reveals itself in the higher bands. Unavoidably, the subject of phase velocity 
in the photonic crystal requires some rethinking. As a matter of fact, Notomi [1], as well as 
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Kosaka [26], defined a phase index that corresponds to the fundamental wave vector within 
the first BZ, of the FB wave. Accordingly, the phase velocity would be: 
where k is in the first BZ. 
There is an apparent contradiction between these two definitions as given by expressions 
(5.5) and (5.6), respectively. To investigate for the physical meaning of the phase velocity in a 
periodic medium, we will study numerically the field patterns of the propagating wave in the 
next section. 
We consider two cases of almost isotropic EFS. In both cases the fundamental wave vector 
of the propagating FB wave is chosen to lie along a symmetry direction. We choose again the 
structure of Notomi (i.e., the same structure as in Fig. 5.1(a)) and two frequencies a) wi=0.58 
2-Kc/a lying in a band with negative curvature and b) wg—0.48 2ixcja lying in a band with 
positive curvature. In order to extract information about the phase velocity in the system, we 
need to compare the time-independent fields at various points along the propagation direction. 
This methodology is analogous to the one followed by Ziolkowski and Heyman [39], where the 
negative phase index was numerically confirmed for a homogeneous slab material with e = — 1 
and n — —1. 
For this purpose, we consider a pulsed signal f ( t )  cos(cuot) with 
V. Numerical determination of the phase velocity 
0 if t  < tl  
(A2) 
0 if t  > i3 
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The parameters are chosen to give a broad pulsed signal in time, with a small ôu around 
the operation frequency OJo- For operation frequency wi the parameters are ct=21.9 T, tl=19.6 
T, t2=499.7 T, and t3=979.9 T. For operation frequency wg they are a=18.1 T, tl=16.2 T, 
t2=413.6 T, and t3=810.9 T. The period T of the EM wave is different for the two cases and the 
parameters are chosen to correspond to the same actual time. The pulse is launched normally 
to the photonic crystal structure, with an interface cut along the FK symmetry direction. We 
monitor the magnetic field H for each time step for a long time, for certain points along the 
propagation direction. We refer to these points as detector or sampling points. The Fourier 
transform of the time series H(y,t), where y the coordinate of a detector point, yields the 
corresponding amplitude H(y, w). 
Before we proceed with our analysis, we should mention that in order to make any as­
sessment regarding the phase velocity the field patterns inside the slab should be as close as 
possible to the infinite system patterns, given by the FB wave expressed in (5.4). For this 
purpose, our structure should emulate a semi-infinite PC slab. Any wave that couples into the 
slab will undergo multi-reflections between the two interfaces. In order to achieve our goal, 
i.e., a structure acting similar to a semi-infinite slab, we must somehow eliminate or reduce 
substantially the amplitude of any reflected beam originating from the second interface. For 
this purpose, we consider a periodic structure consisting of 30 sites along the lateral direction 
and 100 rows along the propagation direction. Of these 100 rows, 30 rows consist of rods with 
dielectric constant 12.96 embedded in air. This part of the structure is the area of concen­
tration. We take detector points that monitor the field as a function of time in this area. In 
the remaining 70 layers, we introduce absorption (both in the sites and in the background) 
so that the field is attenuated before exiting the crystal. We introduce electric and magnetic 
conductivity (ae and am, respectively) to each numerical cell, so that the impedance of the 
each grid cell in the absorptive layer would be the same as the corresponding one in the non-
absorptive layer. It is equal to y where eo and fio are the vacuum permittivity and 
permeability, and is the relative permittivity of the 2D grid cell located at the point with 
grid coordinates (i, j). This is possible when the conductivities that we introduced follow the 
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relations: ae — eycro and am = ^ctq , where ctq is a conductivity parameter. If the parameter 
<7o is chosen very low (10-5fi-1m-1), the reflections of the beam when entering the absorptive 
layer are low. In order to make a rough estimate of the EM wave energy that gets reflected 
back to the non-absorptive layer where we monitor the fields, we look at the attenuation profile 
of the fields inside the absorptive layer. In addition, reflections can occur when the EM wave 
meets the absorptive boundary. To check these, we considered oblique incidence. Overall, we 
find the amplitude of the field that gets reflected back into the non-absorptive layer is about 
10% of the amptitude of the refracted EM wave. 
The set of points that serve as detectors are chosen normal to the surface, which coincides 
with the propagation direction y, chosen along the F M symmetry direction. Their respective 
locations are a distance b = \/3a apart, essentially the periodicity for the propagation direction. 
We take the Fourier transform of the time series representing the evolution of the magnetic field 
at a certain point [40]. Afterwards, we calculate the ratio's H(u>, di+i)/H(u, di). w represents 
the frequency of the input pulse train and dl the location of the ith detector point. Since the 
distance between the detectors is one period along the propagation direction, this ratio should 
be equal to exp(ikb), with k restricted in the first BZ. Therefore, by studying the field patterns, 
we can extract information about the phase velocity, defined in accordance with Notomi [1] 
(expression (5.6)). 
We calculate the field ratio at adjacent detector points and extract the wave vector from 
the following formula 
where i stands for the i t h  detector point. Notice that the Fourier transformed fields are complex 
and therefore the logarithmic function is complex and multivalued. We record all possible 
values with the real parts falling inside the first BZ. Taking the average for the various detector 
points for the case of u — wl, we find that two possible solutions exist for k: 1) k—(1.47 + 
0.005;) ± (0.01 + 0.008*) a~l and 2) k=(-2.16 + 0.005*) ± (0.01 + 0.008*) a"1. In order to 
choose the correct solution, we further study the field patterns. We also consider the ratio 
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of two observation points located around the middle of the 30-cell PC layer, separated by 
A y = bj 31. The field ratio determined by the FDTD simulation is 3.05 - 0.63%. Now we 
calculate the same ratio theoretically with the PWE expansion method [34, 35, 36] for the 
two possible wave vector solutions determined from Eq. (5.7). Using solution (1) for the wave 
vector (real part only) in PWE we obtain a field ratio of 4.3 + 2.3%. For the second solution, 
we obtain a field ratio of 2.98 — 0.52%. Apparently only solution (2) gives a ratio that agrees 
well with the FDTD results. We note that in order to eliminate any discrepancies resulting 
merely from the discretization, we used in the PWE the actual numerical dielectric grid used 
in the FDTD. However, there is still a small discrepancy between the PWE field ratio and 
numerical FDTD ratio that may stem from a combination of the following —angle span of 
incident source, Fourier transform zero padding errors, reflections from absorptive boundary 
layer, etc. This is the same reason for which a small imaginary part is present in the wave 
vector value. Also note there exists some ambiguity associated with the exact location of the 
first interface, since we are dealing with a periodic medium [31]. In the boundary layer the field 
values may deviate from the values given by the FB wave expression (Eq. (5.4)). Therefore, 
we place the first detector point at the center of the second row of cylinders and assign cfi = 0. 
In the analysis above we used the FDTD field patterns in the "semi-infinite" slab to de­
termine that the wave vector inside the photonic crystal for the case with frequency u — 
0.58 x 27Tc/a is k = —2.16 a~l. This value is in good agreement with the corresponding value 
from an EFS analysis (k = —2.48 a-1) [41]. Expression (5.6), with the use of the wave vector 
obtained from the field pattern analysis, gives vp ~ —1.69 c -y (c being the velocity of light). 
Following the same procedure but for the case with frequency OJ? — 0.48 x 2ttc/o, we calculate 
a phase velocity vp ~ 2.23 c y. In both cases, we determined the magnitude and the sign of the 
phase velocity. The field pattern analysis for a semi-infinite slab gives a negative phase velocity 
(i.e.,  opposite to the propagation direction) for the case with frequency (ivi — 0.58 x 2irc/a). 
This result implies that the "tightness" of the propagating beam is negative in this case. So, 
a field pattern analysis with the FDTD method for a semi-infinite slab confirms the results we 
obtained from the wedge simulation experiment [5]. We will discuss more about the "rightness" 
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of propagation in Sec. IX. 
In order to visualize the physical meaning for the phase velocity defined in Eq. (5.6) we 
plot the imaginary part of the magnetic field H(w) for various detector points. We show the 
results for both cases with frequencies ui and wg in Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b), respectively (open 
circles). The solid line is A sin ky where k is the wave vector as determined from the field 
pattern analysis above and y is the distance from the first detector point. Also, we choose 
an additional set of detector points, closely spaced and around the middle of the 30-row PC 
layer. We indicate the imaginary part of the corresponding Fourier transformed field of these 
points with stars in Fig. 5.7. We see that the solid sinusoidal line passes closely to the field 
values corresponding to the first set of detector points (circles). However, the field values for 
the second set of detector points (stars) deviate substantially from the sinusoidal line and show 
very high variations. 
From the FB wave expression we obtain (see Appendix 1(d)): 
< H{r = R) >= e'(k-R-wf) < H{r = 0) >, (5.8) 
where R is a Bravais lattice vector and <> the spatial average within the unit cell. All de­
tectors points of the first set are Bravais lattice vectors along the FM symmetry direction. 
Our numerical results shown in Fig. 5.7 and expression (5.8) suggest that the phase velocity 
describes how fast the phase of the EM wave travels from period to period in the PC lattice. 
However, information of how fast the phase travels between adjacent points cannot be deter­
mined. Thus, it is clear why it is necessary to fold the wave vector in the first zone and define 
the phase velocity as in expression (5.6). We will return to the same subject and the appro­
priateness of definition (5.5) when we discuss photonic crystals with low index modulation in 
Sec. X. 
VI. Effective phase index 
It is desirable to define an effective phase index that is correlated with the phase velocity 
as defined in Sec. IV with Eq. (5.6). Correspondingly, 
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(5.9) 
The sign of \np\ is chosen to reflect the behavior left- or right-handed of the PC system [5] and 
in accordance with the left-handed literature [16]. This definition for the index is consistent 
with the analysis by Notomi [1]. However, we have seen in Secs. II and III that the photonic 
crystal system can be quite complicated and various higher order effects may arise under certain 
conditions. One must bear in mind all these effects when interpreting the effective index for 
the photonic crystal system. Next, we analyze what this index represents, as well as what 
properties can be inferred from this index. 
Let's consider a Snell-like formula, 
for EM waves incident from air, into a PC medium with phase index np (in general depends 
on the refracted angle 6ref). Sometimes, it is assumed that Snell's formula gives the direc­
tion of the propagating wave. This is not true, because, in general, in the photonic crystal 
the direction of the refracted wave vector and the direction of the propagating signal do not 
coincide. We discussed this in Sec. III. Note again, that the direction of propagation is always 
the direction of the energy velocity ve. Nevertheless, provided that certain conditions apply, 
there will be only a single refracted beam in the photonic crystal, which propagates with an 
angle given by Snell's formula (Eq. (5.10)). These conditions are the following: 
1) Interface cut along a symmetry direction of the crystal. 
2) Almost isotropic equifrequency contours. 
3) k;nc|| falling between t t /b s t rjCutT--i'ft/bstr,cut 
sin 6inc — Tip sin , (5.10) 
4) |Tip | < l/(2C str,cutf) 
with b s tr,cUt given by (Al) and 
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Cstr,cut — * 
1 for triangular cut along FK 
V3 for triangular cut along F M . (A3) 
V2 for square cut along F M 
0 for square cut along TX 
Cases with slanted interfaces are more complicated to analyze, and higher order waves are 
more likely to occur, hence the first condition. The second condition guarantees that ve and 
k are about coaxial. This implies that the angle derived from Snell's formula represents the 
propagating angle. The third condition guarantees that the wave is not a higher order wave 
(specifically type II as described in Sec III). If the wave is a higher order wave of type II and 
the EPS are isotropic, it will propagate with an angle that may be opposite in sign to the sign 
of the effective index. Finally, the last condition, in combination with the first and second 
condition, guarantees the absence of higher order waves of type I for any angle of incidence, 
i.e., it guarantees single beam propagation. However, if we desire a single reflected beam as 
well, then the condition (see Appendix 1(a)), 
@inc < @lim — Sm (-~- 1), (5-H) 
J Ostr,cut 
with / < a / b str,cuti should also be observed. Notice that if / exceeds the value of a / b str,cut 
then higher order reflected beams occur for any angle of incidence. 
Even in the absence of condition three, if the rest of the conditions are valid we still obtain 
single beam propagation. In this case, a modified Snell-like formula can be used to determine 
the single refracted beam, 
sin Qincp — fip sin 0rej, (5.12) 
where 
Qincp = sin 1 (sin 6inc - ~™a ), (5.13) 
J bstr,aut 
and m chosen so that |sin0inc - m a / ( f b str,cut)\ < Imin(l,a/(2b s t r , c u t f ) ) -
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To summarize the purpose of defining an effective index is that it gives qualitative and/or 
quantitative insight into the PC properties such as the magnitude and direction of the wave 
vector, the "tightness" of the medium conveyed in the sign of the index and, under certain 
conditions the energy velocity. However, caution should be taken by the use of such a phase 
index. It does not contain information about higher order beams that can couple inside the 
crystal or in the air medium (reflected beams) or both. A wave vector diagram type of analysis 
always offers a more complete treatment for the system. We also alert the reader that in no 
way should this phase index be used in Fresnel type formulas [9] to determine the transmission 
and reflection coefficients of an EM wave incident on the PC structure. 
VII. Energy and group velocity 
We have seen in Ref. [5] that the sign of the product ve • k serves as a theoretical prediction 
for the sign of the "tightness" for the PC system. Such theoretical predictions agree well with 
the FDTD wedge simulation results [5]. We used the equality between the energy velocity 
and the group velocity to easily identify the frequency regions with negative "tightness" [5]. 
These would be the regions that correspond to a band with negative curvature. In Ref. [30] 
the equality between group and energy velocity is shown for 3D periodic dielectric structures. 
It is important to show that such equality holds in our 2D photonic crystal as well. In order 
to show this, we derive expressions for both the group velocity vg and energy velocity ve. 
In the following we derive an expression for the energy velocity ve for the PC system for 
the H-polarization case. We start with the definition of the energy velocity, 
Ve = < u > '  (5'14) 
where the brackets <> refer to the spatial average within the unit cell of the time averaged 
quantities. S is the Poynting vector and U is the energy density. Thus, we calculate the spatial 
average of the time averaged quantities for the Poynting vector S and the energy density U. 
The Poynting vector is defined as 
S = -£-Er x Hr, (5.15) 4tt 
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where Er is the real electric field lying in the plane of periodicity and Hr is the real magnetic 
field along the cylinder axis. The time averaged Poynting vector, if E and H are the respective 
complex quantities of the fields, is given then by the expression, 
S — —E x H*, (5.16) 
8?r 
with 
and 
where 
H(r,i) = e<(k-r-w».kt)vn)k (5.17) 
E(r,t) = e^-^)i^,k, (5.18) 
„k -^=EHG(k'u",k)eiG-r (5.19) 
V-^-tVS z-i 
and 
Un,k = -7== 53 EG (K' E<G R- (5.20) 
V -A-WS Q 
Evidently the fields E and H satisfy Bloch's theorem. Note that Hg = HQ Z. The eigenvectors 
Eq and Hq are determined from the PWE method [34, 35, 36]. From (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) 
we have 
S = ^S*,k, (5.21) 
with 
Srt,k — un,k x vn,k- (5.22) 
Maxwell's equation for the magnetic field is 
V x H — ~e(r) E. (5.23) 
By substituting Eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) into Eq. (5.23) and by taking the cross product with 
v*)k, we obtain 
Sn,k = ^^y(-zv* k x V x vn,k + v*_k x k x vn>k). (5.24) 
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k is the fundamental wave vector of the FB wave lying in the first BZ. Then using expressions 
(5.19) and (5.24) we get 
®n,k — A y ] (k + G) T/QII iVn,k)x 
"
Awsc 
HQl{k,ujnM)e^G+G"-G,)-r, (5.25) 
where r/G» are the Fourier expansion coefficients for the inverse of the dielectric function. 
Now, taking the spatial average of S%,k and using the delta function expression (see 
Eq.(5.80) in appendix II), we calculate the spatial average of the time averaged Poynting 
vector. So 
< s >= 5-^ (k + G) *7G'-ffG(k>wn,k) frG+G'(k>wT»,k)- (5 26) 
G,G' 
For the time averaged energy density we have 
U = -^~ (e(r)iîe(EE*) + Ee(HH*)). (5.27) 
lOTT 
Taking the spatial average of the timed average quantity given in Eq. (5.13) and using the 
normalization conditions, 
EG-G' EG • EG' = 1 (5.28) 
G,G' 
and 
^2HgHg= 1. (5.29) 
G 
We find for the spatial average of the timed averaged energy density that 
< U > = j - .  (5.30) 
ott 
Finally, after index manipulation, 
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VE = V (k + Gi)7?GI,G2 - f fGx(k,un,k) Hc2(k,u;n)k). (5.31) 
^G%G, 
We also calculated the group velocity for this case with the use of the k p [42, 43, 44] 
perturbation method (see Appendix II). We found that the group velocity is given by the same 
expression. Thus, we showed the equality between the energy velocity and the group velocity 
for our 2D system. In fact, we also followed the same methodology for the case with the 
electric field aligned along the cylindrical rods (E- or TM-polarization). In this case too, we 
confirmed the equality between the group and energy velocity as well. The energy velocity for 
the E-polarization case is given by the following expression 
V„ = — T (k + G)2&(k, w„,k). (5.32) 
G 
Evidently, the energy velocity for our 2D photonic crystal can be calculated with the use of 
the formulas (5.31) and (5.32) for the H and E-polarization cases respectively. One needs 
to know the fundamental wave vector, the index of the band of interest, and the FB wave 
coefficients (HQ and EQ, respectively). The latter are determined easily from the PWE method 
[34, 35, 36]. 
VIII. Group refractive index 
A group index ng can be defined [5] in accordance with traditional waveguide and optical 
fiber literature [45] 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
For a PC structure with the same parameters as the one in Fig. 5.1(a), we calculated the group 
velocity vector for the 5th band (band with negative curvature) and the Ath band (band with 
positive curvature) for a range of frequencies where the EFS contours are "almost" isotropic. 
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We used the k • p perturbation method [42, 43, 44] result given in expression (5.82) of App. 
II a (which is equivalent to expression (5.31)). The results for the magnitude of the group 
velocity are shown in Fig. 5.8 for both bands and both symmetry directions (FM and Fif). 
Notice that the closer to the band edge, the better the agreement between the group velocities 
for the two symmetry directions. This is expected, since the degree of anisotropy increases as 
one moves away from the band edge. Alternatively, we can consider the PC as an isotropic 
system with effective dispersive phase index np(cv). In this case, 
lvgl = r~~r ' (5.35) 
\ng I 
with, 
ng — \np\ + (5.36) 9 du: 
We also show in Fig. 5.8 the results obtained from formulas (5.35)-(5.36) for comparison. 
Because of the small anisotropy in the EFS shape, we use for np the average value of the two 
symmetry directions. For both bands the results given from Eq. (5.36) are shown as a solid 
line with circles. We see that the results from expression (5.36) are in very good agreement 
with the corresponding ones calculated from the k - p perturbation method. This is especially 
true for frequencies very close to the band edge. So, in the cases that conditions 1-4 of Sec. 
VI are satisfied, expression (5.35) (with the use of (5.36)) provides a good estimate for the 
group/energy velocity of the single transmitted beam. 
The sign of the group index manifests the sign of refraction at the air-PC interface. As in the 
case of the phase index np though, caution must be exercised with the use and interpretations 
of the group index. We stress that the sign ng relates only to the sign of refraction for the 
transmitted beam. It does not contain any information for higher order waves of any of the 
two types discussed in Sec. III. 
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IX. The "tightness" of the PC system: Designing the wedge-type 
experiment 
We observed different negative refraction effects shown in Fig. 5.1 in Sec. I. It is important 
to be able to characterize the nature of propagation (left-handed or not) for the finite PC 
structure. In Ref. [5] we found that the presence of a negatively refracted beam does not 
necessarily imply left-handed behavior. We confirmed [5] that indeed the sign of the "tightness" 
follows the theoretical prediction for the sign of np from the band structure. A wedge type of 
experiment that can determine unambiguously the PC's "tightness" can be designed in most 
cases. However, in Sec. Ill we observed different higher order effects that can potentially 
complicate the interpretation of such an experiment. It is important to take into consideration 
the symmetry properties of the crystal, as they reveal themselves in the cuts of the interfaces 
and in the eigenmodes in k-space for the frequency of operation. In the following, we go 
over the intricate details of the wedge design. We start our analysis with the hexagonal PC, 
where we identify two general classes: those with "almost" isotropic EFS and those with 
anisotropic EFS (broken curves with 6-fold symmetry) in k-space. Note that limiting cases 
between the two classes mentioned above exist. However, their respective frequency range 
is generally quite small and we will not treat such cases. It becomes evident that some a 
priori general knowledge for the system is necessary before designing and/or interpreting the 
wedge simulation/experiment. This knowledge can be extracted from the band structure. One 
locates "almost isotropic cases" at the band edge, where the band structure is bell-shape like. 
Away from the band edge, anisotropic EFS are expected, which lie at the edge of the Brillouin 
zone. It is necessary to know a priori in what general category the shape of the EFS falls 
into. In fact, in some cases an estimate for the magnitude of the transmitted wave vector may 
be needed as well. This knowledge can be obtained from the plane wave expansion method 
for the infinite system. We stress though, that in any case the "tightness" for the PC from 
such a simulation/experiment is determined independently and no information regarding this 
quantity is borrowed from the infinite system analysis. 
We first consider a case with an almost isotropic EFS for the hexagonal lattices. An ex-
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ample is the case in Fig. 5.3 of Ref. [5] which corresponds to the system shown in Fig. 5.1(a) 
of this paper. Another example is the case of Fig. 5.1(b), that we choose to describe in this 
section. In Fig. 5.1(b) we observed the coexistence of a negatively and a positively refracted 
beam when the wave refracts on the PC interface. The EFS for such a case in the extended 
zone are shown again in Fig. 5.9. The direction for both interfaces, first and wedged, are 
indicated with the turquoise lines. We chose TK as the symmetry direction for both the in­
terfaces. From now on we will refer to a certain wedge design as (syml)-(sym2) where syml 
is the symmetry direction of the first interface, while sym2 is the symmetry directions of the 
second interface. So, in this case we consider a TK-TK wedge design. Notice that the wedge 
separates the space into three different areas. The area where the fields come from (area 1), 
the area inside the wedge (area 2), and the area after the fields experience scattering (area 
3). In Fig. 5.9 we draw the transmitted vector inside area 2 as it would be for a system with 
ve • k positive, which, by the way, is the theoretical prediction. The light is normal to the first 
interface. According to the analysis in Sec. Ill, it is fairly obvious that there will be only one 
transmitted wave vector (indicated in Fig. 5.9 with the blue arrow). Naturally, in order to 
determine the outgoing beam we must apply the k|| conservation at the wedged interface. We 
also checked in this case, as we did in Fig. 5.2, that only the zeroth order construction line 
(blue bold line in Fig. 5.9) suffices. We see this line intersects points PI, P2 in the first zone 
and points El, E2, ..., E6 in the higher order zone. However, all points (El, E2, ..., E6), when 
folded back to the first zone, fall onto either PI or P2. In other words, they are equivalent to 
points PI and P2, respectively. Consequently, they do not give rise to additional k|| values that 
would cause additional beams in area 3. This is true for any TK-TK design, provided that 
\np\ < 1/(2/). We note this condition is satisfied by the vast majority of cases with isotropic 
EFS. Our subsequent analysis concerns these cases. The fact that all intersections El, E2, ..., 
E6 are equivalent points comes as a virtue of the chosen symmetry direction for the wedged 
interface (Fif). We bring to the readers attention that this is not, in general, the case for 
any design. In particular, TK-TM or TM-TM designs and for typical cases in this category, 
the Am construction line on the wedged interface intersects points in the higher order zone not 
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equivalent to the intersections in the first zone. However, we notice these intersections, when 
folded back to the first zone, yield a k\\ value equal to kt cos Odes + 27rm/bstr,cut with m equal to 
-1 and bstr,cut given by (Al). The angle Odes is different for different designs. It has the value 
of 60° for the TK — TM or TM — TK designs, and Odes — 30° for the TK — TK and TM — TM 
designs. Consequently, in all forementioned designs, all possible k|| values are predicted by the 
Bragg formula. Accordingly, their outgoing angle is 
We alert the reader that only for a design with interfaces along symmetry directions can such 
simple formulas be implemented. If a design is considered with either one or both interfaces cut 
along a direction that does not coincide with a symmetry direction, then many more outgoing 
beams should be expected. 
Notice that kt is positive when parallel to the +y-direction and negative when anti-parallel 
to the +y direction. Apparently, from formula (5.37), the sign of the zeroth order outgoing 
beam coincides with the sign of kt. Consequently, it is the position of the zeroth order outgoing 
beam that determines the "tightness" of the PC. Since the presence of more than one beam in 
area 3 may complicate the interpretation of the results, it is desirable to work with a design 
that can avoid these. In fact, for designs TK-TK and TM-TK, a single beam in area 3 will 
be present for frequencies below /o ~ 0.56. From these two designs it is better to choose the 
TK-TK. In higher bands it is very likely a part of the energy to get reflected back inside the 
PC. The result of these consequent multi-reflections may introduce an additional beam. If we 
choose a 60° wedge, the multi-reflected beam will always be along the normal to the wedge. 
Therefore, it is easily identifiable and should be ignored when present. This is the reason 
that the TK — TK should be used to study cases in this category. We performed a FDTD 
(5.37) 
for m that satisfy the condition, 
(5.38) 
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simulation using this design for the system of Fig. 5.9. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. We 
observe one outgoing beam in the positive hemisphere. Thus, the theoretical prediction that 
the PC is "right-handed" is confirmed. The second beam around the normal is just the result 
of multi-reflections. As we mentioned above, if the frequency exceeds 0.56, additional beam(s) 
may be present in area 3. Very high frequencies for which multiple m's can satisfy Eq. (5.38) 
should be avoided in experimental studies. We suggest, as an upper frequency limit, the value 
of / = 0.75. For frequencies below this limit, when using the wedge design indicated above 
and typical cases in this category, the first order Bragg wave has an outgoing angle still quite 
different in magnitude from the 0th order outgoing beam. Therefore, we can clearly identify 
the position of the latter in area 3. 
We proceed in our discussion with cases that have anisotropic EFS, i.e., broken curves with 
6-fold symmetry in k-space. Cases that fall in this category are more complicated and extra 
caution must be exercised in designing and interpreting the wedge type simulation results. An 
example for these cases, is that of Fig. 4 in Ref. [5], which is the same case as the one shown in 
Fig. 5.1(c) of Sec. II of this manuscript. We choose to analyze another example belonging to 
this category. We consider rods with dielectric constant 12.96 and radius 0.30a in air, magnetic 
field along the cylinders (H-polarization), and operation frequency of / — 0.50. Note, these 
cases have propagation modes only along TK. One can see in Fig. 5.4, for example, that a 
horizontal line across FM does not intersect any modes, neither in the first nor in the higher 
zones. This leaves us with two possible designs to work with: TM- TM and FM- TK design. 
Between the two we choose the first one, for reasons that we discuss later in this section. With 
the help of a wave vector analysis, it is easy to see that when the first interface is crossed, 
three different beams, having three different wave vectors, couple into the PC (area 2). One is 
the transmitted kt (blue bold arrow) in Fig. 5.11, while the other two are higher order beams 
(kdi, kdg). We draw the wave vectors in Figs. 5.11(a) as they would be for a "right-handed" 
PC and in 5.11(b) as they would be for a "left-handed" PC. At the wedged interface 12, we 
draw a line representing k|| for each of them. The blue line represents the ky value of kt, and 
the green dotted lines represent the ku values of kdi and kd%. However, in order to determine 
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the outgoing angles in area 3, corresponding to the the three wave vectors in area 2, a simple 
phase matching condition represented by the three lines in Fig. 5.11, is not sufficient. To 
predict all possible outgoing beams for each of the three ky values in area 2 (kty,kdiy,kd2y), 
we must perform an analysis in the repeated zone scheme, as we did in Fig. 5.9. In fact, we 
should include all construction lines for each ky value to make sure that no possible outgoing 
beam is omitted. This is quite an elaborate process and we will not go over all the details. 
From this process, we observed, as a virtue of the symmetry the possible ky values at the 
interface 12 (k^rn i): are given by the Bragg formulas corresponding to each of the three wave 
vectors (kt,kdl,kd2). Accordingly, 
k\\,m,i = + ,27rm , (5.39) 
°str,cut 
where the index i, represents the three possible wave vectors kt kdi and kd2, and bstr,cut — V3a. 
Again, we restrict ourselves, at the lower frequencies, where at most the first order Bragg waves 
(for m—-1) can couple. An interesting observation is the first order Bragg wave corresponding 
to kdi has ky value equal to kd2|| and vice versa. In fact, this result is due to the hexagonal 
lattice symmetry. So, in Fig. 5.11 we need only to add one more ky value (blue dotted line), 
that corresponds to the first order Bragg wave related to kty. The red circle in Fig. 5.11 
represents the EFS in air. We indicate in Fig. 5.11 all possible outgoing beams for both cases 
of "right-handed" in (a) and "left-handed" in (b) photonic crystal. The bold solid and dotted 
blue arrows, and the bold dotted green arrows represent the directions of all four outgoing 
beams. Notice that the outgoing angles in each side of the normal to interface 12 are close. In 
addition, their values are quite different than the respective one in the opposite hemisphere. 
This is generally true for typical cases in this category, if we restrict ourselves to frequencies 
below ~ 0.60. Therefore, cases with frequencies exceeding ~ 0.60 should be avoided. Figure 
5.11 indicates, that the position of the larger in magnitude angles determines the "tightness" 
of the PC system. In Fig. 5.12 we show the corresponding simulation for the system we chose 
as an example. We observe that the outgoing beam, with the larger in magnitude angle, lies 
in the negative hemisphere. This means that the PC is "left-handed" in this case. This agrees 
with the sign of ve • k obtained from the band structure. Since anisotropic modes reside at the 
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edge of the Brillouin zone, the magnitude of kt will be quite large. Therefore, if the frequency 
is low, kt|| may not yield an outgoing beam (total internal reflection). Cases with frequencies 
below ~ 0.50 should also be avoided for study. These give total internal reflection even for 
small comparatively kts. If one draws Fig. 5.11 with a 30° wedge (TM-TK design), we would 
see that we obtain outgoing beams with comparable angles in the two hemispheres. Thus, 
interpretation of the results is vague for this design, which led us to use the FM-TM design. 
We focused our analysis above for the hexagonal lattices. In the following paragraph we 
discuss a corresponding appropriate wedge design for the square structures. Our criteria are the 
same as in the analysis of the hexagonal structures. Then, given the choice, one should always 
prefer the interface cut for the wedged interface with the smaller periodicity, as Bragg waves 
(see formula 37) will begin to appear in such cases for larger frequencies in area 3. Taking this 
into consideration and studying the modes in the extended zone for the square lattice, we have 
determined that for both classes of cases (isotropic and anisotropic) the appropriate wedge 
design is TM-TX. We note that the anisotropic cases for the square lattice have four-fold 
symmetry instead [3]. The four-fold symmetry does not create higher order beams of type I, so 
only one —not three as in the hexagonal case— wave vector couples into area 2. In addition, 
the wedged interface is FX in both cases and has periodicity a (lattice constant). For the 
anisotropic cases and square lattice PC wedge, possibly we can have only one outgoing beam 
in area 3. Typical cases may also suffer from total internal reflection, if / smaller than ~ 0.45. 
We note there may be "almost" isotropic cases that suffer from internal reflection. These will 
be cases that have an effective phase index with magnitude larger than 2/V3 for a hexagonal 
TK-TK PC wedge and larger than 2/V2 for a square TM-TX PC wedge. However, both of 
these cases are very rare (especially in the higher bands), since "isotropic" modes do not reside 
close to the edges of the Brillouin zone. 
We note that our analysis applies for frequency regions where only a single band solution 
exists and w(k) is monotonie. In cases where either of these do not hold, multiple beams of 
different "tightness" may be present. 
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X. High index vs. low index modulation 
In the previous sections we focused our analysis in describing the propagation properties 
of EM waves for 2D crystals with high-index contrast between the constituents dielectrics. We 
have seen anomalous refractive effects that include birefringence. We provided a consistent 
recipe based on the wave vector diagram and band structure properties of the system, which 
determines all properties of each propagating beam such as refracted angle, phase, energy 
velocity and "tightness." Since the analysis in the preceding section focuses on PC's with 
high index modulation, it is important to investigate the limits of validity of our theoretical 
analysis. We will now examine photonic crystals with low index modulation in the context of 
all the properties that characterize the propagating beam discussed in the previous sections. 
We consider a 2D photonic crystal lattice that consists of dielectric rods in air with radius 
0.35 a in triangular arrangement for the H-polarization case. We let the dielectric constant 
of the rods vary, starting from the value of 1.05 (value close to the dielectric constant of air), 
and investigate the photonic crystal's response as the dielectric constant of the rods increases. 
Unavoidably for the low index contrast cases it is not possible to isolate cases where there is 
only one band solution for a certain frequency. For the five different cases that we examine 
in our comparative analysis, we choose the operation frequency to lie approximately in the 
middle of the spectrum that corresponds to the 2nd and 3rd band. The cases that we analyze 
are the following, a) with dielectric constant e = 1.05, b) with e = 1.2, c) with e — 1.5, d) 
with e = 2.0, and e) with e = 5.0. The operation operation / = fa/c is 0.80, 0.78, 0.75, 
0.70, and 0.54 for the cases (a) through (e),  respectively. We first  consider the case with TK 
as the symmetry direction of the interface. The fields from the FDTD simulation for oblique 
incidence with angle 8° with the surface normal are shown in Fig. 5.13. 
We notice that in case (a) the wave enters essentially undisturbed inside the PC with the 
angle of propagation pretty much the same as the angle of incidence. As the index contrast 
increases, the propagating angle still remains close to 8°, but "wiggly" features start to appear 
in the phase fronts. Refraction angle remains positive. For index contrast 5.0 (case (e)) we see 
a beam in the negative direction. We have plotted the EFS for all five cases in the first zone 
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in Fig. 5.14. In Fig. 5.15 we show the band structure for the two limiting cases ((a) and (e)). 
The solid lines correspond to the second band, while the dashed lines correspond to the third 
band. In Fig. 5.14 the EFS that are closed curves belong to the second band, while the ones 
that are broken with a six-fold symmetry belong to the third band. Notice that the second 
band EFS are highly anisotropic for case (a) and become more and more isotropic as the index 
contrast increases. They become eventually "almost" circular for case (e). If we check the FB 
wave components in expression (5.4), we see that for cases (a) through (c) there is mainly one 
predominant FB wave coefficient. Mixing starts to appear in case (d) and becomes stronger 
in case (e). 
Suppose that we could describe our periodic system as an effective medium that has a 
dielectric constant given by the average value of its components and, therefore, an effective 
i n d e x  n e f  / .  
with f being the filling ration and e the rod dielectric constant. We note at this point that an 
neff corresponding to Maxwell- Garnett theory [38] yields a similar propagating angle to the 
one predicted by the neff of Eq. (5.40). The field solution will then be a plane wave, therefore: 
with K having the value that corresponds to a homogeneous medium with refractive index 
Alternatively, one can consider the system as a periodic medium, with the field solution 
an FB wave given by expression (5.4). For cases (a) through (c) in the sum there is only one 
predominant term. Therefore, 
n e f f  —  \/e * / + (1 — /) (5.40) 
H(r,t) ~ Aei(-K-r-ut\ (5.41) 
7^eff i.e., K — TleffUljC. 
H { r , t )  =  Ae^pred-r-wt) + 0(e2). (5.42) 
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We found that kpred=k + GO, k in the first BZ and GO —4vr/V^ a-1 y, with y the propa­
gation direction (FM in this case) (x represents the lateral direction). In Table I, we show for 
all cases (a) through (e), the wave vector K, assuming an effective medium with index given 
by Eq. (5.40) and the wave vector of the predominant component kpred of the FB sum, that 
we determined from the PWE method. For cases (d) and (e) there are more than one plane 
wave components in the FB sum with significant magnitude. In these cases, for kpred, we 
chose the one with the larger amplitude. In Table I, we also show the angle of propagation 
0, if we treat the system as a homogeneous system with index ne//. Moreover, we show the 
angle of propagation 6pred assuming that in the PC the predominant plane wave component 
propagates by itself. We notice a good agreement between K and kpred • A small discrepancy, 
becomes larger as the index contrast increases and mixing becomes stronger. We observe that 
in the cases with almost no mixing ((a) through (c)), the angles 0 and Qpred agree with the 
refracted angles observed in the simulations in Figs. 5.13(a) through (c). Nevertheless, in case 
(e) where mixing is quite strong, although 0 and 9pred are close, both are quite different from 
the actual refracted angle seen in the simulation (Fig. 5.13(e)). The refracted angle in case 
(e) is negative. This can be understood if we look at the energy velocity expressions in Sec 
VII. For cases (a) through (c), there is only one surviving term in expression (5.31) for GI and 
G% = Go- Therefore, the energy velocity becomes, 
c2 
Ve — (K + Gq) ??Go,Go -^Go (k' k'tijk) CK kpred• (5.43) 
un,k 
TABLE I 
Kx Ky |K| 0 kpredx kpredy |kpred | Opred 
(vr/a) (tt/a) (tr/a) (° )  (tr/a) (tr/a) (tr/a) (° )  
(a) 0.223 1.602 1.618 7.91 0.223 1.602 1.617 7.91 
(b) 0.217 1.613 1.628 7.66 0.217 1.610 1.624 7.68 
(c) 0.209 1.645 1.658 7.23 0.209 1.632 1.645 7.29 
(d) 0.195 1.671 1.683 6.65 0.195 1.638 1.650 6.78 
(e) 0.150 1.794 1.800 4.79 0.150 1.835 1.841 4.68 
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So, when the index contrast is very low (cases (a) through (c)), only one component has a 
significant magnitude in the FB sum. Then, the direction of the energy velocity is very close 
to the direction of the predominant wave vector. However, as the mixing becomes stronger, 
the directions of the predominant wave vector and energy velocity can be very different (case 
(e)). Notice, in the latter cases, other wave vectors contributing to the FB sum can have an 
amplitude quite close to the predominant one. Alternatively, if we would like to describe the 
system graphically, for cases (a) through (c), we could accomplish this in two different ways. 
We could treat the system as a homogeneous system and draw its EFS as a circle in wave 
vector space with radius equal to K — nejJOJ/C. But, we can consider also the medium as a 
periodic medium and follow the recipe of Sec. III. Both treatments in these cases give almost 
the same angle of propagation. This is in excellent agreement with what was observed in the 
FDTD simulation. 
One might be tempted to describe a photonic crystal medium for cases with a low index 
contrast as a homogeneous medium with an index given by Eq. (5.40). However, the results 
we present in the following suggest that such a treatment would be erroneous. In fact, consider 
the five different cases of Fig. 5.13. In this case we take the same angle of incidence, but choose 
the interface along TM and, therefore, the propagation direction y along TK. We present the 
results in Fig. 5.16. Contrary to one's expectations for a homogeneous medium with index 
neff, even for an index contrast as low as 1.2:1.0 (case b), we see three distinct refracted beams. 
These beams have propagating angles in excellent agreement with the predictions of a wave 
vector type of analysis in the repeated zone scheme. Therefore we can infer that the wave 
"sees" the periodicity of the medium even when the index contrast is low. The periodicity 
may introduce multiple bands for a certain frequency (see Fig. 5.15). In addition, because the 
system is periodic, the modes repeat themselves in wave vector space. Our results indicate, 
that the periodicity of the system should be taken into account even for the low index contrast 
cases. An effective medium approach may give inadequate results (predicts a beam close to 
the position of the middle beam in cases of Fig. 5.16(b) through (e)) or, in many cases, totally 
inaccurate for the high index contrast cases. For example, for case of Fig. 5.13(e), it predicts 
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a positive instead of a negative refracted beam. For infinitesimally small index modulation, 
however, a wave vector analysis may predict additional beams. In such a case the periodicity 
and band folding axe a mere artificiality and the medium is essentially homogeneous and should 
be treated as such. 
We notice also, that in Fig. 5.16, for cases (b) through (c), although three beams are 
present, each has almost clear wavefronts. Actually we checked the field solution with the 
PWE method and we found that the FB wave describing each of these beams consists of only 
one predominant coefficient. Therefore, in these cases for each beam, we have information of 
how fast the phase given by k r travels from point to point in space. So, in such cases, Yariv's 
picture (definition (5.5)) [25] is appropriate for the phase velocity. Therefore, it is natural 
to ask, when does Yariv's picture begin to fall apart? To answer this, we consider a similar 
numerical experiment as in Sec. V. For detector/sampling points, we use adjacent points in 
the numerical grid space. We take normal incidence and FM as the propagation direction y. 
Let yi represent the location of a point in the numerical grid space where we sample the field. 
We calculate the Fourier transformed field ratio at adjacent points, H(u,yi+i)/H(aj,yi). From 
this ratio, we extract k which will be 
where A y = yi+i—yi = V3/62o, is the size of the numerical grid along the propagation direction 
y. Since A y is small in this case, we take the principal value of the complex logarithm in Eq. 
(5.44). For a homogeneous system, the extracted wave vector value would be independent 
of the location of the pair of detector points. We plot the extracted wave vector value for 
different sample points along the propagation directions. In this way, we can check how much 
the system diverges from the homogeneous case with increasing index contrast. For different 
pair of sampling points located at %, we plot the extracted real kn and imaginary part of ki of 
the wave vector k, for all five cases in Figs. 5.17(a) and 5.17(b) respectively. We find that for 
case (a) this value is almost constant. The small imaginary part present, is due to numerical 
errors. Nonetheless, as the index contrast increases, deviations appear from a constant value 
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that become larger and larger. In addition, an increasingly large imaginary part appears, 
contradictory to the fact that the photonic crystal is an inherently lossless system. Obviously, 
a phase velocity defined in the 2D crystal according to Yariv's picture [25] quickly breaks down 
as the index contrast increases. Thus, for the large index contrast cases, the definition in Sec. 
IV for the phase velocity according to Notomi's picture [1] becomes appropriate. 
We now discuss the definition of "rightness" for the low index cases. This property was 
found to have a sign that coincides with the curvature of the band for the cases where we 
have a strong mixing (high index contrast). As we have already mentioned, the band folding 
is just an artificiality when the medium is homogeneous or when the index contrast is very 
low. Negative curvature in such a case can by no means imply the existence of a left-handed 
(backwards) beam. The question arises when is it appropriate to associate the sign of band 
curvature with the sign of the "rightness" ? All beams in Figs. 5.13 (a) through (c) and Figs. 
5.16 (a) through (c) can very well be approximated by a plane wave. Therefore, clearly all 
the observed beams in such cases are right-handed beams. The cases of Figs. 5.13(d) and 
5.16(d) have some small mixing, while the cases of Fig. 5.13(e) and 5.16 (e) have a stronger 
mixing. As mentioned before, only in cases with a strong mixing does the phase velocity of 
the entire profile of the magnetic field within the Wigner-Seitz cell have physical meaning. 
Apparently, only cases with a strong mixing, can be candidates for left-handed behavior. In 
fact, we should attempt to discuss "rightness" only for cases where the real part kn of the 
wave vector value (extracted using the methodology of the preceding paragraph) shows such 
large variations, that it ranges from positive to negative values. This is the case only for case 
(e) (index contrast 5.0:1.0). 
Conclusively, in the low index contrast cases, the wave vector diagram analysis is still valid. 
Even for a low index contrast in the higher bands, an effective medium cannot always describe 
the refractive properties of the photonic crystal. In an anisotropic homogeneous medium, 
at most, two beams would be expected but never three, as we observed in Figs. 5.16 (b) 
through (e). However, it is inappropriate to assign a "rightness", according to the "sign" of 
the curvature of the band structures for PC's with low index modulation. Modulation must 
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be high enough so that no predominant plane wave component exists. 
XI. Comparison with the ID layered medium 
As we have mentioned before the refractive properties of the ID layered medium have been 
extensively studied [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, there are significant differences between the 
properties of the ID layered medium and the two-dimensional photonic crystal we studied in 
this paper. In the two-dimensional photonic crystal, when the plane of incidence is chosen to 
be the periodic plane, the entire wave vector is confined in the first BZ. In contrast, in the ID 
periodic medium, only the component of the wave vector along the direction of periodicity is 
Bloch confined, i.e., restricted within the first BZ, in this case. This has several implications. 
First, the modes in k-space repeat themselves periodically in one direction only. If the 
interface is chosen along the ID periodic direction, modes from the higher order zones, when 
|k||ti/7r| < 1, can never be accessed. One can access higher order modes for small |k||| values 
only when a slanted interface is employed. This is the method used in Refs. [10] and [11] to 
access modes lying outside the first BZ with small |k|||. Note, in our 2D system we can access 
higher order modes even when the interface is cut along a symmetry direction and small |k|||. 
In fact, these are propagating waves indicated with dotted line in the cases of Fig. 5.1(b) and 
5.1(c) (type I higher order waves). 
Second, the most important implication is regarding the "rightness." In the 2D system, 
a band with negative curvature corresponds to a left-handed (backwards) beam. However, 
this is not true for a one-dimensional system. We have chosen x to represent the direction 
of the periodicity. The curvature of a certain band will then be given by dw(kx, ky)/dkx or 
equivalently vgxkx, where vgx is the component of the group velocity along the direction of 
periodicity. Following the methods used in App. II for the group velocity and Sec. VII for the 
Poynting vector for the ID layered system, we obtain, 
2 
< S > - ^ { k y A n  + ^ v g x k x ) ,  ( 5 . 4 5 )  
where <> refers to the spatial average within the unit cell of the time averaged quantity, 
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u !  —  u ( k x ,  k y )  for the band under consideration, and if the fields are H-polarized 
Av — V] t]g,g'HgHGi = / j](x)v2dx. 
G,G' 
(5.46) 
7 ] ( x )  —  and v  =  ^ 2 G  H c { k x , k y ) eîGa: for the band under consideration. Since the integrand 
in expression (5.46) is positive, Av is a positive definite quantity [46]. 
Now, for a band with a positive curvature, v g x k x  > 0 and so < S > -k > 0. For a band 
with a negative curvature vgxkx < 0. Then < S > k < 0, only if 
where kx is within the limits of the ID BZ. 
In other words, a propagating wave that corresponds to a band with positive curvature is 
always a forward wave. In contrast, a propagating wave that corresponds to a band with a 
negative curvature is backwards (left-handed) only when condition (5.47) is satisfied. Note that 
condition (5.47) holds, regardless of the choice of the interface, provided that x represents the 
stacking (periodic) direction and y the direction perpendicular to this. If we choose the interface 
along y and consider normal incidence, then ky = 0. Thus, in this particular case, a band with 
negative curvature yields a backwards wave. Furthermore, we examined this condition for a 
case with high index modulation, H-polarization, frequency falling in the second band, and 
interface along the x-direction. With H-polarization in this case, we mean that the magnetic 
field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. We employed the PWE method [34, 35, 36] 
and found that the possibility of left-handed behavior, is restricted only to a small fraction 
of frequencies of the second band. In addition, for the applicable frequencies, one obtains 
backwards waves only for a part of the wave vector space. So, for the ID layered medium, 
negative curvature does not necessarily imply a backwards beam. Each individual case should 
be examined with condition (5.47), to determine the "rightness" of the propagating beam. We 
note at this point that backwards coupling [47] observed between two waveguides linked with 
ID layered medium does not necessarily imply a backwards wave. 
, 2  I u g x ^ x \ i  (5.47) 
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XII. Conclusions 
We systematically studied EM wave propagation in two-dimensional photonic crystal struc­
tures. We based our analysis on the wave vector diagram formalism. We observed different 
cases where negative refracted beam with distinctly different origins are present. We confirmed 
the condition for single beam propagation does not coincide with the condition for having a 
single reflected beam in the incoming medium. For simple cases, we determined the conditions 
for single beam propagation and applicability of Snell's formula. We revisited the controversial 
topic of phase velocity and showed that in a photonic crystal with strong scattering present, 
only the wave vector inside the first BZ zone has physical meaning. We used the symmet­
rical properties of the photonic crystal to appropriately design a wedge experiment that can 
determine the "rightness" of a general 2D PC system (hexagonal or square). We studied the 
behavior of the PC system as the index contrast transitions from high to low values. We used, 
whenever possible, the symmetry of the system to determine the reflected beams by inferring a 
simple formula. For the cases in Sec. Ill the refracted beams were determined by the use of one 
primary construction line. With the rapid development of photonic crystals more complicated 
structures are now fabricated, for example 12-fold symmetrical quasi-crystals [48]. In more 
complicated structures, or when interfaces are not cut along crystal symmetry directions, the 
wave vector diagram analysis should be performed in its general form. All construction lines 
should be kept and all intersections should be accounted for to determine all possible reflected 
beams, as well as all possible refracted beams. Our study will help in the understanding of EM 
propagation in more complicated and/or three dimensional structures. In 3D structures, inter­
esting phenomena may arise because of the possibility of polarization coupling. The present 
study will also help in the understanding and making of optical devices such as light deflection 
devices [49], waveguide division multiplexers [50] etc. 
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Appendix I 
a) Higher order Bragg reflected beams 
The fc|| m component of an order m Bragg reflected wave in the air medium is given by Eq. 
(5.1). In order not to have any Bragg waves for any angle of incidence the condition, 
| - sin einc + 2m?r | > w/c, (5.48) 
C 0.str,cMt 
must be observed Vm^0,V 9inc e [0, tt]. 
But, if 
-sin6inc > 7——, (5.49) 
C Vstr,cut 
then 
.  a  2 n . i v  2 i r  u j  u >  ,  ,  |- sm0inc - 1 = - sin dine - < - single < -, (5.50) 
C Ustr,cut C Vstr,cut C C 
i.e., a Bragg wave of order m—-1 couples. Therefore, the first condition we must impose is 
V \9inc\ < tt- Equivalently, 
-sin0j„c < 2?r , (5.51) 
c Ostr.cut 
; < (5.52) 
t- 0str,cut 
must be satisfied. Assuming this condition is valid, we proceed. 
. 2ra7r . w . 2m7T ,w 2?r | — sin9inc + 1 > min{\- sm9inc + - 1) > | 1. (5.53) 
C Ostr,cut c "str,cut c "str,cut 
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So, it suffices to find the frequencies to satisfy, 
(5.54) 
c Vstr,cut C 
or equivalently, 
, (5.55) 
str,cut 
with a being the lattice constant. 
No higher order reflected beams appear for any angle of incidence for frequencies satisfying 
(5.55). If condition (5.55) (or (5.54)) is valid, condition (5.52) is automatically satisfied. In 
addition, for a certain frequency satisfying (5.52), for a certain incident angle 9inc obeying the 
inequality, 
sin Oinc + 2ft/b8tr,cut > —, (5.56) 
c c 
no higher order Bragg reflected beams appear. 
b) Equivalent points in wave vector space 
The eigenvalue equation that results from expression (5.4) and Maxwell's equation is for 
the H polarization case, 
X>G,G'(k + G) . (k + G')^(k) = ~HG(k). (5.57) 
G' C 
Suppose we consider the FB wave for K = k + G0 with G0 a reciprocal lattice vector. 
Then, the eigenvalue equation becomes 
,2 
G VG,G' (k + G + G0).(k + G'+ G 0)HG, (K) = -^H G (K). (5.58) 
G' 
From Eq. (5.58) after setting GJ = G + G0 and GG = G + G0 we get 
^T)G„G,(k + GI). (k + G2)flG2-G0(K) - ÇHGi_GO(K). (5.59) 
Ga 
By comparison with the original eigenvalue equation, it is evident that 
#G_Go(K) =#G(k). (5.60) 
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Therefore, the time-independent part of the FB wave (Eq. (5.4)) for K becomes 
H f b , K  =  e i K r ^ f f G ( K )  e i G  r  =  e i k  r  J ] ^ G ( K )  e i ( G + G o > r  
G G 
= giG' r _ e*rg^,(k) E'G' r = (5,61) 
G' G' 
So, the Floquet-Bloch wave expressions corresponding to wave vectors k and K, separated by 
a reciprocal lattice vector G0, are equivalent. In other words, k and K are equivalent points 
in wave vector space. 
c) Yariv's definition for phase velocity 
In the ID system the wave vector in the plane of incidence is not confined in the first BZ, 
but only the component along the periodicity. Therefore, the FB wave has the form (when 
magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of incidence) 
H(r, t) = eikxeil3y %(&, w) eiGx e~iu3t z. (5.62) 
G 
x is chosen to represent the direction of periodicity. The phase velocity defined in Ref. [25] for 
the FB wave, given by (5.62) is 
= 7W+W (5'63) 
In this expression (see Ref.[25]), k is not within the first BZ zone, but chosen so that |ifo| >\HG\ 
VC #0. 
d) The average of the FB wave in the Wigner-Seitz cell 
<  H ( T  —  R) >= 1 e~iwt [ eik'(R+r') y ifGe<G'(R+r,)d2r' 
y Ay/s Jr' q 
= * g-iwtgik-R f e.W y HGeiG r'd2r' = e-^VkR < H(r = 0) > (5.64) 
v Ay/S Jr' 
where r ranges within the Wigner-Seitz cell around r—R, R a Bravais lattice vector, and we 
used eiG R=l. 
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Appendix II: Calculation of the group velocity 
For the group velocity calculation we employ the k p perturbation method that was first in­
troduced for the photonic crystal by Johnson et al. [42]. Busch et al. [43, 44] implemented this 
method to determine the group velocity and "photon mass" of a two-dimensional E-polarized 
photonic crystal. In the following, we provide the basic steps of such calculation and derive 
simple expressions in terms of the FB wave's coefficients. The final expressions are compared 
with the corresponding energy velocity expressions in Sec. VII. 
a) H-polarization 
From Maxwell's equations we obtain: 
where Hnk is the FB wave that corresponds to a band with index n, wave vector within the 
first BZ k and frequency wnk- The FB wave is given by expression (5.17) with vn^ given by 
expression (5.19). Since the wave is H-polarized, the eigenvectors are parallel to the cylinder 
axis z, and k lies in the plane of periodicity xy. Using expression (5.65), (5.17) and (5.19) we get 
(5.65) 
(5.66) 
We set (r?(r) = ^~y), and take into account that k • vn,k — 0 and that vn,k = v n , k ( % , y )  (since 
xy is the plane of periodicity). After manipulations, we get 
Ôkvn,k — ^n,kvn,k (5.67) 
with 
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Ôk = V??(r) x V x +iVr?(r) x k x +r/(r) [ik x V x +k2 — V2 — z(k • V)] (5.68) 
and 
w2 
A»,k = (5.69) 
Equation (5.67) represents the eigenvalue equation that yields the FB wave states defined 
in Eq. (5.4) for a certain wave vector k and frequency wn,k- Let us now consider the FB wave 
for the wave vector k' = k + q where |q| << IT/a . The eigenvalue equation for wave vector 
value k + q will be 
Ôk+qvn,k+q — <^n,k+qvn,k+q- (5.70) 
Setting k -> k + q in Eq. (5.68) we get: 
Ôk+q — Ôk + q • fi + 0(e2) (5.71) 
with 
fZ = —iVrj( r) — 2ir?(r)V + 2r?(r)k. (5.72) 
So, the eigenvalue operator for k + q can be considered as the corresponding operator for k 
with a perturbation q • fï. Thus, 
W, = A„,k + q • (5.73) 
^ vn,k|vn,k / 
Consequently, 
Apparently, 
wn,k+q ~ w„,k = q • Vkw = —^—q < (5.74) 
k < Vn k| vn,k / 
f _ C2 < Vn,kl » |Vn,k > 
2^n,k < vn,k|vn,k > 
(5.75) 
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Note that < v„ik| Ô |vn_k >= fwsc v*k Ô vn,k d2r. The integral is over the two-dimensional 
Wigner-seitz (WS) cell. Each term of the operator ft is evaluated separately in the numerator 
of the expression (5.75). In fact, using expression (5.19) for vn)k we obtain 
< v„;k| - iV%(r)|vn,k >= Y G'r)G>HG+G>HG (5.76) 
G,G' 
< vn,k| - 2î7?(r)V|vn)k >= 2 G rjG>HG+GlHG (5.77) 
G,G' 
< vn,k|277(r)k|vnik >= 2 ^  k i]G>HG+G>HG (5.78) 
G,G' 
and 
< vn,k|vn,k ^ ] ^ G ~ (5.79) 
G 
(eigenvectors are normalized to unity). Note to derive the above relations we used 
—i— f eiGrd2 r = 6(G). (5.80) 
A -WSC J w s c  
Finally, lumping all terms together we calculate 
c2 
v„ -
G,G' 
g (2k + 2G + G') r]G>HgHg+g>. (5.81) 
After index manipulation (i.e., setting Gi = G + G and Gg = G), we obtain 
c2 
Un
'
k G1;G2 
To obtain the above expression, we used 
Y (k + Gi) T]Gi-G2HGiHG2. (5.82) 
Y GI j]Gl-G2HGlHG2 = Y G2 r ] G 1 ~ G 2HGlHG2, (5.83) 
GI,G2 G!,G2 
since the expression inside the sum is symmetrical for the pair of reciprocal vectors Gj, G2 
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b) E-polarization 
From Maxwell's equations, 
V x V x E = -2pe(r)E. (5.84) 
The electric field satisfies Bloch's theorem, therefore, 
E - eik'run,k, (5.85) 
with 
u
-'^v3bÇEGe,G'r' (5'S6) 
Note in this case the electric field E is parallel to the cylinder axis z. This means k- u„)k = 0 
and Eg — EQ Z. Expression (5.84) with (5.85) and (5.86) yields 
Ôkun, k  =  -^n, k un, k j  ( 5 . 8 7 )  
with [43, 44] 
Ôk = -V2 - 2,(k - V) + k 2 ,  (5.88) 
and An,k given by (5.69). After following a similar analysis as in a), we obtain 
1n,k|fi|un1k C2 < u jk|fî| rj!  > 
8 2wn,k < un,k|e(r)|unik > 
with 
(5.89) 
fî = -2 iV + 2k. (5.90) 
Expression (5.89), after acting fi on unik yields 
Y^(^ + G)E2g. (5.91) c
2 
vg = 
wn,k 
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Higher order 
transmitted 
Figure 5.1 Oblique incidence of EM waves at photonic crystal slabs. The 
PC system consists of dielectric rods in a hexagonal arrange­
ment. All cases are with magnetic field along the cylinders 
(H-polarization). The parameters for each case (dielectric con­
stant of rods e, radius of rods r, and dimensionless frequency 
/) are: a) e=12.96, r = 0.35a, /=0.58, b) e=20.0, r — 0.37a, 
/=0.425, c) e=12.96, r = 0.35a, /=0.535, and finally in d) 
e=7.0, r — 0.35a , /=0.81. Note that ]—fa(c — a/A, with 
a the lattice constant and c the velocity of light and A the 
wavelength of light in vacuum. The solid arrows indicate the 
transmitted, while the dotted black arrows indicate higher order 
beams inside the PC. 
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Figure 5.2 Wave vector diagram for the case of Fig. 5.1(a). The equifre-
quency surfaces are plotted (black solid lines) in the repeated 
zone scheme. The red solid circle represents the equifrequency 
surface for the air (incoming) medium. The green dot-dashed 
line is the primary (zeroth order) construction line. The addi­
tional turquoise lines represent higher order construction lines. 
All intersections are indicated. The blue vector represents the 
fundamental wave vector of the FB wave that corresponds to 
a causal signal. The respective energy velocity that coincides 
with the propagating signals direction is shown as the orange 
vector. In the insert the corresponding wave vector analysis in 
the first zone is shown. Clearly, an analysis in the first zone is 
suff ic ient  in  this  case.  For  this  cut  G o x ,y  =  27r/o I ) y  with a x  — a 
(lattice constant) and ay — V3a. A general reciprocal lattice 
vector is (2nl+n2) Gox + n2 Goy, with nl, n2 integers. 
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Wave vector diagram for the case of Fig. 5.1(b). The equifre-
quency surfaces are plotted (black solid lines) in the repeated 
zone scheme. The red solid circle represents the equifrequency 
surface for the air (incoming) medium. The green dot-dashed 
line is the primary (zeroth order) construction line. All intersec­
tions are indicated. The blue vectors represent the intersections 
that result in the first zone after the folding process, that cor­
respond to causal signal (shown as the orange vectors). In the 
insert, the corresponding wave vector analysis done in the first 
zone is shown,. Thus, the latter fails to predict the second re­
fracted beam. For  this  cut  G o x ,y  =  27T /a x , y  with a x  — \ /3a 
(lattice constant) and ay = a. A general reciprocal lattice vec­
tor is ni Gox + (nl+2n2) Goy, with nl, n2 integers. 
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Figure 5.4 Same as Fig. 5.3 but for the case of Fig. 5.1(c). 
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Figure 5.5 Wave vector diagram for the case of Fig. 5.1(d) in the extended 
zone scheme. For this cut Gox,y — 27r/aX)J/ with ax = a (lattice 
constant) and ay = \/3a. A general reciprocal lattice vector 
is (2nl+n2) Gox + n2 Goy, with nl, n2 integers. Everything 
else is the same as in the previous figures. Notice that in this 
case a wave vector type of analysis in the first zone (see insert) 
predicts no propagating signal. 
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Figure 5.6 Oblique incidence at the photonic crystal slab with e = 60., 
r = 0.37a, for frequency / = 0.275 that is below the Bragg 
condition for no additional reflected beams for any angle of 
incidence. Notice that despite the presence of only one reflected 
beam, there are two propagating beams indicated with the black 
solid and dotted arrows, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 The open circles represent the imaginary part of the Fourier 
transformed magnetic field, sampled in time at different points 
along the propagation direction The sampling points are sep­
arated by one period along the propagation direction which is 
the TM direction. PC has rods with e — 12.96 and radius 0.35 a, 
and the magnetic field lies along the cylinders (H-polarization). 
In both cases, the corresponding equifrequency surfaces are al­
most isotropic. Top panel (a) is for /=0.58 that belongs to a 
band with negative curvature. The bottom panel is for /=0.48 
that belongs to a band with positive curvature. The solid lines 
are oc sin(kyi), where k is the real part of the numerically calcu­
lated wave vector .  Thus,  k=-2.16 a - 1  for  case (a)  and 1.35 a~ l  
case (b). The stars represent the imaginary part of the Fourier 
transformed magnetic field for points in the neighborhood of 
yi  =  7b with b — V3-
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Figure 5.8 Magnitude of the group velocity for cases with almost isotropic 
EFS for a photonic crystal of rods with e = 12.96 and radius 
0.35, for H-polarization. In a) the results of the 5th band (nega­
tive curvature band) are shown. In b) the results of the 4th band 
(positive curvature band) are shown. The solid and dot-dashed 
lines represent the results from the k • p perturbation method 
for signal along the YK and TM direction, respectively. The 
solid lines with circles represent the results obtained when con­
sidering the system having an effective phase index np. The 
index is calculated from the band structure (EFS surfaces) and 
is frequency dependent. Agreement between the two results is 
excellent close to the band edge. Since the anisotropy increases 
as one moves away from the band edge, so does the discrepancy 
between the two values. 
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Figure 5.9 Wave vector diagrams for the wedge experiment that corre­
sponds to Fig. 5.1(b). The black solid lines represent the EFS 
in the PC medium. The red circle is the EFS in air. The blue 
vector represents the wave vector inside the PC medium. The 
black solid arrow represents the causal direction of the energy 
flow inside the PC. The turquoise lines indicate the directions 
of the first and wedged interfaces, both chosen along TK. The 
normal to the wedged interface is indicated with the dot-dashed 
line. The blue solid line indicates the construction line at the 
wedged interface. The green arrow represents the wave vector 
and direction of the outgoing beam (in air). 
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Figure 5.10 The wedge experiment for the case of Fig. 5.1(b). The oper­
ation frequency is f — 0.425. A large positive outgoing angle 
is seen as predicted by the wave vector diagram analysis. The 
second beam is along the normal to the wedge direction and 
is due to multi-reflections in the upper part of the wedge. 
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Figure 5.11 The wave vectors inside the PC wedge (area 2), and the out­
going wave vectors (area 3) for a case of anisotropic EPS. In 
(a) the wave vectors in area 2 are drawn assuming the PC is 
right-handed and in (b) assuming the PC is left-handed. Three 
different beams couple into the PC with three different wave 
vectors (kt, kai, k<j2)- The red circle represents the EPS in air 
for the relevant frequency (/ = 0.50). The bold and dotted 
blue and green lines perpendicular to 12 represent the different 
kjf values we obtain from the careful study of the wave vector 
diagram in the repeated zone scheme. We have four different 
outgoing beams. The position of the two is very close to the 
position of the remaining two. From the figure it becomes clear 
that the location of the beam with the larger angle coincides 
with the sign of ve • k inside the PC wedge and so determines 
the "tightness." 
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Figure 5.12 Wedge simulation for the case of Fig 5.11. The outgoing beam 
with the larger angle is the negative hemisphere. Therefore, 
the system is left-handed in this case. 
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Figure 5.13 Refraction at oblique incidence with angle of 8° at a PC lattice 
of rods with radius 0.35 a for H-polarization. We consider a 
dielectric constant equal to 1.05, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0 and 5.0 for cases 
(a) through (e) respectively. Positive refraction is seen in all 
cases except in case (e) where index contrast is high. 
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Figure 5.14 Equifrequency surfaces for 5 values of index contrast (1.05, 1.2, 
1.5, 2.0 and 5.0 to 1.0 respectively). The operation frequency 
is chosen around the middle of the second and third band. The 
closed curves are the EFS that correspond to the second band, 
while the open concave-like curves are those that correspond 
to the third band. The EFS are drawn in the first quadrant 
only, so that we are able to see more detail. The third band 
EFS remain anisotropic with increasing index contrast. The 
ones that correspond to the second band become increasingly 
isotropic and finally almost circular for an index contrast as 
high as 5.0. In the right panel the EFS are drawn in the 
2vr-space for the limiting cases with e= 1.05 (dotted lines) and 
e=5.0. (dashed lines). 
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Figure 5.15 The band structure for the two limiting cases with e= 1.05 
and 6=5.0. The operation frequency is chosen to be around 
approximately the middle of the second and third band, and 
is indicated in the figure with the dotted line. 
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Figure 5.16 Refraction at oblique incidence with an angle of 8° for the same 
cases as in Fig. 5.13, but with FM as the symmetry direction 
of the interface. Even for an index contrast as low as 1.2, one 
can see three distinct beams (although two of them are faint 
in magnitude). 
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Figure 5.17 (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the wave vector for the PC 
lattices of Figs. 5.13-16. The wave vector is calculated from 
the numerical FDTD field patterns at adjacent points yi and 
Vi + Ay (Ay = a/3/62 a). We have taken normal incidence 
along TM and assumed in the wave vector extraction that one 
plane wave component dominates the propagation. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Photonic crystal research has attracted great interest in the scientific community, due to 
their potential for applications in optics technology. In this dissertation we studied systemati­
cally the unusual propagation properties of the photonic crystal for two-dimensional structures. 
We focused on two different frequency regions — one where propagation inside the PC is pro­
hibited (gaps), and the other where it is allowed (bands). Our results will aid in understanding, 
designing, and enhancing the performance of PC-based optical devices. 
In particular, in Chapter 2 we studied the PC system in the presence of a line defect, acting 
as a Fabry-Perot resonator. We found that the quality factor of the resonance is very sensitive 
to many parameters. The wider the width of the PC mirrors, confining the resonance, the 
larger the quality factor of the device. Nevertheless, losses cause the quality factor to saturate 
with increasing width of the end mirrors. Note, the PC system is an inherently lossless system. 
We introduced in our calculations losses to take into account scattering out of the plane of 
periodicity. The latter is present in most experimentally realizable 2D PC structures with small 
aspect ratio. Thus, there is a limit to the optimum quality factor one can obtain from a certain 
PC structure. Moreover, other factors that influences the quality factor are the lateral size of 
the structure and the profile (width) of the source. Both these quantities must exceed a certain 
value in order to achieve a quality factor approaching the optimum value. The optimum, for 
a certain width of the PC mirror, is obtained when the lateral size is infinite and the input 
source is a plane wave. 
In the following chapters we shifted our attention to the behavior of the photonic crystal in 
the band frequency regions, where EM wave propagation is allowed. In Chapter 3, we observed 
that the PC system is characterized by an effective phase index np, controllable by the band 
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structure. This effective index describes how the wave vector refracts when meeting the air-PC 
interface, and can have both positive and negative values. The sign of np conveys the type of 
propagation we have — right-handed (when positive) and left-handed (when negative). In the 
traditional LHM, which has a negative refractive index, light refracts in the negative direction. 
However, in PCs, the effective phase index cannot always be used in a Snell-like formula to 
yield the angle of the propagating signal. In fact, our results showed that the sign of refraction 
at the air-PC interface does not always agree with the sign of the effective phase index. We 
suggested a wedge type of experiment that unveils the sign of S k inside the PC, and, therefore, 
unambiguously determines the sign of np. We found that the sign of np that we obtain from 
the wedge simulation experiment, always agrees with that predicted from a band structure 
analysis. 
In Chapter 4, we addressed a controversial issue regarding negative refraction. If negative 
refraction is thought of as an instantaneous process, then it would seem that a causal signal 
violates the speed of light limit. To study how negative refraction occurs between the interface 
of a material with a positive index and a material with a negative index, we used the photonic 
crystal system. We focused on cases where the modes in wave vector space are almost isotropic 
and the phase index np is negative. This system is inherently lossless and acts, in many respects, 
as a homogeneous system with a negative refractive index. We observed with a time-dependent 
analysis how negative refraction occurs at the interface of a medium with a negative refractive 
index. We found that negative refraction is not an instantaneous process. Specifically, the wave 
seems initially trapped in the interface, takes time to reorganize, and eventually propagates in 
the negative refraction. Our results provided firm evidence that negative refraction is a reality. 
The long transient time we observed (on the order of 45 periods), explained the apparent 
paradox associated with the signal velocity in a steady state type of analysis. 
In Chapter 5, we studied extensively the anomalous refractive behavior of the photonic crys­
tal. The periodicity of the photonic crystal is responsible for the repetition of the propagation 
modes in the wave vector space. We observed different refractive effects in the photonic crys­
tal system, some stemming from the first Brillouin zone and some stemming from the higher 
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order Brillouin zones (higher order effects). We identified four distinct cases with a negatively 
refracted beam. In some cases an additional beam is present (birefringence). We classified 
these different refractive effects according to their origin and nature of propagation concerning 
the 'tightness." We based our analysis on the wave vector diagram formalism and found this 
formalism always predicts accurately all propagating beams. In addition, we investigated the 
conditions necessary to have only a single propagating beam, since this can be desirable in 
some cases. Under the new findings, we revisited the subject of phase velocity and discussed 
the meaning of phase velocity in the periodic PC medium. In addition, we derived simple 
expressions for the group and energy velocity for the 2D PC system and showed their equality. 
Moreover, we went over the intricate details of the design for the wedge experiment, suggested 
in Chapter 3, for different cases. Finally, we investigated the validity of our findings for the 
cases where the index contrast was low. We found that even in these cases the wave vector 
diagram formalism predicts accurately the direction(s) of the propagating beam(s). However, 
when refractive index contrast is very low, the wave vector diagram formalism may predict 
more beams than the ones that actually couple inside the PC. In these cases, an effective 
medium approach would be more appropriate. Moreover, we found that for the low index 
contrast cases, we cannot associate negative band curvature with left-handed behavior. In the 
end, we compared our two-dimensional PC system with a one-dimensional periodic system — 
the familiar Bragg reflector. We found that for this system, even for high index modulation, 
negative curvature does not always lead to a backwards (left-handed) wave. 
To summarize, this dissertation has contributed the following in the area of photonic crys­
tal research. In the first part of the dissertation, when we study the PC in the gap region, 
we saw that it can act as a resonator, with the introduction of an appropriate defect. The 
conditions to obtain the optimum quality factor of such a resonator were discussed. This is 
very useful, when one intends to design PC-based optical filters. Different factors discussed in 
Chapter 2, such as source profile, should be take into account to achieve the highest possible 
quality factor. The second part of the dissertation comprises of the study of the propagation 
properties of the photonic crystal in the band region. We focused on the anomalous refracted 
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effects and left-handed behavior in photonic crystals. Our study in Chapter 3 has shown that 
the photonic crystal system can exhibit, under certain conditions, left-handed behavior. This 
behavior was predicted theoretically by Veselago for the homogeneous negative index medium 
(NIM), and was recently experimentally verified for periodic composite metallic structures. 
We suggested experiments to test our theoretical predictions for left-handed behavior for the 
photonic crystal system as well. However, the mechanism leading to a backwards wave inside 
a structure has not yet been fully understood. We believe, that our work on photonic crystals 
will aid the understanding of such a mechanism. Note, in the photonic crystal, both permit­
tivity and permeability of all components are positive. Moreover, our findings in Chapter 4 
provided firm evidence that negative refraction is a reality and existing controversial issues in 
the left-handed materials field. Future directions involve the understanding of the cause of 
this transient time effect in negative refraction. Furthermore, our studies will be very useful in 
designing an appropriate PC slab superlens, according to Pendry's suggestions for the perfect 
lens slab made of negative index material. Moreover, in the three-dimensional photonic crys­
tal, polarization coupling phenomena have not yet been thoroughly investigated. Our work on 
the refractive properties of the two-dimensional system, will help in the investigation for the 
refractive properties of three-dimensional crystal and possibly polarization coupling. In this 
dissertation we focused on the complete study of propagation modes in the crystal. However, 
the photonic crystals can also allow coupling from a propagating mode to an evanescent mode, 
coupling of an evanescent mode to a propagating mode in the crystal, and coupling between 
evanescent modes (surface states). Our work will also be very useful in a careful study of such 
phenomena. Other possible future directions will be the study of propagation properties inside 
defect structures in PCs, such as coupled cavities, waveguides, and bends. Successful coupling 
of an input source into a waveguide and mode conversion in bends are issues that plague the 
performance of these devices. A careful study of the propagation properties inside these defect 
structures may shed light in this direction. 
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